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Abstract 
Tortuosity is an important morphological characteristic, which describes the limiting 
effects of the pore structure on the transport properties of porous media. In this paper, 
the relevant aspects of tortuosity and associated transport in porous media are 
reviewed thoroughly. 
The classical theories related to tortuosity and associated equations for the prediction of 
effective transport properties are summarized separately for flow, conduction and 
diffusion. These theories evolved over a long period, and their evolution is tightly linked 
with the progress of relevant methodologies such as tomography and 3D image analysis. 
As a result of this long history, many different definitions and nomenclatures can be 
found in literature, which is the source of severe confusion and frequent misconception. 
In order to clarify the discussion on this topic, a new classification scheme and a 
systematic nomenclature for the different tortuosity types are proposed in this paper. 
Three main classes of tortuosity are distinguished: a) direct geometric, b) indirect 
physics-based and c) mixed (geometric and physics-based) tortuosities. 
An extensive review of empirical data focusing on tortuosity-porosity relationships 
reveals a systematic pattern associated with the different tortuosity types. For example, 
the values of direct geometric as well as mixed tortuosities are systematically lower than 
those from indirect physics-based tortuosities. Systematic differences can be observed 
even within single tortuosity classes. For example, when comparing direct geometric 
tortuosities, the values for medial axis tortuosity are systematically larger than those for 
geodesic tortuosity. Hence, a scientific treatment of tortuosity always has to provide a 
clear definition of the tortuosity type under consideration, which is tightly related to the 
underlying method of computation. 
The review of methods for characterization of porous media, in general, and 
computation of tortuosity, in specific, includes the following disciplines: 3D imaging, 
image processing (qualitative and quantitative), numerical transport simulation, 
stochastic geometry and virtual materials testing. Particular emphasis is put on the 
different methods of computation, which are specific for the different types of tortuosity. 
An extensive list of available software packages with their modular options is also 
provided. 
Finally, mathematical and empirical expressions for microstructure-property 
relationships are discussed for a) conduction and diffusion and b) flow/permeability. 
The evolution of these expressions is intimately related to the methodological 
improvements in tomography, image analysis, numerical transport simulation, 
stochastic geometry and virtual materials testing. This evolution led to a better 
understanding of the different tortuosity types and of their impact on transport 



properties. However, the methodological progress also resulted in the perception of 
additional relevant characteristics such as the constrictivity and, in case of viscous flow, 
the hydraulic radius. Hence, new mathematical expressions for microstructure-property 
relationships make use of modern methods that enable to characterize these 
morphological characteristics in a specific way (i.e. specific computation of tortuosity 
type, constrictivity and/or hydraulic radius). Compared to classical equations (e.g., the 
Carman-Kozeny equation or Archie's law), the new expressions provide a higher 
prediction power of effective properties, in particular for porous and composite 
materials with complex microstructures. 
  



1. Introduction 
 
Tortuosity (τ) is widely recognized as a key concept for transport in porous media, 
which describes the impact of pore structure (at all scales) on effective transport 
properties. Tortuosity is a dimensionless parameter that depends on the windedness of 
transport pathways. The increase of path lengths due to tortuous pore morphology can 
contribute significantly to the transport resistance. This concept was introduced almost 
100 years ago by Kozeny in 1927 [190]. Since then, tortuosity has been widely applied in 
various research disciplines, such as chemical engineering, geoscience, materials science 
and life science. Uncountable studies dealing with tortuosity have been performed, using 
different methodologies (physical theory, laboratory experiments, numerical 
simulations, 3D imaging and image processing) and combinations thereof. It is beyond 
the scope of this article to present a detailed review of all these studies. For this purpose 
we refer to excellent review articles on tortuosity in specific (e.g. by Clennell [55], 
Ghanbarian et al. [109], Shen and Chen [304], Tjaden et al. [329]) and on transport in 
porous media in general (e.g. [3,18,27,74,130,131,289,333,351]). 
 
In order to explain the focus of this paper, it must be emphasized that until now there 
exists no unifying theory for the tortuosity concept. Therefore, the discussion of 
tortuosity bears considerable potential for confusion. Many different definitions of 
tortuosity have been presented, depending either on the characterization method 
(direct geometric 3D analysis by tomography and image processing vs. indirect 
calculation from effective properties) and/or on the underlying transport mechanism 
(flow, diffusion and conduction). Confusion is amplified by the fact that many different 
tortuosity-terms are in use (see Table 1). Unfortunately, in many cases there exists no 
clear definition for these terms and moreover, a globally accepted classification scheme 
as well as a systematic nomenclature for the different tortuosity types are missing. 
 
Table 1: List of tortuosity (τ) terms from literature 

- geometric τ  
- geodesic τ 
- medial axis τ 
- percolation path τ 
- fast marching method (FMM) τ 
- distance propagating method (DPM) τ 
- pore centroid τ 
- path tracking method (PTM) τ 
- pore throat τ 
- (bulk) diffusional τ 
- Knudsen τ 
- electric τ 
- ionic τ 
- thermal τ 
- hydraulic τ 
- flux-based/physics-based τ 
- indirect or inverse τ 
- direct τ 
- kinematic τ 

- fudge factor τ 
- retardation factor τ 
- streamline τ 
- volume averaged τ 
- area averaged τ 
- path-length τ 
- random walk τ 
- relative τ 
- formation τ 
- fractal τ 
- (in)active phase τ 
- total electrode τ 
- characteristic τ 
- experimental τ 
- impedance (EIS) τ 
- crack τ 
- three phase boundary (TPB) τ 
- τ factor (Τ) 
- τ tensor 

 



As will be discussed in this article, the different tortuosity terms have distinct meanings 
and can therefore not be used interchangeably. However, the meaning of a specific 
tortuosity term is often strongly related to the methodology by which tortuosity is 
determined. Therefore, the topic of tortuosity must be discussed in context with the 
corresponding methodologies (i.e. 3D imaging and image analysis, transport simulation 
or laboratory experiments) and their continuing development. 
 
Initially, the basic theories on tortuosity (e.g., Carman-Kozeny equations) were 
developed at a time when direct measurement of tortuosity by means of tomography 
and 3D image analysis was not possible. Therefore tortuosity was determined indirectly 
- usually from effective transport properties that were measured experimentally. This 
led to a certain gap between theoretical descriptions, which are based on considerations 
of path lengths in simplified geometric models (e.g. in bundles of tubes or in packed 
spheres), and empirical investigations, which derive tortuosity values indirectly from 
bulk effective properties. Hence, different definitions for tortuosity evolved over time, 
depending on the basic approach (theory vs. experiment vs. modeling), depending also 
on the field of research, on an associated 'school of thinking' (e.g. petro-physics vs. 
electrochemistry), and also largely on the availability of certain characterization 
techniques (e.g. pore scale modeling or 3D analysis by tomography and image 
processing). 
 
Over the last two decades significant progress was achieved in high-resolution 
tomography as well as in stochastic modeling and numerical simulation of 3D image 
data representing the morphology of microstructures. These methodological 
improvements open new possibilities for studying microstructure-property 
relationships, in general, as well as for measuring tortuosity directly from the 
microstructure by means of 3D analysis and transport simulation, in particular. Due to 
the availability of new methods, it is now possible to compare different tortuosity 
concepts and establish correlations between the different tortuosity types. These new 
possibilities are the basis for the present review article, which is structured as follows: 
 
In Chapter 2, the classical theories and concepts of tortuosity (starting with Carman-
Kozeny equations), as well as the underlying definitions for the most important 
tortuosity types are presented in a chronological (historical) order. At the end of 
Chapter 2, a classification-scheme is introduced together with a systematic tortuosity-
nomenclature. Three main categories are distinguished: direct geometric tortuosities, 
indirect physics-based tortuosities and mixed (geometric and physics-based) 
tortuosities. This classification may help to avoid confusion in future debates. 
 
In Chapter 3, empirical data from literature is collected and compared. The collection 
includes more than 2000 data-points (i.e. tortuosity-porosity-couples) from 70 studies 
in various fields such as geology, battery and fuel cell research. Thereby, empirical 
approaches are considered as well as investigations that are based on computational 
modeling and simulation. The collection of literature data represents the basis for an 
empirical description, which shows how tortuosity varies for different types of materials 
and microstructures. Furthermore, in many of these studies different types of tortuosity 
are measured for the same materials. These datasets enable to define a relative order 
among the different tortuosity types. More precisely, it turns out that for a given 
material, the values of certain types of tortuosity tend to be systematically lower than 



the values of other tortuosity types. This comparison of different tortuosity types results 
in a surprisingly clear and consistent pattern. 
 
In Chapter 4, modern methods for microstructure characterization and associated 
calculation approaches for tortuosity are reviewed. Chapter 4 is structured according to 
the workflow, which is typical for this kind of microstructure characterization. First, an 
overview of modern tomography methods is presented with a special emphasis on 
recent innovations and on current trends. Subsequently, calculation approaches by 
image analysis and by transport simulation are discussed for all three tortuosity 
categories: direct geometric, indirect physics-based and mixed (geometric and physics-
based) tortuosities. In addition, an extensive list with available software packages for 
image processing, which include codes for the computation of specific tortuosity types, 
is presented. Finally, modern methods of stochastic geometry used for virtual materials 
testing are discussed in context with their applications in Digital Materials Design and 
Digital Rock Physics, which are all strongly associated with the investigation of 
tortuosity. 
 
In Chapter 5, it is discussed how the recent progress in tomography, 3D image analysis, 
microstructure modeling and virtual materials testing can be used for a thorough 
understanding of microstructure-property relationships. Based on modern 3D 
characterization techniques, the effects from tortuous pathways can now be 
distinguished from other microstructure effects, such as the limitations arising from 
narrow bottlenecks and from the friction at pore walls. New morphological descriptors 
were introduced for the bottleneck effect (i.e. constrictivity), for the wall friction effect 
(i.e. hydraulic radius) and also for the path length effect (i.e. tortuosity). As a 
consequence, new formulas describing the complex relationships between 
microstructure and effective transport properties have been established recently. The 
evolution of morphological descriptors and associated formulas describing the micro-
macro relationships are reviewed in this chapter. For porous media with random 
microstructures, these new formulas have a higher prediction power compared to 
traditional equations from the literature, such as e.g. the Carman-Kozeny equation for 
viscous flow. 
 
Finally, a summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6. 
 
2. Review of theories and a classification of tortuosity types 
 
In this chapter, the classical concepts and theories of tortuosity are reviewed. The 
concept of tortuosity typically started with the Carman-Kozeny equations and then 
evolved and diverged from there. Although tortuosity is related to porous media 
transport, it must be emphasized that the purpose of this chapter is not to give a review 
on transport equations and associated transport simulations. For such topics we refer to 
dedicated books (e.g. Bird et al [27]). 
 
For a given porous medium, tortuosity (τ) is basically defined as the ratio of effective 
path length (Leff) over direct path length (L0) through the considered porous medium 
(see e.g. [47,84,113,190]), i.e. 
 



Eq. 1   𝜏𝜏 =  𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐿𝐿0

  
 
The direct path length (L0) is equal to the sample dimension in transport direction. For 
theoretical treatment one simply has to find a suitable definition of the effective path 
length (Leff), and for practical application one simply has to find a suitable method to 
measure the effective path length (Leff). Unfortunately, definition and measurement of 
Leff are not as simple as it appears at a first glance, which explains the emergence of 
numerous different approaches and concepts over the last 100 years. In this chapter, we 
therefore describe the most important types of tortuosity (i.e. hydraulic, conductive, 
diffusive and geometric tortuosities) in separate subsections. For each tortuosity type, 
we present the evolution of emerging definitions and concepts in a chronological 
(historical) order. 
 
2.1 Hydraulic tortuosity 
 
2.1.1 Classical Carman-Kozeny theory 
  
For porous media, the volumetric flow (Q) induced by a pressure gradient (∆P/L0) can 
be described by Darcy's law from 1856 [65] 
 
Eq. 2  𝑄𝑄 =  𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴 =  −  𝜅𝜅 𝐴𝐴

𝜇𝜇
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 , 
 
with superficial velocity (vs), cross-section area (A), dynamic viscosity (µ) and 
permeability (κ). All resistive effects of the microstructure are implicitly and 
indistinguishably contained within the permeability (κ). 'In early times', when 3D 
methods were not yet available, flow and its relationship to the underlying 
microstructure were modeled based on a simplified geometrical model consisting of a 
bundle of parallel tubes (i.e. equivalent channel model, see Kozeny (1927) [190]).  
 
Capillary flow in a straight tube can be described with the Hagen-Poiseuille equation 
 
Eq. 3  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  =  −  𝑟𝑟

2

8 𝜇𝜇
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 , 
 
with capillary velocity (vc, also called interstitial velocity) and tube radius (r). The 
comparison of Eqs. 2 and 3 reveals that permeability (κ) in tube models scales with r2/8. 
For models where capillary tubes are not straight, the effective length of the capillary 
flow path (Leff) is larger than the direct length (L0), which leads to a reduction of the 
effective pressure gradient. In order to correct this effect, Kozeny introduced the notion 
of hydraulic tortuosity, which he defined as the ratio of the effective hydraulic path 
length over the direct length (i.e. τhydr = Leff_hydr/L0). This leads to 
 
Eq. 4  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  =  −  𝑟𝑟

2

8 𝜇𝜇 
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

 = −  𝑟𝑟2

8 𝜇𝜇 𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 . 

 
In order to adapt Poiseuille's description of a single tube for equivalent tubes (as 
analogy for porous media), it is necessary to consider also the impact of pore volume 
fraction on superficial velocity and associated volume flow. According to Dupuit's 



relation, superficial velocity (vs in Eq. 2 for porous media flow) is equal to the capillary 
velocity (vc in Eq. 4 for tube flow) multiplied by porosity (i.e. vs = vc ε). In analogy to 
Darcy's law, the equation for volume flow in the capillary tubes model thus becomes 
 
Eq. 5  𝑄𝑄 =  𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴  =  −  𝑟𝑟2 𝜀𝜀 𝐴𝐴

8 𝜇𝜇 𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 . 

 
The distinct notation of tortuosity factor (Τ) in Eq. 5 originates from a later extension of 
Dupuit's relation by Carman [47], which is discussed below in context with Eq. 14. 
 
Permeability strongly depends on the effective hydraulic radius (rhydr), which represents 
a tube equivalent radius that is characteristic for the overall viscous drag. Kozeny also 
introduced the hydraulic radius as the ratio of area open to flow (in a 2D cross-section 
perpendicular to flow) over the perimeter of this area exposed to flow. For a given 
volume of porous media, the hydraulic radius can also be defined as the ratio of the 
pipes volume open to flow over the corresponding surface area of these pipes. For a 
single straight tube, the hydraulic radius is thus half of the tube radius (rhydr_tube = 
πr2L/2πrL = r/2). In a more generalized description for porous media, the volume-to-
surface ratio is rewritten as the ratio of porosity over specific surface area (per volume) 
(rhyr_K = ε/SV =r/2, with subscript K for Kozeny). For non-circular tubes, Kozeny 
additionally introduced a shape correction factor (cK). This leads to the well-known 
semi-empirical Kozeny equation [190] 
 
Eq. 6  𝑄𝑄 =  𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴  =  −  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦_𝐾𝐾

2 
𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾 

 𝜀𝜀 
𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

 𝐴𝐴
𝜇𝜇 
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 =  −  𝜀𝜀3 𝐴𝐴
𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉2 𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝜇𝜇

 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 . 

 
For the specific case of circular tubes, the Kozeny factor cK is equal to 2. For non-circular 
tube cross-sections, shape correction factors in the range from 1.5 to 2.6 were specified 
based on experimental data. 
 
Combining Eq. 6 with Eq. 2, we obtain an expression for permeability in terms of 
porosity, Kozeny factor, specific surface area (per volume) and hydraulic tortuosity. This 
expression, also called Kozeny equation in the literature, reads as 
 
Eq. 7  𝜅𝜅 =  𝜀𝜀3

𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉2 𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 
 . 

 
In 1937, Carman [47] presented some important modifications of Kozeny's equations, in 
order to describe permeability in granular materials (instead of a bundle of parallel 
tubes). For this purpose he considered a simplified geometrical model of packed 
spheres. Specific surface area per total volume (SV) is replaced by surface area per solid 
volume (aV), which then requires the solid volume fraction (1-ε) as a correction term. 
For mono-sized spheres, the surface area per solid volume (aV) can be written as a 
function of the particle diameter (aV = 6/Dp). For non-spherical particles, the hydraulic 
radius needs to be corrected with a shape factor (cC, with subscript C for Carman). With 
this correction, one obtains 
 
Eq. 8  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝐶𝐶  =  𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶  𝜀𝜀

𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉 (1−𝜀𝜀)
 = 𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝  𝜀𝜀

6 (1−𝜀𝜀)
 . 

 



Permeability of a packed spheres model (as analogy for granular materials) is thus 
described with the Carman-Kozeny equation 
 

Eq. 9   𝜅𝜅  = 𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶2𝜀𝜀3

2 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉2(1−𝜀𝜀)2 𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 
 =  𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶2𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝2𝜀𝜀3

72 (1−𝜀𝜀)2 𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 
 . 

 
Thereby the Kozeny factor (cK) for tube shapes becomes obsolete and can be replaced 
with a constant value of 2. The Carman factor (cC) for correction of non-spherical 
particle shapes was determined experimentally for grain-sorted powders, whereby 
values in the range from 0.28 (for mica) to 1 (for spherical particles) were obtained. 
 
Carman [47] pointed out that the comparison of Eq. 2 (Darcy, porous media) with Eq. 3 
(Hagen-Poiseuille, tube flow) requires a careful consideration of the involved velocities. 
In principle, velocity can be defined as the ratio of path length over characteristic 
residence time (t) during which a particle is travelling from inlet to outlet. Three 
different velocities must be distinguished in this context, which was later also discussed 
by Epstein in 1989 [84]:  
 
a) The capillary velocity (vc) used in Eq. 3 for tubes is also called intrinsic or interstitial 
velocity for porous media. The notion of capillary velocity is based on a microscopic 
consideration of particles travelling through porous media (or through a single tube). 
Their capillary velocity can be described as the ratio of the effective tortuous path 
length, denoted by Leff_hydr, over the residence time (t), i.e. 
 
Eq. 10  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  =  𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 

 𝑡𝑡
 

 
Thereby, Leff _hydr is interpreted as a mean length, which is characteristic for a large 
number of particle pathways. Subsequently, homogenized 'mean' properties of locally 
defined quantities are denoted with angle brackets, i.e. <x> denotes the homogenized 
mean of x. For complex porous media, it was not possible for a rather long time to 
measure the mean length of hydraulic transport pathways or streamlines (Leff_hydr). 
However, a simpler approach to determine the mean capillary velocity <vc> without 
measuring Leff_hydr was later presented by Duda et al. [73] and Matyka and Koza [220], 
who used <vc> for calculating a volume averaged tortuosity based on pore scale 
modeling (see the discussion in context with Eq. 20). 
 
b) The interstitial axial velocity (vx) is based on a macroscopic observation of flow in 
porous media, where only the direct path length (L0), i.e. the sample length between 
inlet and outlet planes is known. The residence time (t) is the same as for the 
microscopic observation related to capillary velocity. Then, vx is given by the ratio of 
direct path length over residence time, i.e. 
 
Eq. 11  𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥  =  𝐿𝐿0 

 𝑡𝑡
 . 

 
Capillary velocity (vc) and interstitial axial velocity (vx) are equivalent only for the case 
of a single, straight tube, where Leff_hydr  = L0. 
 



c) Finally, in a porous media, the macroscopic superficial velocity (vs) in Darcy's law (Eq. 
2) can be deduced from the ratio of volume flow over cross-section area (i.e. vs = Q/A). 
According to Dupuit's relation, the macroscopic superficial velocity in porous media (vs) 
can also be obtained from the interstitial axial velocity (vx, e.g. in a single tube or in 
porous media consisting of tubes) with correction of the volume effect using porosity 
(ε). In this way one obtains 
 
Eq. 12:  𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠  =  𝑄𝑄 

 𝐴𝐴
 =  𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 𝜀𝜀 =  𝐿𝐿0 

 𝑡𝑡
 𝜀𝜀 . 

 
The careful distinction of three different flow velocities leads to two main conclusions: 
 
First, from the ratio of Eq. 10 over Eq. 11, Carman obtained two equivalent definitions of 
hydraulic tortuosity, - first as ratio of mean path lengths and second as ratio of mean 
velocities, i.e. 
 
Eq. 13  𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟  =  

〈𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 〉 
 𝐿𝐿0

 =  〈𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 〉
 〈𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥〉

 
 
For a long time, conventional definitions of tortuosity focused on the ratio of path 
lengths. However, with the rise of numerical simulations the consideration of mean 
velocity components has gained importance as an equivalent definition for tortuosity 
(see Eq. 20).  
 
Second, by combining Eqs 10 - 13, Carman also obtained  
 
Eq. 14  𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠  =  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 𝜀𝜀 1

𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
 , 

 
as an extension of Dupuit's relation. Substituted in Eq. 5, tortuosity was thus introduced 
for a second time in context of flow equations (i.e. first, for the correction of pressure 
gradient by Kozeny and second, for the correction of velocity by Carman). As a 
consequence, the meaning of the tortuosity factor (Τ) in Eqs. 5-9 has to be redefined as 
hydraulic tortuosity by a power of 2 (see [47,55,84]), i.e., 
 

Eq. 15  𝛵𝛵ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟 =  �𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐿𝐿0
�
2

 =  𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2. 
 
2.1.2 From classical Carman-Kozeny theory to modern characterization of 
microstructure effects 
 
a) Limitations of the Carman-Kozeny approach 
The Carman-Kozeny equations describe two main transport limitations arising from the 
microstructure. First, viscous drag induced by wall friction is captured with the 
hydraulic radius (rhydr). Second, non-viscous effects are attributed to reduced pore 
volume fraction and/or to increased length of transport pathways. These non-viscous 
effects are described with dimensionless microstructure descriptors for porosity (ε) and 
hydraulic tortuosity (τhydr). Variations of tortuous path lengths affect both, superficial 
velocity and effective pressure gradient, and thus, tortuosity appears with a power of 2 
in the Carman-Kozeny equations. 



 
The Carman-Kozeny equations were introduced at a time when tomography and 3D 
image analysis were not yet available and therefore hydraulic radius and tortuosity 
could not be measured directly from the microstructure. As a loophole to this problem, 
Carman considered a simplified geometrical model consisting of mono-sized spheres as 
an analogy for the complex pore structure in granular media. For this simplified model 
the hydraulic radius can be described with easily accessible geometric descriptors (ε, SV, 
aV, Dp), as summarized in previous sections. However, the determination of hydraulic 
tortuosity remained a major problem. Based on geometric analysis of streamlines in a 
packed bed of spheres, Carman proposed to use a constant value of √2 for τhydr. 
 
Experimental validations confirmed that the Carman-Kozeny equations are capable to 
predict permeability and flow reasonably well for simple granular media consisting of 
mono-sized spheres. For non-spherical particles, Carman introduced a shape correction 
factor (cC), which has to be fitted for different particle shapes and size distributions 
separately. It turns out that the uncertainties of permeability predictions with the 
Carman-Kozeny equations increase with geometric complexity of the granular material 
(e.g. for non-spherical particles, for wide particle size distributions and for anisotropic 
particle packing and grain orientation). In the meanwhile, numerous studies have shown 
that the semi-empirical Carman-Kozeny approach is highly uncertain for materials with 
complex microstructures (see e.g. [149,153,244,246]). Despite these uncertainties, the 
Carman-Kozeny equations are still widely used for the study of granular materials such 
as battery electrodes (materials science) and sandstones (geoscience). As will be 
discussed in Chapter 5, new equations using new morphological descriptors from 3D 
analysis have been presented in literature, which provide reliable predictions of flow 
and permeability also for porous media (granular and non-granular) with complex 
microstructures. 
 
b) Controversy about realistic values for hydraulic tortuosity 
Much effort was expended in order to visualize the streamlines and to estimate the 
associated streamline tortuosity. Already in 1956, Carman [48] was able to visualize 
streamlines by injecting dye into dense packed glass spheres. With this experiment he 
demonstrated that on average the streamlines diverge from the direction of 
macroscopic flow by an angle of about 45°. Based on these observations Carman 
concluded that the hydraulic streamline tortuosity (τhydr_streamline) in porous granular 
media must be approximately √2. Thus, in early theoretical work, hydraulic tortuosity 
was often replaced by a constant value of √2. 
 
Contrariwise, in experimental work, tortuosity is usually calculated indirectly from 
relative properties at macroscopic scale. A relative property is defined as ratio of the 
effective property (e.g. effective electrical conductivity (σeff) of a porous medium 
saturated with electrolyte) over the intrinsic property of the transporting medium (e.g. 
intrinsic conductivity of the pure electrolyte (σ0)), which results in σrel = σeff/σ0. A simple 
relationship between microstructure and the macroscopic relative property is then 
often assumed, according to which, for example, the relative conductivity (σrel) depends 
only on porosity (ε) and electrical tortuosity (i.e. σrel = ε / τele2). Hence, when relative 
conductivity is known from experiment or simulation, the indirect electrical tortuosity 
can then be calculated easily (τindir_ele = √(ε/σrel)). By assuming the same simple 



relationship for relative diffusivity, the indirect diffusional tortuosity can be determined 
in the same way, i.e. by τindir_diff = √(ε/Drel).  
 
For flow and permeability, the micro-macro relationship is more complex since it 
involves additional microstructure descriptors for the viscous effects (i.e. rhydr). For 
example, the Carman-Kozeny formulations could be used for calculation of indirect 
hydraulic tortuosity (i.e. by combining and reformulating Eqs. 6, 7, 9, 15). The resulting 
expression for indirect hydraulic tortuosity then reads as follows  
 

Eq. 16  𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟  =  �𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦2 𝜀𝜀
𝜅𝜅 

 =  � 𝜀𝜀3

𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉2 𝜅𝜅 
 . 

 
However, this equation is rarely used because the involved descriptors are more 
difficult to determine. For simplicity, the indirect 'hydraulic' tortuosity is thus often 
calculated with the same simple approach as described above for relative conductivity 
or relative diffusivity. As a consequence, the computed values that are reported in 
literature for indirect tortuosities are usually much higher than √2, and sometimes even 
up to 20 [25,171,285,286].  
 
In Chapter 3 we present an extensive collection of empirical data from literature, which 
is the basis for a systematic comparison of different tortuosity types. This collection of 
literature data illustrates a clear mismatch between the relatively high values (>> 2) for 
indirect tortuosities versus relatively low values in the range of √2 for streamline-
tortuosities, as predicted by Carman [48]. A possible explanation for this mismatch is 
given below in section 2.1.2 d. 
 
c) New methods for characterization of volume averaged hydraulic tortuosity 
Over the last two decades considerable progress was achieved in tomography, 3D image 
processing and pore scale modeling. This allows for a computation of the 3D geometry 
of streamlines based on simulated flow fields and the associated effective path lengths 
can be described statistically (see e.g. [185–187,189,219]). However, in order to extract 
a physically relevant mean value for the effective path length (Leff), the question arises 
how the single streamlines have to be counted in the statistical analysis? Bear [18] and 
Clennell [55] argued that hydraulic streamline tortuosity should be calculated by 
weighting the streamlines with the corresponding fluid fluxes, i.e., 
 
Eq. 17 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 =  ∑ 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
 

 
where wi represents a weighting factor for the flux represented by streamline i. In the 
meanwhile, several weighting approaches were presented in literature (see e.g. [185–
187,189,219,238]). For a detailed discussion we refer to Duda [73], who concluded that 
these different weighting approaches lead to inconsistent results. In particular, circular 
Eddy-currents may impose a significant source of error. Last but not least, statistical 
analysis of streamline geometry is computationally expensive. 
 
A much easier method to compute hydraulic tortuosity was then presented by Matyka 
and Koza[220] and Duda et al. [73], based on earlier work from Koponen et al. [187]. 
Instead of focusing on the challenging analysis and weighting of streamlines, their 



method is based simply on the integration of local vector components from the 3D 
velocity field: 
 

Eq. 18 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 = 〈𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐〉 
 〈𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥〉 

 = ∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟) 𝑦𝑦3𝑟𝑟𝑉𝑉

∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝑟𝑟) 𝑦𝑦3𝑟𝑟𝑉𝑉

  

 

 ≈
∑  1𝑛𝑛 �𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘)2+𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘)2+𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧(𝑘𝑘)2𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘=1

∑  1𝑛𝑛 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘)𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘=1

 =  
∑   �𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘)2+𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘)2+𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧(𝑘𝑘)2𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘=1

∑   𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥(𝑘𝑘)𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘=1

 , 

 
where n is the number of discrete control volumes with equal volume (e.g. voxels from 
tomography and from the simulated flow field, respectively). 
 
It must be emphasized, that this definition of hydraulic tortuosity is compatible with an 
alternative definition from Carman (see Eq. 13), who described tortuosity also as the 
ratio of capillary velocity (vc) over interstitial axial velocity (vx). According to Matyka 
and Koza [220], < vc > is the 'average magnitude of the intrinsic velocity over the entire 
pore volume' (i.e. mean capillary velocity) and < vx > represents the 'volumetric average 
of the velocity component parallel to the macroscopic flow direction' (i.e. the mean 
interstitial axial velocity). The mean values are obtained by integration of local 
properties (i.e. vectors components) at each point r in a discretized (mesh- or voxel-
based) velocity field, which is obtained from numerical simulation of flow. 
 
Compared to streamline-analyses, this method has several important advantages: a) 
neither streamline extraction nor weighting of streamlines are necessary, b) problems 
with eddy currents are solved in an elegant way, c) implementation is relatively easy 
and computation is relatively cheap and d) this method not only holds for fluid flow, but 
also for other transport processes such as diffusion and electrical conduction.  
 
In literature, this type of tortuosity is called area (2D) or volume (3D) averaged 
tortuosity. For 2D-cases it was introduced by Koponen, 1996 [187]. For 3D-cases it was 
first applied in 2011 by Matyka and Koza [220], Duda et al. [73] and Ghassemi and Pak 
[110]. Since then it is increasingly used for characterization of all kinds of porous media 
(see e.g. [97,162,167,235,281–283,303]).  
 
Throughout the present article, the volume averaged as well as the streamline 
tortuosities are denoted as 'mixed' tortuosities (i.e. τmixed_hydr_Vav, τmixed_hydr_streamline). The 
term 'mixed' emphasizes the fact that this category incorporates 'mixed' information. 
First, it includes geometric information from 3D analysis of simulated flow fields. 
Second, it also includes physics-based information from simulation of a specific 
transport process (i.e. flow, diffusion or conduction). Thereby, the mixed information is 
neither determined directly from microstructure nor indirectly from effective or relative 
properties. (Note: A new tortuosity-classification with direct, indirect and mixed 
tortuositites is introduced in Chapter 2.5, see Fig. 3).  
 
d) New microstructure descriptors for bottleneck effect and constrictivity 
As mentioned in section 2.1.2 b, the values measured for mixed tortuosities (i.e. 
τmixed_hydr_Vav, τmixed_hydr_streamline) are roughly compatible with Carman's estimation of 
hydraulic tortuosity (ca. √2). In contrast, the relatively high values for indirect 



tortuosities (τindir_ hydr or τindir_ele) indicate that the corresponding effective path lengths 
are overestimated. Obviously, by computing tortuosity indirectly using effective 
properties, other limiting effects in addition to path lengths are attributed to the indirect 
tortuosity, which explains the relatively high values. In particular the limitations arising 
from narrow bottlenecks are not addressed separately. The omission of the bottleneck 
effect is also a major shortcoming of the Carman-Kozeny theory. In fact, it was shown by 
Petersen [259] in 1958 that the retarding impact of varying cross-sections for flow in a 
straight tube can be described with a so-called constrictivity factor (βPetersen), which he 
defined as the ratio of cross-section areas at open (Amax) and at constricted locations 
(Amin), i.e., 
 
Eq. 19  𝛽𝛽𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖  =  𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 

 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
=  𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 2

𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛2
 , 

 
where 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  and 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥  denote the radii of the disk-shaped cross-sections Amin and Amax, 
respectively For the simple case of a constricted pipe, the bottleneck effect and the 
associated microstructure descriptors (β, rmin, rmax) are visualized at the bottom of Fig. 
23. In recent years, it became more and more accepted that the bottleneck effect (i.e. 
constrictivity) is an important retarding effect for transport in porous media, which 
needs to be considered separately from and/or in addition to the path lengths effect (i.e. 
'true' tortuosity) (see e.g. [20–22,30,141,142,312,349]). However, until recently there 
were no methods available to quantify constrictivity (β) from complex microstructures.  
A suitable method was then introduced by Holzer et al. [142] in 2013, which was later 
formalized in the framework of stochastic geometry [240]. Thereby, the average sizes of 
bulges and bottlenecks are obtained from two different size distribution curves, see 
Münch and Holzer [233]: a) continuous pore size distribution (cPSD), for which there is 
a one-to-one relationship with the granulometry function [218], is used to characterize 
the size of bulges, and b) a geometrically defined mercury intrusion pore size 
distribution (MIP-PSD, also called porosimetry curve) is used to characterize the size 
distribution of bottlenecks. The mean radii corresponding to the volumetric 50% 
quantiles (i.e. r50) of these two pore size distributions are considered as mean effective 
sizes for bulges (r50_cPSD = rmax) and bottlenecks (r50_MIP_PSD = rmin), respectively. 
Constrictivity (β) is then defined as the ratio of the squared effective bottleneck radius 
(rmin) over the squared effective bulge radius (rmax), which is the inverse of Petersen's 
definition of constrictivity, i.e., 
 
Eq. 20  𝛽𝛽 =  𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥
=  𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 2

𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥2
 =  1

𝛽𝛽𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛
 . 

 
It is important to note that rmin and rmax do not describe minimum and maximum radii of 
a pore structure, but they represent mean values of two different size distribution 
curves capturing the sizes of either narrow bottlenecks (MIP-PSD, rmin) or wide bulges 
(cPSD, rmax). For further reading about constrictivity we refer to [141,240,312].  
 
The fact that constrictivity, still today, is often not included in the traditional transport 
equations explains the relatively high values that are typically obtained when calculating 
indirect tortuosity from effective transport properties, e.g. with Eq. 16 [142,312]. In 
Sections 2.1.2b+c, a striking discrepancy between mixed tortuosities (with characteristic 
values in the range of √2) and indirect tortuosity (with values typically >2) was 



described. This discrepancy can mainly be attributed to the exclusion of constrictivity 
(bottleneck effect) from the calculation of indirect tortuosity, which is well documented 
by Wiedenmann et al. [349]. Indirect tortuosities that are derived from relative or 
effective properties (e.g. permeability, conductivity) are thus often also interpreted as 
fudge factors (or structure factors), because they represent an overall resistive effect of 
the microstructure, which is not or only partly related to the lengths of transport 
pathways (see e.g. Clennell [55]). 
 
In summary, based on improved methods for 3D image analysis over the last two 
decades, new descriptors for microstructure characteristics have become available. 
These innovations include new types of tortuosities (direct-geometric and mixed types) 
and new approaches for measuring characteristic length, hydraulic radius, bottleneck 
size and constrictivity. Based on these new descriptors also new expressions for the 
quantitative relationship between microstructure and effective properties 
(permeability, conductivity, diffusivity) could be formulated. In contrast to the Carman-
Kozeny equations, these new expressions have a high prediction power also for 
materials with complex microstructures. The mathematical description of micro-macro 
relationships for transport in porous media and how these equations evolved over time 
is reviewed in Chapter 5 (see Figs. 22, 23).  
 
2.2 Electrical tortuosity 
 
The concept of electrical tortuosity (τele) was developed since ca. 1940 (see Archie [8]) 
in parallel to the hydraulic tortuosity concept. The electrical tortuosity describes 
resistive effects of the microstructure, which limit the effective electrical conductivity 
(σeff) and, equivalently, increase the effective electrical resistance (Reff) in porous media 
saturated with electrolyte. Thereby, Ohm's law can be used to describe the electrical flux 
(Jele) in a saturated porous media, i.e., 
 
Eq. 21  𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 =  𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐿𝐿0

 , 

 
with the potential gradient (∆U/L0) as driving force. The resistive formation factor (FR) 
was then defined as the ratio of effective electrical resistance of the porous media (Reff) 
over the intrinsic resistance of the electrolyte (R0): 
 
Eq. 22  𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅  =  𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 

 𝑅𝑅0
 =  𝜎𝜎0 

 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 =  1

 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
 =  1

 𝑀𝑀
 . 

 
The inverse of the formation factor is the relative conductivity (σrel), which is also called 
microstructure (M)-factor. The difference between effective and intrinsic properties is 
due to the mentioned resistive effects of the underlying microstructure. According to 
Archie's law [8], which reads as 
 
Eq. 23  𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅  =  1

𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚
 , 

 
the formation factor can also be described as a power law of porosity (ε) with a so-called 
empirical cementation exponent (m). 
 



Archie's law is widely used in geo- and soil-science. However, it has limited validity 
because it relates effective transport properties and associated formation factor to a 
single microstructure characteristic (i.e. porosity) and it ignores all other morphological 
effects. In an alternative approach by Wyllie and Rose, 1950 [357] the formation factor 
was described with an additional microstructure characteristic, namely the so-called 
structural factor (Xele), defined by 
 
Eq. 24  𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅  =  𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 

𝜀𝜀
 =  𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒

2 
𝜀𝜀

 . 
 
In analogy with Carman's formulation for flow, the structural factor (Xele) was also 
considered as an equivalent of the (electrical) tortuosity factor (Τele = τele2). This 
relationship is nowadays more commonly formulated as  
 
Eq. 24b 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  =  𝜎𝜎0 𝜀𝜀

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒2
 . 

 
Hence, the electrical tortuosity (τindir_ele) can be obtained indirectly by plugging 
experimental results for the formation factor (or relative conductivity) and porosity into 
Eq. 24, which leads to 
 

Eq. 25   𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 𝜀𝜀  =  �
𝜀𝜀

𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
 . 

 
This kind of indirect tortuosity (sometimes also called formation tortuosity) is 
nowadays very prominent, because it can be obtained easily from numerical simulations 
of electric conduction, e.g. with commercial software like GeoDict from Math2Market 
[350] or with open source software such as TauFactor from Imperial College London 
[59]. It must be emphasized that the determination of this indirect electrical tortuosity 
does not consider any geometric information. It is therefore by no means a measure for 
the true length of transport pathways. Whenever the tortuosity is afterwards used to 
determine effective conductivities, this is a good way to define tortuosity, though. 
 
Katsube et al. [171] performed an extensive investigation on shales that were saturated 
with electrolyte. The measured values of FR were in the range from 140 to > 17'000 and 
porosities were in the range from <0.01 to 0.1. Hence, the corresponding indirect 
electrical tortuosities took values in the range from 3.4 to 12. Katsube et al. [171] 
interpreted these values for τindir_ele as unrealistically high based on geometric 
considerations. This interpretation is in accordance with Carman's 45° argument for the 
streamlines and associated estimation of √2 for streamline tortuosity. Katsube et al. 
concluded that the empirical results for the indirect electrical tortuosities are 
unrealistically high because other important microstructure effects (in addition to ε, τ) 
are not yet included in Eqs. 24 and 25. Owen [250] and Dullien [74] argued that the 
influence from narrow bottlenecks needs to be considered as an additional resistive 
effect. The formation factor was thus redefined by adding constrictivity (β) from Eq. 20 
(see also [30]), which results in 
 
Eq. 26  𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅  =  𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒

2 
𝜀𝜀 𝛽𝛽

 . 
 



It must be emphasized that the method for direct measurement of constrictivity from 
porous media was only introduced in 2013 (Holzer et al. [142]). Because of a lack of 
suitable methods, constrictivity was thus not considered - until recently - as a separate 
microstructure characteristic in the calculation of indirect electrical tortuosity. As a 
consequence, unrealistically high values (> 3) are often reported in literature for the 
indirect electrical tortuosity. These high tortuosity values must be interpreted as mixed 
information that includes resistive effects not only from tortuous path lengths but also 
from narrow bottlenecks.  
 
Nevertheless, nowadays it is more and more accepted that the bottleneck effect and 
constrictivity should be considered separately from the path length effect. Hence, 
indirect tortuosity is now sometimes also calculated based on a separate treatment of 
constrictivity (see e.g. He et al. [124]), i.e., 
 

Eq. 27   𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  =  � 𝜀𝜀 𝛽𝛽
𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 

 . 

  
Today, the recent progress in numerical simulation and 3D image processing opens new 
possibilities for the computation of other (mixed) types of electrical tortuosity. In 
analogy to the hydraulic tortuosity discussed above, also the electrical tortuosity can be 
extracted from simulated 3D fields of electrical flux. This approach provides either 
streamline (τmixed_ele_Streamline) or volume averaged tortuosities (τmixed_ele_Vav) (see Matyka 
and Koza [220] and Duda et al. [73]). Furthermore, it should be noted, that electrical 
conduction and associated electrical tortuosity are not limited to porous media 
saturated with electrolyte. The same principles can be used to describe electrical 
conduction of solid phases and associated electrical tortuosity (e.g. electrical conduction 
in cermet electrodes of solid oxide fuel cells).  
 
2.3 Diffusional tortuosity 
 
This section mainly deals with tortuosity in context with molecular diffusion (also called 
bulk diffusion), which is the dominant process in systems where chemical interactions 
between particles (ions, molecules) are negligible. Typically this is the case for 
electrolytes with a high level of dilution and/or with an ideal, inert tracer. Also gas 
transport at low pressure in macro- and mesoporous media is often dominated by 
molecular diffusion. Contrariwise, in systems where advection or surface effects 
(adsorption or dispersion) are important, molecular diffusion may not be the dominant 
transport process anymore. 
  
The Knudsen number (Kn) is used to distinguish between different diffusion regimes in 
porous media. Kn is defined by the ratio of mean free path length (λ) over the 
characteristic length (Lc), i.e., 
 
Eq. 28  𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖  =  𝜆𝜆

𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐
 . 

 
The mean free path length (λ) depends on pressure, temperature and on the effective 
cross-sectional area of the gas species. Typically it is in the range of 30 to 200 nm. For 
example, for air at room temperature and ambient pressure λ is 68 nm [159]. The 



characteristic length (Lc) is an ill-defined property, but it is usually considered as being 
equivalent to the characteristic pore radius. Hence, for gas transport in nanoporous 
media with r50 < 10 nm, the Knudsen number is much larger than 1. In this case, we say 
that we are in the Knudsen diffusion regime, which is controlled by molecule-wall 
collisions [265]. For gas transport in macro-porous media, Kn is < 1, meaning that we are 
in the regime of bulk molecular diffusion, which is controlled by molecule-molecule 
collisions. For all liquid electrolytes, λ is very small (nm or smaller) so that diffusion in 
porous media is usually controlled by bulk diffusion. For Knudsen numbers close to 1, 
both transport phenomena must be considered. Bosanquet's approximation [265] or the 
Dusty Gas Model [337] are then often used to model transport in this mixed-regime. 
 
2.3.1 Bulk diffusion 
For molecular or bulk diffusion (Kn < 1), Fick's first law can be used to describe 
diffusional flux (JD), which is driven by a concentration gradient (∆c/L0). The flux in 
porous media directly scales with diffusivity (Deff), which is an effective property of the 
system under consideration (see e.g. Satterfield and Sherwood [287]). More precisely, 
 
Eq. 29  𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷  =  −𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝛥𝛥𝑐𝑐
𝐿𝐿0

 . 
 
The effective diffusivity (Deff) of a porous medium depends on the intrinsic diffusivity 
(D0) of pure electrolyte or pure gas, respectively, and on the resistive effects from the 
microstructure. The transport limitations from obstacles in the microstructure are 
quantitatively expressed by the relative diffusivity (Drel, also called microstructure factor 
or M-factor), which is a dimensionless characteristic, i.e., 
 
Eq. 30  𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  =  𝐷𝐷0 𝑀𝑀 =  𝐷𝐷0 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . 
 
Initially, all resistive effects from the underlying microstructure were attributed to the 
diffusional tortuosity factor (Drel = 1/Τdiff, with Τdiff = τdiff2), see [287]. Still today some 
authors prefer this definition of tortuosity, which can then be considered as a global 
transport resistance (e.g. Elwinger et al, [82]). However, it was recognized very early 
that diffusion depends on different microstructure effects, which are associated with 
path length variations as well as with pore volume variations. Hence, Drel was then 
defined in an analogous way as the relative electrical conductivity, including porosity in 
addition to tortuosity (in analogy to σrel in Eqs. 22 and 25, see [63,84,357]), i.e., 
 
Eq. 31  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  =  𝜀𝜀

𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2
 . 

 
This leads to the frequently used indirect diffusional tortuosity defined by 
 

Eq. 32   𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  =  �
𝜀𝜀

𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
 . 

 
Note that the mathematical treatment for numerical simulation of bulk diffusion (Fick's 
law) and electrical conduction (Ohm's law) is identical. In both approaches the Laplace 
equation is solved. For completion, it is mentioned here that this analogy also applies to 
Fourier's law of heat conduction (Qthermal = - λeff (∆T/L0); with Qthermal = thermal flux, λeff = 
effective heat conduction). It follows that the impact of pore structure on the effective 



properties of all three processes (bulk diffusion, electric and thermal conduction) must 
be identical. In fact, it was reported from several experimental studies that the same 
values are obtained for indirect electrical and diffusional tortuosities when the same 
porous media was analyzed [106,183,356].  
 
Furthermore, in a similar way as discussed previously for the indirect electrical 
tortuosity, also unrealistically high values for indirect diffusional tortuosity were often 
reported in empirical studies of diffusion. These high values must be attributed again to 
the fact that the bottleneck effect is not treated as a separate resistive effect. Following 
van Brakel an Hertjes [30] and in analogy to the electrical tortuosity, this can be 
improved by introducing constrictivity (β) to the equation for relative diffusion, i.e., 
 
Eq. 33  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  =  𝜀𝜀 𝛽𝛽

𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 
 . 

 
Nevertheless, still today the indirect diffusional tortuosity is often calculated based on 
Eq. 32, without considering constrictivity separately. We conclude, that diffusional 
tortuosity for systems with Kn < 1 (bulk diffusion described with Fick's law) is in 
principle identical with electrical tortuosity (described by Ohmic conduction), and 
therefore the limiting effects of pore structures are the same (as discussed by Clennell 
[55]).  
 
Furthermore, also in analogy to electrical conduction, more sophisticated tortuosity 
types can be determined nowadays based on numerical simulation of diffusional flux 
and 3D image processing. The resulting streamline- and volume averaged tortuosities 
(τmixed_diff_Streamline, τmixed_diff_Vav) represent more rigorous measures of the diffusive path 
lengths, since they do not mix with a hidden bottleneck effect, as it is usually the case for 
indirect tortuosity (τindir_diff). 
 
In context with diffusion, random walk methods can be used to simulate Brownian 
motion of particles. From the random walk simulation, a statistical measure for the 
displacement of moving particles (i.e. the mean square displacement, MSD) can be 
extracted. The MSD is proportional to the product of time and intrinsic diffusivity (MSD 
= f(D0 t)). In porous media, the particle diffusion is hindered by the obstacles of the pore 
wall. This limiting effect is quantitatively captured by the random walk tortuosity 
(τmixed_diff_Rwalk), which is defined as the ratio of MSD in free space over MSD in the porous 
medium. 
In principle, the movements in each direction sum together and therefore, the MSD can 
be decomposed into the Axial Square Displacements (ASD). The axial tortuosities in x-, 
y-, and z-directions (τx/y/z_mixed_diff_Rwalk) can then be calculated from the corresponding 
ASDs. Pytrax is a simple and efficient random walk implementation for calculating the 
directional tortuosity from 2D and 3D images (see Tranter et al. [334]). 
 
 
2.3.2 Knudsen diffusion 
In nanoporous materials with Kn >> 1 (i.e. in the Knudsen regime), gas diffusion is 
controlled by collisions with the pore walls. Numerically, this process can be simulated 
with the random walk method (see e.g. Babovsky, 1986 [12]). For each particle the 
corresponding diffusivity can be calculated from displacement length and travel time. 



For simulations that are based on a large number of particles and sufficiently long 
travelling time these calculations result in a homogenized effective Knudsen diffusivity 
(Deff_Kn). The relative Knudsen diffusivity (Drel_Kn) is then again defined as the ratio of 
effective over intrinsic Knudsen diffusivity, i.e., 
 
Eq. 34  Drel_Kn  = Deff_Kn

D0_Kn
  = ε

τKn2 
 . 

 
Similar as the relative diffusivity in the bulk diffusion regime, also the relative Knudsen 
diffusivity is a dimensionless property, which describes the resistive impact of pore 
microstructure against transport. The corresponding indirect Knudsen tortuosity 
(τindir_Kn) is obtained by 
 

Eq. 35   τindir_Kn  =  �
ε

Drel_Kn
 . 

 
Note that such computed values for relative Knudsen diffusivity (Drel_Kn) and for the 
indirect Knudsen tortuosity (τindir_Kn) strongly depend on the intrinsic Knudsen 
diffusivity (D0_Kn, sometimes also called apparent diffusivity (Da)). D0_Kn itself can be 
computed using characteristic length (Lc) and thermal velocity (vth = kb T/m), i.e., 
 
Eq. 36  𝐷𝐷0_𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖   = 1

3
 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡ℎ  . 

 
The characteristic length (Lc) is a rather ill defined property, which is somehow related 
to pore size distribution and to the average pore size, respectively. The uncertainty 
associated with Lc propagates into the relative Knudsen diffusivity and into the 
associated Knudsen tortuosity (τindir_Kn), which is critically discussed by Zalc et al. [365].  
 
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no method available for a 
more direct analysis of Knudsen tortuosity based on effective path lengths (Leff/L0), as it 
is the case for bulk molecular diffusion, for electric conduction and also for viscous flow 
(see the discussion of mixed-streamline and -volume averaged tortuosities). Knudsen 
tortuosity is thus generally determined indirectly and therefore it is difficult to 
understand Knudsen tortuosity as a resistance that is related to distinct morphological 
features of the pore structure and to the corresponding length of transport pathways.  
 
In literature, the interpretation of Knudsen tortuosity in context with gas diffusion in 
nanoporous media is highly controversial. For example, Ferguson et al. [92] used 
different methods (Random walk, FVM) for modeling transport at continuum scale and 
in the Knudsen regime, which enabled to compute both tortuosities (i.e. for bulk 
diffusion and for Knudsen diffusion). Also Gao et al. [103] compared different modeling 
approaches (Knudsen, Dusty Gas and Oscillator models) that were used to characterize 
diffusivity and tortuosity in nanoporous media. Gao et al. emphasizes that the resulting 
tortuosity is highly dependent on the definition of the characteristic pore size (i.e. 
characteristic length) and on other experimental parameters (chemical species, 
temperature, pressure). Therefore, Gao et al. [103] suggested using the coordination 
number (i.e. average number of vertices that are connected to the nodes) instead of the 
Knudsen tortuosity in order to describe the impact of nanoscale microstructure on 
diffusive transport. This approach leads to more stable results and the physical and 



geometric interpretations of the coordination number are clearer than the indirect 
Knudsen tortuosity. 
 
2.3.3 Limitations to the concept of diffusional tortuosity 
In nanoporous materials, transport mechanisms very often consist of a superposition of 
several processes such as bulk molecular diffusion, Knudsen diffusion, viscous flow, 
adsorption and surface diffusion (see the examples in [103,124]). For such cases with a 
mixed transport mechanism it seems no longer possible to maintain the initial tortuosity 
concept as proposed by Kozeny and Carman, which is based either on the ratio of path 
lengths (Leff/L0) or on the ratio of velocity components (<vc>/<vx>), see Eq. 13. It is 
obvious that the indirect tortuosity, which is then usually applied also for mixed 
transport mechanisms, has limited value in explaining distinct (geometric) 
microstructure effects. Also in this case the indirect tortuosity must be rather 
understood as a fudge factor that describes the bulk resistive effects from 
microstructure, and should not be interpreted as a measure for effective path lengths.  
 
In very fine-grained, nanoporous media the molecular radii of gas species and the 
thickness of the surface adsorption layer can be in a similar range as the pore radii. In 
this case, variations of molecular radii and thickness of adsorption layers can become 
equally important for effective transport as the pore size and pore structure. Tortuosity 
in such systems is nowadays often determined with dedicated methods of numerical 
modeling (e.g. molecular dynamics [124]) or experimental characterization (e.g. NMR 
[82]), but the link with the initial geometrical tortuosity concept (i.e. with path lengths) 
is often not clear, since other physical effects (e.g. adsorption) may become dominant for 
diffusion. 
 
2.4 Direct geometric tortuosity 
 
Geometric tortuosity includes a whole group of tortuosity types, which entirely depend 
on the pore morphology, and which are therefore determined directly from 3D images 
representing the pore microstructure. The steadily increasing importance of geometric 
tortuosity types is triggered by the recent progress in the fields of tomography and 3D 
image analysis, which is summarized in Chapter 4. Many different approaches to 
measure geometric path lengths and associated geometric tortuosities can be found in 
literature. The following section describes the most prominent examples. 
 
It must be emphasized that geometric tortuosities do not take into account any 
information regarding the transport mechanisms. This is in contrast, for example, to 
streamline and volume averaged tortuosities, which are based on simulations of 
conduction, diffusion or flow. This is also in contrast to indirect tortuosities, which are 
extracted from effective properties that are related to specific transport mechanisms.  
 
2.4.1 Skeleton and medial axis tortuosity 
 
The medial axis tortuosity (τdir_medial_axis) can be considered as a prototype for the family 
of geometric tortuosities. Therefore in literature it is often just called 'geometric 
tortuosity' without further specification (see e.g. Stenzel et al. [312]). The computation 
of medial axis tortuosity is based on several rather complex image-processing steps, 
which are illustrated in Fig. 1: The raw data from tomography is first segmented into its 



constituent phases. The example in Fig. 1a shows a fuel cell anode with the phases 
nickel, Gd-doped ceria and pores [136]. For each phase a medial axis skeleton (MAS, see 
Chapter 5 of Soille [310] for details) is then produced (Figs. 1b and 1c). The shortest 
pathways through the MAS network, which connect couples of inlet and outlet points, 
are found e.g. with the help of the Dijkstra algorithm. For propagation algorithms on 
graphs to determine shortest path lengths, the reader is referred to Jeulin et al. [161]. 
The voxel-based skeleton is then transformed into a 3D graph, i.e., into a network 
representation consisting of vertices (nodes) and edges (branches) between them. A 
small portion of a 3D graph is shown in Fig. 1d. Note that further information can be 
attached to edges and vertices in form of additional characteristics of the local 
microstructure (e.g. local pore size and bottleneck size of each segment, coordinates and 
coordination nr of each node etc.). The analysis of the 3D graph is computationally 
cheap. It reveals a distribution of medial axis tortuosities for each space direction (Fig. 
1e). Based on graph analysis, tortuosity information of each pathway can be combined 
with local pore characteristics, such as the paths orientation. The example from Keller et 
al. [178,179] in Fig. 1f shows a stereographic projection of pore path orientations in an 
anisotropic clay rock. The path orientation information is combined with the medial axis 
tortuosities of each path. Tortuosity values are indicated with a color code. In this 
example, the pathways parallel to the bedding plane (yz-direction) have lower medial 
axis tortuosities (2.7, dark blue) compared to the pathways perpendicular to the 
bedding plane (x-direction: up to 13, yellow), which of course has a strong impact on the 
anisotropy of the macroscopic permeability. 
 
Reproducibility of medial axis tortuosity among different research groups may be a 
challenge, since there exist many different methods for skeleton extraction from 3D 
voxel data (see Soille [310] for a detailed description of different skeletonization 
algorithms). Throughout the present paper, we use the following nomenclature: If the 
skeleton is not a medial axis representation, then we speak of τdir_skeleton instead of 
τdir_medial_axis. The procedure for generation of a medial axis skeleton (MAS) can be found 
e.g. in Lindquist et al. [206]. MAS generation is typically based on an iterative erosion 
process called topological thinning. The resulting skeleton consists of lines or curves 
with a thickness of one voxel. These curves are always located in the center of the pore 
bodies. As previously mentioned, the shortest pathways between couples of inlet and 
outlet points can then be algorithmically computed, e.g., by means of the Dijkstra 
algorithm [69]. It turns out that for complex pore structures a robust skeletonization 
procedure is challenging. 
 
Efforts have been made to develop algorithms for an accelerated computation of 
shortest pathways. Besides the propagation algorithm in Jeulin et al. [161] mentioned 
above, TESAR (Tree-structure Extraction algorithm delivering Skeletons that are 
Accurate and Robust) was introduced by Sato et al. [284]. Thereby the distance field 
used in the Dijkstra algorithm is modified, such that the shortest pathways in a pore 
network can be found in a fast and reliable way. This algorithm thus also reveals a 
medial axis skeleton (MAS). It was later implemented in commercial software, such as 
Avizo Fire (thermofischer.com), which was used by many authors as a basis for graph 
analysis in order to compute medial axis tortuosity (see e.g. [60,102,136,178,179,312]; 
examples are shown in Fig. 1). Keller et al. [178] also presented a detailed description of 
the transformation steps from a voxel-based skeleton, via a 3D graph to a vector-based 



list of segments and nodes (assigned with local pore characteristics, such as effective 
lengths, orientation, pore size and bottleneck size). 
 
Open source software solutions for skeletonization and extraction of medial axes are 
available e.g. as Matlab code (Tort3D described by Al-Raoush and Madhoun [5]) or in 
ImageJ/Fiji (see https://imagej.net/Skeletonize3D and imagej.net/AnalyzeSkeleton). 
 
Furthermore, Thiedemann et al. [325] also presented methodological details that can be 
used for an extension of medial axis tortuosity towards weighting of pathways for their 
fluxes. This approach is based on a detailed analysis of the 3D graph including various 
local structural characteristics (see also Jungnickel [168] for a general reference to 
graph theory). Thereby the bottleneck size, which limits the flux of a specific pathway, is 
used for weighting the segments and local path lengths, which in turn affects the overall 
statistics of effective path lengths and the associated medial axis tortuosity. The 
weighting with bottleneck size can be understood intuitively as an analogue of the 
previously discussed weighting of streamlines by flux. A similar approach was recently 
also described by Nemati et al. [238]. 
 
In summary, the computation of medial axis tortuosity is based on various complex 
image-processing steps (e.g. skeleton extraction, 3D graph analysis). Therefore, its 
implementation is complex and its computation may be time consuming. A major 
disadvantage is the fact that skeleton extraction can be done in many different ways, 
which may lead to different results for the same type of geometric tortuosity. Moreover, 
it becomes difficult to interpret the extracted skeletons as transport networks in case of 
high porosities. Nevertheless, based on fundamental graph theory, this approach allows 
combining tortuosity with other local characteristics (bottleneck size, pore path 
orientation, connectivity), which are important for understanding the influence of 
microstructure on effective transport properties. 
 



 
 
Fig. 1: Illustration of image processing steps, which are the basis for computation of 
medial axis tortuosity (τdir_medial_axis): a) FIB-SEM tomography and phase segmentation of 
a cermet anode for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) with pores (black), nickel (gray) and Gd-
doped ceria (CGO, white) from Holzer et al. [136], b) zoom-in of a, c) medial axis 
skeletons (MAS) of each phase, d) schematic illustration of a graph consisting of 
branches/edges and nodes/vertices (e.g. used for analyzing path lengths), e) graph 
analysis, i.e. statistical analysis of paths lengths and associated medial axis tortuosities 
(mean τ) for the nickel phase in the main transport-direction (z) and f) stereoplot 
showing anisotropic distribution of tortuosities in a clay rock (d + f from Keller et 
al.[178,179]). 
 
 
2.4.2 Path tracking method (PTM) tortuosity 
 
The path tracking method (PTM) was introduced by Sobieski et al. [307–309]. It allows 
for a fast computation of a geometric tortuosity that is very similar to the skeleton 
approach discussed in the previous section. However, the PTM algorithm is only 
applicable for microstructures consisting of packed spheres. It identifies tetragonal 
structures formed by four neighboring spheres. These tetragons represent an 
approximation of the interstitial pore space. The algorithm then finds the shortest 
pathways through the material by connecting gravity centers in the base triangles of 
neighboring tetragons.  The resulting pathways from PTM are similar to the shortest 
pathways in a network skeleton. Despite this similarity, it must be emphasized that the 
pathways used for PTM differ in general from the medial axis representation.  



In [309], a comparison of the PTM tortuosity (τdir_PTM) with the hydraulic volume 
averaged tortuosity (τmixed_hydr_Vav) is presented, which shows almost identical results. 
However, whereas the geometric PTM approach is fast and easy, the hydraulic volume 
averaged tortuosity (based on e.g. LBM simulations) is computationally expensive and 
time consuming. Hence, PTM is a fast method for measuring geometric tortuosity in 3D 
models of packed spheres or particles. 
 
2.4.3 Geodesic tortuosity 
 
The concept of geodesic tortuosity relies on the geodesic metric in image data 
introduced by Lantuéjoul [200] and is used, e.g., in [114,213,312] to compute the 
corresponding geodesic tortuosity. The geodesic tortuosity is based on a statistical 
analysis of shortest path lengths (Leff) from inlet- to outlet-planes divided by the sample 
length (L0). For this purpose, the shortest path lengths are defined in terms of geodesic 
distances within the set of those voxels that represent the transporting phase (see e.g. 
Stenzel et al [312]). Fig. 2 illustrates the difference between geodesic (red) and medial 
axis (green) tortuosity. For the medial axis tortuosity there is only one starting point per 
pore body in the inlet plane, whereas for the geodesic tortuosity all voxels of the 
transporting phase in the inlet plane are taken as starting points. With increasing 
distance the numerous pathways starting from different seed points concentrate on a 
few geodesic tracks. In both cases (i.e. geodesic and medial axis tortuosities) the 
shortest pathways can be calculated using the Dijkstra algorithm [69,327]. However, 
whereas in the case of medial axis tortuosity the shortest pathways are restricted to the 
centerlines, for the case of geodesic tortuosity all voxels of the transporting phase are 
interpreted as vertices of a graph, which are connected to their neighboring voxels (26-
neighborhood). Thus, in average, the geodesic pathways are shorter than the medial axis 
pathways. Note that — due to discretization errors on the voxel grid — single geodesic 
pathways might be longer than the corresponding paths along the skeleton. In [312] the 
following relationship 
 
Eq. 37:  𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 =  0.76 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖_𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠  
 
has been empirically derived by linear regression, using 43 virtual microstructures 
generated by a specific type of a 3D stochastic microstructure model. The coefficient of 
determination R2 quantifying the goodness of fit for linear regression was equal to 0.81. 
Note that R2 is between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a perfect fit. 
 
A mathematical formalization of geodesic tortuosity in the framework of random sets, a 
key object in stochastic geometry and mathematical morphology for microstructure 
characterization [53,218], was recently provided by Neumann et al. [240,243], while a 
slightly modified version of geodesic tortuosity was presented by Barman et al. [11]. 
 



 
Fig. 2: Schematic illustration of geometric pore pathways used to measure path lengths 
for a) medial axis tortuosity, b) geodesic tortuosity and c) percolation path tortuosity. 
(Note: Pathways from medial axis and percolation methods are indicated as dotted lines 
with green and blue colors, respectively, as guides to the eye) 
 
 
2.4.4 Fast marching method (FMM) tortuosity 
 
The fast marching method (FMM) tortuosity is very similar to the geodesic tortuosity, in 
the sense that it also considers geodesic distances within the voxel space of a given 
phase. The FMM algorithm is based on the simulation of a propagating front from inlet- 
to outlet-plane, which is described e.g. by Vicente et al. [338]. In particular, FMM solves 
the following Eikonal equation (see Sethian et al. [296–299]) 
 
Eq. 38  ‖𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻(𝑥𝑥)‖ 𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥)  =  1, (𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥)  > 0)  
 
on the voxel grid, where T(x) is the arrival time at location x and F(x) is the speed of the 
front. For each voxel the minimum arrival time is computed and by taking into account 
the speed of the front, this results in a distance map representing the shortest path 
lengths (LFMM). For each pixel in the outlet plane, the corresponding FMM tortuosity can 
be calculated by dividing LFMM through the sample length (L0). 
 
Jørgensen et al., 2011 [165,166] describes the FMM method in context with 
microstructure analysis of SOFC electrodes. Thereby, FMM is also used to extract 
additional (local) information of the transporting phase network, such as the 
distribution of interface distances, distribution of characteristic path diameters and 
identification of dead end pores. A further application of FMM was presented by Taiwo 
et al. [317] for battery electrodes. A recipe for the implementation of FMM can be found 
in Appendix E (supplementary info) of Hamann et al [121]. 
 
In summary, the FMM tortuosity is very similar to the geodesic tortuosity, in the sense 
that it also finds the shortest (geodesic) pathways within the voxel space representing 
the transporting phase. In addition it is computationally cheap and relatively fast. 
 
2.4.5 Percolation path tortuosity 



 
Percolation path tortuosity is based on an algorithm that finds the pathway(s) with the 
least constricting bottleneck(s) (i.e. with the largest minimum bottleneck size). Hence, 
this algorithm allows the largest possible sphere(s) to travel from inlet- to outlet-plane 
and, at the same time, it finds the shortest path through the network for this sphere. 
Tortuosity is then defined as ratio of percolation path length over direct length 
(τdir_percolation = Lpercolation/L0). This method is, for example, implemented in the GeoDict 
Software (www.math2market.com). Thereby it is possible not only to calculate the 
percolation path for a single largest sphere but also for a defined number (n) of largest 
spheres. Hence, it enables us to find the n least constricting pathways and it calculates 
the corresponding mean tortuosity. 
As shown in Fig. 2c, the blue sphere (with radius corresponding to the least constricting 
bottleneck) can not pass through the narrow bottlenecks of the direct pathway (left) and 
hence it has to take a deviation (right pathway). Percolation tortuosity is thus often 
larger than medial axis tortuosity, which takes more direct pathways through narrow 
bottlenecks.  
The percolation pathways capture the maximum possible opening, which can be 
intuitively associated with a pathway of high flux. In contrast, the pathways for medial 
axis and geodesic tortuosities capture their shortest pathways regardless of the 
bottleneck radius, and therefore medial axis and geodesic tortuosities do not represent 
characteristics that can be related to pathways of high flux. Considering percolation path 
tortuosity for varying radii reveals interesting insights on porous microstructures going 
beyond the information gained by geodesic tortuosity. This is demonstrated using an 
example of paper-based materials in [218,241]. 
 
2.4.6 Pore centroid tortuosity 
 
For the pore centroid method (see e.g. [60,166]), the 3D image volume is processed as a 
stack of 2D images. In each 2D section the position of the center of mass is determined 
for the transporting phase (e.g. pores). These centers are then tracked in transporting 
direction perpendicular to the 2D images, which results in one single tortuous centroid 
path. The centroid tortuosity is then calculated as the ratio of the effective centroid path 
length (Leff) over the sample thickness (L0). The pore centroid method is a quick and 
simple method, which is, e.g., implemented in the Avizo Software 
(www.thermofischer.com). For increasing volume fractions, the mass center approaches 
the image center and thus, pore centroid tortuosity goes to one. One can think of simple 
examples for microstructures with low values of centroid tortuosity, where the actual 
transportation paths are highly tortuous. Hence, the relevance of the centroid tortuosity 
in context with microstructure - property relationships is highly uncertain. 
 
Finally, further approaches for the extraction of geometric tortuosity from 3D images 
can be found in literature. They are usually based on distance propagation and/or 
shortest path algorithms (see examples in [49,51,302]). 
 
2.5 Tortuosity types: Classification scheme and nomenclature 



 
 
Fig. 3: Tortuosity classification scheme (top) and tortuosity nomenclature (bottom). 
Three main classes of tortuosity can be identified based on the method of 
determination: direct τ, mixed τ and indirect τ. For precise tortuosity nomenclature, 
additional information on the type of definition (geometric, physics-based) and on the 
effective property characterization method (for indirect τ) is added in the second and 
third terms. The classification scheme and nomenclature should help avoiding confusion 
in the discussion on tortuosity. 
 
2.5.1 Classification scheme 
The above-presented review reveals a multitude of different tortuosity types, which is a 
source of confusion in the discussion of the topic. For clarification, we propose to use a 
rough classification scheme and we introduce a detailed nomenclature, as shown in Fig. 
3. 



 
The classification (Fig. 3, top) is based on two main criteria: Method of determination 
and type of definition. The method of determination is in most cases either based on a 
direct geometric analysis of the microstructure using tomography and 3D image analysis 
(called direct τ). Alternatively, tortuosity can be deduced indirectly from effective 
transport properties (called indirect τ). The indirect tortuosity is also based on a certain 
assumption of the relationship between tortuosity and effective transport property (e.g. 
Eq. 32 for diffusion). The concept of definition is in most cases either based on the 
assumption that tortuosity and associated path lengths (Leff) are geometric properties of 
the microstructure (called geometric τ) or, alternatively, the definition emphasizes that 
tortuosity is a function of the transport process under investigation, such as viscous 
flow, diffusion or electric conduction (called physics-based τ).  
 
It turns out that the method of determination and the concept of definition are generally 
linked with each other in a specific way, which leads to a reduction to three main 
categories of tortuosity. The first category consists of direct, geometric tortuosity types. 
The second category consists of indirect, physics-based tortuosity types. And the third 
category consists of mixed types, including streamline and volume averaged tortuosities 
(i.e. τmixed_phys_streamline, τmixed_phys_Vav). The definition of mixed types emphasizes both, the 
dependency on the transport process (i.e. physics-based) as well as the geometric aspect 
of path lengths and associated tortuosity. Characterization of mixed types is challenging, 
because the required information cannot be obtained directly from 3D image analysis of 
the microstructure. First, it requires some numerical 3D simulation to compute a 
transport-specific volume field of velocities or fluxes. In a second step, 3D image analysis 
is then used to extract the lengths of streamlines or the volume-averaged ratio of vector 
components from these volume fields (see Section 2.1.2c). 
 
2.5.2 Nomenclature 
Based on our classification scheme we introduce a new tortuosity nomenclature (Fig. 3, 
bottom). Thereby, three main categories of direct, mixed and indirect determination are 
distinguished. The nomenclature then contains additional information on the type of 
definition. 
 
Category I: direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_geom) 
The name includes a first term (dir), which emphasizes direct 3D analysis of the 
microstructure, e.g. from tomography data. The second term (geom) specifies the 
geometric method. The following examples of direct geometric tortuosities were 
discussed previously in this section: 
- τdir_medial_axis and τdir_skeleton 
- τdir_PTM (path tracking method) 
- τdir_percolation 

- τdir_geodesic 
- τdir_FMM (fast marching method) 
- τdir_pore_centroid 

 
Note: In a recent review by Fu et al. (2020) [98] different names are used for geometric 
tortuosities. τdir_geodesic is termed 'direct shortest path searching method' (DSPSM) and 
τdir_skeleton is termed 'skeleton shortest path searching method' (SSPSM). 



 
Category II: mixed tortuosities (τmixed_phys_streamline, τmixed_phys_Vav, τmixed_diff_ Rwalk) 
The first term (mixed) defines the category. Mixed tortuosities are neither calculated 
directly from a morphological analysis of the pore structure, nor are they determined 
indirectly from effective properties. Typically, mixed tortuosities are obtained by a 
multi-step process, which starts with a specific simulation of transport, and which is 
then complemented with an additional postprocessing step of the simulation output. 
This simulation output can be, for example, a velocity field from simulation of flow, 
conduction or diffusion. The output can also consist of a large number of random 
walkers, which are obtained by simulation of diffusion.  
The second term (physics-based) thus contains information about the specific transport 
process under consideration. This can be either viscous flow (hydr), bulk diffusion (diff), 
electric or thermal conduction (ele, therm). The third term then describes the geometric 
method, which is either based on the analysis of streamlines or volume-averaged vector 
components (i.e., ratio of velocity vector components) or lengths of random walkers: 
- τmixed_hydr_streamline 

- τmixed_diff_streamline 

- τmixed_ele_streamline 

- τmixed_therm_streamline 

- τmixed_hydr_Vav 

- τmixed_diff_ Vav 

- τmixed_ele_ Vav 

- τmixed_therm_ Vav 

- τmixed_diff_ Rwalk 

 

Note: In literature, tortuosities belonging to categories II (mixed) and III (indirect) are 
often not distinguished and all of them are called 'flux-based' or 'physical' (see e.g. 
Tjaden et al. [329] and Fu et al. [98]). Usually the flux-based hydraulic tortuosities are 
calculated from streamlines or velocity fields (i.e. they belong to the category II: mixed 
tortuosities), whereas the flux-based electrical and diffusive tortuosities are typically 
calculated from the corresponding effective properties (i.e. they belong to category III: 
indirect tortuosity). 
 

Category III: indirect physics-based tortuosities (τindir_phys_ sim/exp) 
The first term (indirect) defines the category. The second term (physics-based) contains 
information about the specific transport process under consideration. The physical 
nature of transport is either electrical conduction (ele), thermal conduction (therm), 
bulk diffusion (diff), Knudsen diffusion (Kn) or hydraulic flow (hydr):  
- τindir_ele ..   _sim or .._exp  τindir_ele = √(ε/σrel) or = √(1/σrel) or = √(εβ/σrel) 

- τindir_therm   τindir_therm = √(ε/Κrel) or = √(1/Κrel) or = √(εβ/Κrel) 

- τindir_diff   τindir_diff = √(ε/Drel) or = √(1/Drel) or = √(εβ/Drel) 

- τindir_Kn   τindir_Kn = √(1/DKn_rel) (see Eq. 35) 
- τindir_hydr   τindir_hydr = √(rh2 ε/κ) (see Eq. 16)  
 
The value of the effective property used as input for indirect tortuosity may be different 
if it is determined by simulation or with an experimental approach (see e.g. te discussion 
of apparent tortuosity-discrepancy for Li ion batteries by Usselgio-Viretta et al. [336]). 



Therefore, we recommend adding a third term that describes the nature of effective 
property input ('sim' for simulation or 'exp' for experimental).  
 
It is well documented that the indirect tortuosity is dependent on the method by which 
the underlying effective property is determined. Examples for experimental 
characterization approaches are diffusion cells, tracer diffusion experiments, 
measurements of electrical resistance and formation factor, electrochemical 
experiments (EIS), flow-cell experiments for gases or liquids. It is clear that the 
measured transport properties may strongly depend on experimental parameters, 
which then also affects the indirect tortuosity. In a similar way, methodological details of 
transport simulation will influence the resulting effective properties and associated 
indirect tortuosity. These aspects can not be captured by nomenclature and should 
therefore be described separately. 
 
Furthermore, values obtained for indirect tortuosity are also heavily dependent on the 
underlying mathematical expression, which describes the relationship between the 
effective property (input) and tortuosity (output). In most cases, this relation is of the 
same type as Eqs. 25 and 32 (e.g. τindir_ele = √(ε/σrel)). However, different relationships 
can be found in literature, either without consideration of porosity (τindir_ele_inclPore = 
√(1/σrel)), where inclPore means that the pore volume effect is included in this indirect 
tortuosity calculation) or with separate consideration of constrictivity in addition to 
porosity (see Eq. 27: τindir_ele_exBN = √(ε β/σrel), where exBN means that the bottleneck 
effect is excluded from this indirect tortuosity calculation). Hence, for electrical 
conduction, details of the indirect tortuosity calculation can be expressed as follows: 
 
- τindir_ele   = √(ε/σrel)    (standard case: Eq. 25) 

- τindir_ele_inclPore  = √(1/σrel) 

- τindir_ele_exBN    = √(εβ/σrel) 

 
 
The cases for thermal conduction and diffusion can be treated analogously. In any case, 
it is recommended that if the indirect tortuosity for diffusion and conduction is not 
derived with the standard expression (Eqs. 25 and 32) this should be emphasized 
explicitly and the corresponding mathematical expression should be declared. Finally, it 
must be emphasized that the indirect tortuosity for flow is rarely used, because it 
requires knowledge of the hydraulic radius (see Eq. 16). 
 
Hence, the indirect tortuosity can be determined in many different ways, which makes 
comparisons difficult. To avoid confusion, 'indirect tortuosity' always calls for some 
detailed specifications (in addition to nomenclature) regarding a) the underlying 
method used to determine the effective property by experiment or simulation, and b) 
the underlying equation, which relates indirect tortuosity with effective property and 
which is used to calculate the indirect tortuosity. Without these specifications, 'indirect 
tortuosity' is an ill-defined characteristic. 
 
3. Review of empirical data from literature: tortuosity-porosity (τ−ε)-relationships 
 
Table 2 represents a list of data sets with tortuosity-porosity (τ−ε) couples collected 
from literature. Each line in this table represents a set of data points for a specific 



material type, which is characterized with a specific tortuosity type. More than 2200 
data points were collected semi-automatically from literature (using the 
webplotdigitizer [276]) in order to investigate specific τ−ε patterns for certain types of 
materials and microstructures. 
 
τ−ε relationships are collected for 7 types of porous materials:  
a) Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrodes and sintered ceramics,  
b) Gas diffusion layers (GDL) of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEM-FC) and 
other fibrous materials (e.g. paper),  
c) Battery electrodes, mostly from Li-ion batteries (LIB),  
d) Geological materials (sandstones, clays, soils),  
e) 2D-models of granular materials (packed circles, ellipses, squares or rectangles) 
f) 3D-models of granular materials (packed spheres and ellipsoids, mono-sized and 
poly-dispersed), and experimental model materials (e.g. glass beads) 
g) 3D models of networked pore structures (from stochastic simulation) and foams.  
 
In our comparison of empirical data, we also consider the used tortuosity types as a 
criterion for discrimination. The data is thus also used to compare the different 
tortuosity types according to our classification scheme (see Fig. 3) with the main 
categories: I) direct geometric τ, II) mixed τ and III) indirect physics-based τ.  
 
Table 2 
List with empirical tortuosity-porosity (τ−ε)-data from literature 
Table 2 is based on 2204 tortuosity-porosity (τ−ε) data points, which are collected from 
69 references in the literature. The corresponding source file for table 2, which contains 
additional detailed information, can be downloaded from the electronic appendix 
('Appendix_electronic_1-Table_2.xls'). It must be emphasized that 'porosity' in this table 
always means the effective porosity, where this information is available. The effective 
porosity represents the fraction of pore space, which forms a contiguous network and 
which excludes trapped pores. In subsequent figures derived from this table the 
effective porosity is plotted (not total porosity). 
 
SOFC electrodes and porous ceramics (e.g. separation membrane for SOEC, ceramic catalyst 
support etc.) 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
1) Grew et al. [117], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver, Fick's diff) Ni-YSZ anode  
2) Grew et al. [119], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver, Fick's diff) Ni-YSZ anode 
3) Iwai et al. [156], τindir_diff, (from sim with random walk, bulk diff) Ni-YSZ anode 
4) Kishimoto et al. [181], τindir_diff, (from sim with LBM, bulk diff) Ni-YSZ anode 
5) Cooper et al. [61], τindir_diff, (sim with CFD-FVM, Avizo, random walk, 'StarCCM+') LSCF  
6) Cooper et al. [59], comparison of various τ-types specified below, LSCF cathode 
6a) τdir_pore_centroid, (image analysis / Avizo Fire, voxel based) 
6b) τdir _diff_sim. (simulation of thermal cond., 'StarCCM+'/Laplace s., Fourier's law, mesh based) 
6c) τdir _diff_sim. (sim. of bulk diffusion, 'AvizoXlab'/Laplace solver, Fick's law, voxel based) 
6d) τdir _diff_sim, (sim. of bulk diffusion, 'TauFactor'/Laplace solver, Fick's law, voxel based) 
6e) τdir _diff_sim. (simulation of bulk diffusion, (in-house)/random walk, voxel based) 
7) Wilson et al. [352], τindir_diff, (from simulation with Laplace solver, Fick's diff) Ni-YSZ anode 
8) Tjaden et al. [331], comparison of tortuosity types, porous YSZ support layer: 
8a) τdir_FMM, (image analysis / in-house (Matlab) / FIB-SEM) 



8b) τdir_FMM, (image analysis / in-house (Matlab) / X-ray nano CT) 
8c) τindir therm, (sim. of thermal cond., 'StarCCM+'/Laplace, Fourier, mesh based / FIB-SEM) 
8d) τindir_therm, (sim. of thermal cond., 'StarCCM+'/Laplace, Fourier, mesh based / XnCT) 
8e) τindir_diff, (diffusion cell experiment / Gas diffusion at 30°C and 100°C / Fick's law) 
9) Joos et al. [164], τindir_diff, (from simulation with Laplace solver) LSCF cathode 
10) Laurencin et al. [202], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver) Ni-YSZ anode 
11) Holzer et al. [136], τdir_median_axis, (Avizo skeletonization/Matlab) Ni-YSZ anode 
12a) Pecho et al. [255], τdir_geodesic, (Image analysis, in-house) Ni-YSZ anode 
12b) Pecho et al. [255], supplementary material 
13) Holzer et al. [142], τdir_geodesic, (Image analysis, in-house) Ni-YSZ anode 
14a) Wiedenmann et al. [349], τdir_median_axis, (Avizo/Matlab) sintered mineral Olivine/Wollast. 
14b) Wiedenmann et al. [349], τindir_ele_exp, (from experiment with EIS cell) Olivine/Wollastonite 
15) Zheng et al. [374], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver) stochastic model for anode 
16) Lichtner et al. [205], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver, GeoDict) LSM-YSZ cathode 
17) Almar et al. [7], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver) LSCF and BSCF cathodes 
18) Endler et al. [83], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver) LSCF cathode 
19) Holzer et al. [141], 2 tortuosity types, porous Zr-oxide used as Diaphragm in pH sensor: 
19a) τdir_geodesic, (image analysis / in-house)  
19b) τindir_ele, (simulation of electrical conduction, GeoDict / Laplace solver / Ohm's law)  
20) Haj et al. [120] , τdir_geodesc, (Image analysis, in-house) sintered Ni 
21a) Kishimoto et al. [182], τindir_diff, (Laplace solver, Fick's diff) pores in CGO anode 
21b) Kishimoto et al.[182], τindir_ele, (Laplace solver, Ohm's law) solid phase in CGO anode 
22a) Shanti et al. [300], τindir_diff, (from sim with Laplace solver, gas diff), sintered alumina 
22b) Shanti et al. [300], τdir_skeleton, (Amira skeletonization/shortest path analysis), alumina 
 
PEM FC (GDL) and fibrous materials 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
23) Yu et al. [363], τindir_diff_exp, (from diffusion experiment) Pt electrode 
24) Sarkar and Bhattacharyya [283], τmixed_hydr_Vav, (from LBM-sim, Navier-Stokes) GDL through-
plane dir. 
25a) Garcia-Salaberry et al. [105], τindir_diff, (from LBM-sim) GDL through-plane, var. thicknesses 
25b) Garcia-Salaberry et al. [105], τindir_diff, (from LBM-sim) GDL in-plane, various thicknesses 
26) Froning et al. [97], τmixed_hydr_Vav, (from LBM-sim, NS gas flow) GDL in-plane direction 
27a) Flückiger et al.[94], τindir_diff_exp, (from experiment) GDL dry, no Filler 
27b) Flückiger et al. [94], τindir_diff_exp, (from experiment) GDL dry, with Filler 
28) Froning, et al. [96], τmixed_hydr_Vav, (from LBM, NS) PEM GDL real/virtual, w/o Filler 
29) Holzer et al. [140], 2 tortuosity types, PEM GDL dry IP and TP, compression series: 
29a) τdir_geodesic, (image analysis, in-house) var. thickness from in-situ µ-CT compression exp. 
29b) τindir_ele (simulation of electrical conduction, GeoDict / Laplace solver / Ohm's law)  
30) Holzer et al. [139], 2 tortuosity types, PEM GDL wet IP and TP, µ-CT imbibition exp.: 
30a) τdir_geodesic, (image analysis / in-house, from dynamic XCT-imbibition experiment)  
30b) τindir_ele, (simulation of electrical conduction, GeoDict / Laplace solver / Ohm's law) 
31) Huang et al. [148], τdir FMM, (from image analysis) fibrous cloths 
 
Battery electrodes 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
32) Cooper et al. [60], LI-Battery (LiFePO4) 
32a) τdir_ pore_centroid, (image analysis / Avizo Fire, voxel based) 
32b) τindir_therm, (sim. of thermal cond., 'StarCCM+'/Laplace solver Fourier's law, mesh based) 
33) Tariq et al. [323], τindir_diff, (Star-CCM+, CD adapco, FVM) LIB (graphite) 
34) Shearing et al.[301], τindir_diff, (Star-CCM+, CD adapco, FVM) LIB (LMO) 
35) Taiwo et al. [317], τdir_FMM, (image analysis, in-house SW) LIB (LCO, LMO, graphite) 



36) Almar et al. [6], τindir_diff, (GeoDict, Laplace solver) LIB 
37) Shearing et al. [302], τindir_diff, (TauFactor, Laplace solver) LIB (graphite) 
38) Hutzenlaub et al. [151], τindir_diff, (GeoDict, Laplace solver) LIB 
39) Ebner et al. [76], τindir_diff, (BruggemannEstimator, Laplace) LIB (LCO, LMO, graphite) 
40) Hamann et al. [121],  τdir_FMM, (image analysis, Mablab, Fiji) LLCZN garnet electrolyte 
41) Landesfeind et al. [196], τindir_ele_exp, (EIS experiment) LIB (3-6% binder) 
42a) Landesfeind et al. [195], τindir_ele_exp, (EIS experiment) LIB (NMC, NCA, graphite) 
42b) Landesfeind et al. [195], τindir_ele, (Laplace solver, in-house) LIB (NMC, NCA, graphite) 
43) various authors, cit in Landesfeind et al. [197], τindir_ele, LIB  
 
Earth Science + Geo-engineering (rocks: sandstones, clays / soils / mortar) 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
44) Berg [20], τdir_skeleton (flux-weighted, e-Core network model) Fontainebleau sandstone 
45) Provis et al. [270], τindir_diff, (Random walk sim., in-house ) Alkali activated fly ash mortar 
46a) Klinkenberg [183], cited in 47) Ziarani [376] τindir_ele, (sim. Laplace solver) soil 
46b) Klinkenberg [183],[376] τindir_ele, (Laplace) unconsolidated sand and glass beads 
46c) Klinkenberg [183],[376] τindir_ele, (Laplace) sandstones and limestones 
48) Keller et al. [178], τdir_median_axis, (Avizo skeletonization/Matlab) Opalinus Clay 
49) Berg [21], τdir_skeleton (flux-wieghted, e-Core network model) Bentheimer sandstone 
50) Keller et al. [158], τdir_median_axis, (Avizo skeletonization/Matlab) Opalinus Clay 
51) various authors cited in Kristensen et al. [191], τindir_diff_exp, (experiments) soils 
52) Boving et al. (cited in 51) [191], τindir_diff_exp, (tracer diffusion experiments) soils 
53) Nemati [238], τdir_skeleton (flux-weighted, Pore network model) Berea sandstone 
 
Granular porous media I: 2D models (circles, ellipsoids, squares, rectangles) 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
54a) Saomoto and Katagiri [281], τmixed_hydr_Streamline, (Comsol NS+image analysis) 2D monosized 
54b) Saomoto and Katagiri [281], τmixed_ele_Streamline, (Comsol Laplace+image analysis) 2D 
monosized 
55) Saomoto et al. [282], mixed tortuosity types, monosized 2D ellipsoids, aspect ratios 1- 5 
55a) τmixed_hydr_Streamline, (sim. of flow with Comsol/Image Analysis (IA) of 2D velocity field) 
55b) τmixed_ele_Streamline, (simulation of el. conduction with Comsol / IA of 2D velocity field) 
55c) τmixed_hydr_Vav, (simulation of flow with Comsol / IA of 2D velocity field) 
55d) τmixed_ele_Vav, (simulation of el. conduction with Comsol / IA of 2D velocity field) 
56) Nabovati et al. [235], τmixed_hydr_Vav, (LBM, Navier Stokes) 2D squares and rectangles 
57) Ghassemi and Pak [110], τmixed_diff_Vav, (LBM) 2D spheres polydispersed 
 
Granular porous media II: 3D models (packed spheres, ellipsoids, sands) and model 
materials (glass beads, sand) 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
39) Ebner et al. [76], τindir_diff, (BruggemannEstim/Laplace) Battery sphere packing model 
58) Gommes et al. [114], τdir_geodesic, (Matlab, in-house) Battery Poisson sphere model  
59) Chung et al. [54], τindir_diff, (Batt3D/Laplace) Battery models packed beds with ESyS 
60) Sobieski [307], τdir_PTM (in-house, virtual 3D with DEM) polydispersed sphere packing 
61a) Sheikh and Pak [303], τmixed_diff_Vav (LBM C++, IA) 3D polydispersed sphere packing 
61b) Sheikh and Pak [303],  τindir_diff (LBM C++) polydispersed sphere packing with DEM 
62) Pawlowski et al. [253], τmixed_hydr_SL (OpenF./VGSMax/ImageVis3D) chromatography 
63) Al-Roush and Madhoun [5], τdir_median_axis (Tort3D/Matlab) Silica Sand polydisperse 
64a) Hormann et al. [145], τdir_geodesic (Fiji, in-house), Silica monoliths/chromatography 
64b) Hormann et al. [145], τdir_median_axis (Fiji, skeletonize3D/analyzeSkeleton) Silica monoliths 
46) Klinkenberg [183], in Ziarani [303,376], τindir_ele_exp, unconsolidated sand 



65) Johnson et al. [163], τindir_diff (TauFactor) packed agar/cellulose for chromatography 
 
 
Models of networked structures with continuous phases (stochastic model) and foams 
Legend: Nr of dataset) Reference [Ref Nr], τ type, (τ method) material 
66a) Stenzel et al. [312], τdir_geodesic (in-house) SSGM stochastic spatial graph model 
66b) Stenzel et al. [312], τindir_ele (GeoDict, Laplace solver) SSGM graph model, continuous phase  
67) Gaiselmann et al. [102], τdir_median_axis, (Avizo skel/Matlab) SSGM graph model 
68) Knackstedt et al. [184], τdir_diff (Laplace, bulk diffusion) PU open cell foams 
69) Vicente et al. [338], τdir_FMM (in-house image analysis) Metal open cell foams 
22a) Shanti et al. [300], τdir_median_axis (Image analysis) Alumina packed spheres polydispersed 
22b) Shanti et al. [300], τindir_diff (Laplace, bulk diffusion) Alumina packed spheres polydispersed 
 
3.1 Empirical data for different materials and microstructure types 
 
The empirical data cover a large variety of materials with a wide range of porosities and 
with different complexities of the microstructures. It includes for example simple 
structures consisting of mono-sized spheres, but also more complex structures of 
packed fibers, foams and composite materials (e.g. SOFC electrodes). When plotting 
empirical tortuosity-porosity (τ−ε) data for specific material types, this usually results in 
a relatively large scatter, so that no specific τ−ε relationship can be attributed to the 
specific material types. This finding indicates that even within a single material type the 
structural variety is large. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 4A-H, for each material type a 
characteristic field (i.e. a more or less dense cloud of data points) can be observed in the 
τ−ε plots. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
Fig. 4: Plots of tortuosity vs. effective porosity for different materials and 
microstructures, as presented in Table 2. For each material a characteristic fields is 
indicated with a specific color. Fig. 4H gives an overview of characteristic fields for all 
different material types. The underlying source file with detailed information from 69 
references can be downloaded from the electronic appendix ('Appendix_electronic_1-
Table_2.xls'). 
 
Fig. 4H illustrates that the characteristic fields of the different material types tend to 
have a strong overlap. Hence, it seems that τ−ε relationships are not really suitable to 
capture the strong differences between the involved types of materials and structures. 
Nevertheless, for simple microstructures, such as packed spheres and ellipsoids, the 
scatter of characteristic fields is relatively small (see Figs. 4E and 4F). For these rather 
simple microstructures, the corresponding data points are located in a narrow band 
close to and often slightly above the Bruggemann trend line (i.e. Τ = τ2 = 1/ε0.5). It must 
be emphasized that the plots in Fig. 4 do not distinguish between different types of 
tortuosity, which may be one reason for the observed scatter of τ−ε datapoints. 
 
3.2 Empirical data for different tortuosity types 
The same empirical data from Table 2 can be plotted separately for each tortuosity type 
(instead of each materials type). The results in Fig. 5 illustrate that the indirect 
tortuosities (Fig. 5A) scatter over a much larger range than the mixed (Fig. 5B) and 
geometric (Fig. 5C, D) tortuosity types. In Fig. 5E geometric and mixed tortuosities are 
plotted together (but with a different scale on the y-axis compared to Fig. 5A-D). The 
characteristic field in red, representing geodesic and FMM tortuosities, shows the lowest 
values. Geodesic and FMM tortuosities are often slightly below the Bruggemann trend 
line and only rarely they take values larger than 2. In contrast, the Bruggemann trend 
line typically defines the lower bound for mixed tortuosities (green characteristic field) 
and for those geometric tortuosities, which are derived from a skeleton (medial axis and 



PTM, blue characteristic field). For porosities below 0.3 the medial axis/PTM 
tortuosities often also reach values greater than 2. It must be mentioned here that for 
mixed tortuosities, the empirical data at low porosities is missing, but it is expected that 
the values increase with decreasing porosity, also for the mixed tortuosity types. 
 
The empirical results indicate that the large scatter observed for most materials and 
microstructure types can be mainly attributed to data points containing indirect 
tortuosity types. A surprising insight is the fact that the different tortuosity types give a 
more characteristic pattern than the different material types. The latter are discussed in 
the previous section. This indicates that in general the value of tortuosity is more 
strongly influenced by the type of tortuosity than by the type of material or 
microstructure. This finding strongly emphasizes the necessity of clearly defining (and 
choosing carefully) the type of tortuosity, which is used for the characterization of 
porous media. 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Plots of tortuosity vs. effective porosity for different tortuosity types. Fig. 5 is 
based on the same data source as Fig. 4, which is presented in Table 2. Note that in Fig. 
5E the y-axis has a different scale compared to Figs. 5A-D. Characteristic fields for 
different (direct and mixed) tortuosity types are indicated with a specific color in Fig. 
5E. 
 



3.3 Direct comparison of tortuosity types based on selected data sets 
 
In this section, we focus on the comparison of different tortuosity types. The comparison 
is based on selected data sets from literature, where the same samples (i.e. the same 
materials and microstructures) are characterized with different tortuosities. For each 
example, we refer to the corresponding Nr of data set(s) in Table 2. 
 
Example 1: τindir_diff versus τdir_pore_centroid from SOFC and battery electrodes 
 
 Eq. 39  τdir_pore_centroid  =  0.5 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 τdiff_indir  +  1 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Comparison of indirect (circles) vs. direct geometric tortuosities (squares) for 
SOFC cathodes (red symbols indicating values from Cooper et al. [61]) and for battery 
electrodes (blue symbols indicating values from Cooper et al. [60]). Both materials show 
the same pattern, where the values for indirect tortuosity (τindir_diff_sim) are consistently 
higher than those for geometric tortuosity (τdir_pore_centroid). The values for geometric 
tortuosity are very close to the Bruggemann trend line. 
 
 
Cooper et al. [61] (Data-set Nr 6a-e) used 5 different methods to extract tortuosity from 
an SOFC cathode material (LSCF). The data set includes four indirect tortuosities that 
were determined with different simulation approaches (6b: τindir_therm StarCCM+, mesh-
based, 6c: τindir_diff, AvizoXlab, voxel-based, 6d: τindir_diff, TauFactor, voxel-based, 6e: 
τindir_diff, random walk algorithm, voxel-based). All four approaches give very similar 
results for the indirect tortuosities. In comparison, the direct geometric tortuosity (6a: 
τdir_pore_centroid) for the same sample is significantly lower (see Fig. 6, red symbols).  
 



Cooper et al. [60] (Data-set Nr 32a-b, see Fig. 6, blue symbols) also presented a 
comparison of direct geometric tortuosities (32a: τdir_pore_centroid) with indirect diffusional 
tortuosities (32b: τindir_therm) for a Li-ion battery electrode (LiFePO4). The overall pattern 
and even the specific tortuosity-porosity values are very similar when comparing the 
battery electrode (blue) with the SOFC electrode (red). For both materials the values for 
indirect tortuosity (τindir_diff/therm) are consistently higher than those for geometric 
tortuosity (τdir_pore centroid). From this data, Cooper et al. [61] deduced the following 
relationship: 
 
 
Example 2: τindir_ele_exp vs τdir_median_axis from porous ceramic membranes 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Comparison of indirect (τindir_ele_exp) vs. direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_medial_axis) 
for porous membranes consisting of wollastonite (red) and olivine (blue) from 
Wiedenmann et al. [349]. The geometric tortuosities (filled squares) vary in a narrow 
range (1.6-1.8), whereas the indirect tortuosities (open circles) show significant 
variation. The variation of effective properties and associated indirect tortuosities is 
attributed to variations of the size of characteristic bottlenecks and corresponding 
constrictivities. 
 
 
Wiedenmann et al. [349] (Dataset Nr. 14 in Table 2) presented a comparison of direct 
medial axis tortuosity (14a: τdir_medial_axis) vs. indirect, electrical tortuosities (14b: τindir_ele, 

from EIS experiments) for two different separation membranes in alkaline electrolysis 



cells, consisting of sintered olivine and wollastonite. As shown in Fig. 7 the 
microstructures vary from fine grained and dense (ε = 0.27) to coarse-grained and open 
porous (ε = 0.80). Despite the large variation of porosity, the values for medial axis 
tortuosity (filled squares) are all in a very narrow range (1.62-1.84). The 3D 
visualizations in Fig. 7 [349] document nicely, that the basic geometry of all pore 
networks remains very similar for all samples, except for the coarseness, which 
increases with porosity (i.e. scaling). The obtained values for geometric tortuosity thus 
vary in a narrow range (1.73+/-0.11). 
In contrast, the indirect tortuosities (open circles) increase significantly with decreasing 
porosity from 1.4 to 2.2 for olivine and from 1.6 to 2.4 for wollastonite. Wiedenmann et 
al. [349] and Holzer et al. [142] documented that the effective properties in these 
samples scale with constrictivity (i.e. bottlenecks), but not with geometric tortuosity. 
Therefore they concluded, that the variation of indirect tortuosities in this example 
rather represents the resistive effects arising from variations in the size of characteristic 
bottlenecks, rather than effects from path length variations. 
 
 
Example 3: τindir_ele/therm_sim versus τindir_diff_exp versus τdir_geodesic/FMM from porous Zr-oxide 
and PEM GDL 
 

 
 
Fig. 8: Comparison of indirect (τindir_ele_exp/sim) vs. direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_geodesic, 
τdir_FMM) for various porous materials from Holzer et al. [141] (dataset 19, black 
symbols), Tjaden et al. [331] (dataset 8, blue symbols), and Holzer et al. [139,140] 
(datasets 29,30, red symbols). The direct geometric tortuosities (closed symbols) vary 
only in a narrow range below the Bruggemann trend line. In contrast, for the same 
samples, the indirect tortuosities (open symbols) show much higher values. 



 
 
Fig. 8 represents a comparison of direct geometric tortuosities (geodesic/FMM) with 
indirect tortuosities (diffusive/electric/thermal - from simulation and experiment) 
based on data from Holzer et al. [141] (dataset 19), Tjaden et al. [331] (dataset 8) and 
Holzer et al. [139,140] (datasets 29,30). As shown in Fig. 8, all four studies document 
that the values for geometric tortuosities (τdir_geodesic and τdir_FMM, closed squares) are 
systematically lower than the results for indirect tortuosity (open circles and crosses). 
The samples of the three studies cover a wide range of effective porosities from 4 to 76 
vol-%. In addition, the microstructures in sintered ceramics (Zr-oxide, YSZ) are very 
different from those in fibrous PEM GDL. Despite this obvious microstructural variation, 
all samples show a consistent pattern. The direct geometric tortuosities 
(geodesic/FMM) vary hardly and are always below the Bruggemann trend line. Only for 
very low porosities (ε < 0.2) the geodesic tortuosities start to increase moderately. 
Apparently the geodesic path lengths are not very sensitive to variation of the pore 
volume fraction. In contrast the indirect tortuosities (open symbols and crosses) are 
always significantly higher than the Bruggemann trend line and they also show much 
stronger variation. For each series of material/microstructure a trend of increasing 
indirect tortuosities is observed when lowering the porosity.  
 
 
Example 4: τindir_ele_sim versus τdir_medial_axis versus τdir_geodesic from stochastic 3D structures 
 
Gaiselmann et al. [102] and Stenzel et al. [312] performed in-depth investigations on the 
relationship between microstructure characteristics and effective transport properties 
based on virtual 3D structures generated by stochastic modeling. The so-called 
stochastic spatial graph model (SSGM) provides 3D structures with a connected 
transporting phase even at low volume fractions. A large number of microstructures 
covering a wide range of microstructure characteristics (i.e. volume fractions, phase size 
distributions, constrictivity and path lengths) were created and analyzed. Three 
different tortuosities (medial axis, geodesic and indirect tortuosities) can be compared 
based on data-sets Nr. 66 and Nr. 67 from [312] and [102]. It should be noted, that in 
these studies electric conduction in the solid phase was investigated. However, the effect 
of microstructure (e.g. tortuosity) on transport in solid phases is basically the same as in 
the pore phase. 
The results in Fig. 9 document that the indirect tortuosities (τindir_ele_sim) are consistently 
higher than the direct geometric tortuosities. It also reveals slight differences between 
direct medial axis and direct geodesic tortuosities. The medial axis tortuosity 
(τdir_medial_axis, red symbols, Nr 67) is slightly higher than the Bruggemann trend line. In 
contrast the geodesic tortuosity (τdir_geodesic, black, Nr 66b) is usually below the 
Bruggemann trend line. However, for small volume fractions of the transporting phase 
(i.e. ε < 0.2), both tortuosities show similar values. 
 



 
 
Fig. 9: Comparison of indirect (τindir_ele_sim) vs. direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_geodesic, 
τdir_medial_axis) for virtual 3D structures created with a spatial stochastic graph model 
(SSGM) from Gaiselmann et al. [102] (dataset 67) and Stenzel et al. [312] (dataset 66). 
The direct geometric tortuosities (black squares, red triangles) vary in a narrow range, 
which is close to the Bruggemann trend line. For the same samples, the indirect 
tortuosities (blue open circles) show much higher values and a stronger variation. 
 
Example 5: τdir_medial_axis versus τdir_geodesic from SOFC anodes and silica monoliths 
 
The relationship between geodesic and medial axis tortuosities is also investigated by 
Holzer et al. [136] (dataset 11) and Pecho et al. [255] (dataset 12) for SOFC anodes and 
by Hormann et al. [145] (dataset 64) for silica monoliths. Fig. 10 clearly shows that 
geodesic tortuosities (squares) are systematically lower than the medial axis 
tortuosities (triangles), even though they are measured for the same samples. 
Furthermore, the Bruggemann trend line can be roughly considered as the boundary 
between the characteristic fields for these two geometric tortuosity types. These 
findings are compatible with the results from Gaiselmann et al. [102] and Stenzel et al. 
[312] in Example 4 (Fig. 9). 
 



 
 
Fig. 10: Comparison of geodesic (τdir_geodesic) vs. medial axis tortuosities (τdir_medial_axis) for 
SOFC anodes (Holzer et al. [136] and Pecho et al. [255]) and for silica monoliths 
(Hormann et al. [145]). The geodesic tortuosity (τdir_geodesic) typically shows values close 
to or below the Bruggemann trend line. In contrast, the medial axis tortuosities 
(τdir_medial_axis) show consistently higher values. 
 
 
Example 6: τmixed_ele/hydr_streamline versus τmixed_ele/hydr_Vav (mixed tortuosity types) for 
simulated particle packing (2D and 3D) 
 
This example uses datasets with mixed tortuosity types, including the streamline 
tortuosity (τmixed_phys_streamline) and the volume-averaged tortuosity (τmixed_phys_Vav) for flow, 
conduction and diffusion.  
 
Saomoto et al. [282] (dataset 55) simulated hydraulic flow and electrical conduction in 
simple 2D structures consisting of mono-sized circles and/or ellipsoids. Both mixed 
tortuosities (i.e. streamline and area-averaged) are extracted from the electric and 
hydraulic flow fields and their values are plotted in Fig. 11. Surprisingly the results for 
both mixed tortuosity types are almost identical. For example the electric streamline 
tortuosity (red square with crosses) is nearly identical to the electric volume-averaged 
tortuosity (blue square with crosses) (i.e. τmixed_ele_streamline ≅ τmixed_ele_Vav). The same holds 
for hydraulic tortuosities (i.e. τmixed_hydr_streamline ≅ τmixed_hydr_ Vav). However, a significant 
difference is observed between electric and hydraulic tortuosities. The characteristic 
field for mixed electric tortuosities (i.e. τmixed_ele_streamline, τmixed_ele_Vav), which is highlighted 
in red color, is lower than the characteristic field for mixed hydraulic tortuosities (i.e. 
τmixed_hydr_streamline, τmixed_hydr_Vav), which is highlighted in blue. The boundary between these 
characteristic fields is roughly identical with the Bruggemann trend line. 
 



Sheikh and Pak [303] (dataset 61, green crosses) reported diffusive volume-averaged 
tortuosities (τmixed_diff_ Vav) from 3D poly-dispersed spheres, which are close to the values 
of mixed electric tortuosities in Saomoto et al. [282], but lower than the mixed hydraulic 
tortuosities in [282]. This finding is compatible with the general expectation that 
diffusive and electrical tortuosities are almost identical to each other and that the 
hydraulic tortuosities are generally somewhat higher, see e.g. Clennell [55]. 
 
Finally, results of volume averaged hydraulic tortuosities (τmixed_hydr_ Vav) for gas diffusion 
layers (GDL) in PEM fuel cells are presented by Froning et al. [96] (dataset 28, crosses 
highlighted in yellow). Note that the microstructures of fibrous GDL considered by 
Froning et al. [96] are significantly different from those of poly-dispersed sphere packing 
in Sheikh and Pack [303]. Nevertheless, the characteristic values of τmixed_hydr_Vav for these 
two materials (GDL in [96] and packed spheres in [303]) are rather similar. This shows 
again that the tortuosity values are usually more strongly depending on the type of 
tortuosity and less strongly on the type of material and/or microstructure. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 11: Comparison of different mixed tortuosities (τmixed_ele/diff/hydr_streamline, τ 

mixed_ele/diff/hydr_Vav). In principle, the datasets for mono-sized spheres/ellipsoids from 
Saomoto et al. [282] (dataset 55, 2D) and Sheikh and Pak [303] (dataset 61, 3D) show 
hardly a difference between streamline and volume averaged tortuosities. However, a 
systematic difference is caused by the underlying transport mechanism, in the sense 
that mixed hydraulic tortuosities (characteristic field in blue, and yellow crosses) are 
higher than the corresponding mixed electric tortuosities (characteristic field in red). 



 
 
Overall, this example shows that the values of mixed tortuosities are relatively low. 
Values larger than 2 are rarely observed and can only be expected for structures with 
either low porosities (ε < 0.2) or with strong anisotropy effects. Similar as observed 
previously for the various geometric tortuosities, also the mixed tortuosities show a 
relatively small scatter and the values are usually in the range between 1 and 2 (i.e. 
compatible with Carman's estimation of √2). This is in remarkable contrast to the 
indirect tortuosities (not analyzed in this example), which scatter over a much larger 
range and often take values much larger than 2. 
 
 
3.4 Relative order of tortuosity types 
 

 
 
Fig. 12: The review of tortuosity-porosity data from literature reveals a universal 
pattern that is characterized by a consistent relative order among the different 
tortuosity types. This pattern is observed for many different materials and 
microstructures. Geometric and mixed tortuosity types typically show relatively low 
values close to the Bruggemann trend line. In contrast, the indirect tortuosities show 
higher values with a larger variability. 
 
 
 
 



The empirical data from literature reveals a consistent pattern among the tortuosity 
types, in the sense that certain tortuosity types give consistently higher values than 
others. This relative order of tortuosity types, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 
12, is valid for a wide range of materials with very different microstructures. 
 
Basically, the indirect tortuosities scatter over a much wider range than the direct 
geometric and the mixed tortuosity types. The direct and mixed types rarely take values 
greater than 2, whereas for the indirect tortuosities much larger values are measured, - 
sometimes even higher than 20. 
 
For the geometric tortuosities, two subgroups can be distinguished. For medial axis and 
path tracking method (PTM) tortuosities, the Bruggemann trend line represents the 
lower bound. In contrast, geodesic and fast marching method (FMM) tortuosities 
typically show values that are equal or even lower than the Bruggemann trend line. 
 
The values of mixed tortuosity types (streamline and volume averaged tortuosities) 
roughly overlap with the values for the direct geometric tortuosities (i.e., usually the 
mixed tortuosities are also close to the Bruggemann trend line (see e.g. Fu et al. [98]). In 
principle, the mixed streamline tortuosities are identical with the mixed volume-
averaged tortuosities, provided that the same transport mechanism is considered (see 
e.g. Saomoto et al. [282]). However, the mixed electrical, diffusional or thermal 
tortuosities are consistently lower than the mixed hydraulic tortuosities. The 
Bruggemann trend line separates the two characteristic fields for mixed 
electrical/diffusional and for mixed hydraulic tortuosities (see Fig. 11). 
 
Interpretations of different tortuosity categories: 
a) The direct and mixed tortuosities are based on geometric analyses and therefore they 
can be considered as true measures for the path lengths through the porous medium 
under investigation. Consequently, in order to predict the impact of microstructure on 
effective transport properties, it is not sufficient to merely consider the geometric or 
mixed tortuosities, since other morphological effects (e.g. bottlenecks/constrictivity) in 
addition to path length variation also have an influence on the effective transport 
properties. 
 
b) The indirect tortuosities are derived from effective (or relative) properties that are 
known from experiment or simulation. The indirect tortuosities can thus be considered 
as a measure for the bulk microstructure resistance against transport. The large values 
and the large variability observed for indirect tortuosities are due to the fact that they 
capture all different kinds of microstructure limitations, including resistive effects from 
narrow bottlenecks. Indirect tortuosities are thus not a realistic measure for the length 
of transport paths, since they tend to overestimate the effect of pure path lengths 
significantly. 
 
 
3.5 Tortuosity - porosity relationships in literature 
 
Numerous mathematical expressions describing tortuosity - porosity (τ−ε) relationships 
can be found in literature. The different τ−ε relationships are reviewed by Shen and 



Chen [304], Ghanbarian [109], Tjaden et al. [329] and Idris et al. [154]. Table 3 
represents a selection of these τ − ε relationships. 
 
Note that very different mathematical expressions are proposed - usually logarithmic 
and power-law functions. As shown in Fig. 13, the resulting τ−ε curves diverge greatly 
from each other. This chaotic picture is in contrast to the empirical data, which shows a 
clear pattern among different tortuosity types (as summarized in Fig. 12). Moreover, the 
empirical data typically results in characteristic τ−ε fields (as shown in Figs. 5 for the 
different tortuosity types), but usually it does not result in clearly defined τ−ε curves. 
 
The large scatter in Fig. 13A for the mathematical expressions illustrates that there is no 
consensus how tortuosity varies with porosity. In fact, this finding questions the 
underlying assumption that variations of tortuosity and porosity are strictly related, so 
that the τ−ε relationship could be described with one universal mathematical formula. 
 
The behavior of microstructure characteristics can be investigated in a more general 
way, when 3D image analysis is applied to a large number of 3D microstructure models. 
Results from such studies are shown in Figs. 13B-E (taken from Neumann et al. [243] 
and Stenzel et al. [313]). These data sets indicate that the microstructure characteristics 
(ε, β, τdir_geodesic) can vary in a large range within the theoretically possible constellations, 
except for high porosities, where tortuosity asymptotically tends to 1 (see Fig. 13D). For 
small porosities the variation of geodesic tortuosity is particularly large, but even at 
very high porosities (ε > 0.8) there is still significant variation in the tortuosity values 
(Fig. 13D). A similar behavior is expected for all the other geometric and mixed 
tortuosities. These examples thus indicate that there exists no clear correlation between 
tortuosity and porosity, which could be described with a universal mathematical 
τ−ε expression. 
 
Nevertheless, mathematical expressions for tortuosity - porosity (τ−ε) relationships 
have their justification in context with specific cases of controlled microstructure 
variation. Such a case was described by Archie [8], who presented experimental data for 
porous sediments saturated with an electrolyte. For the special case, where all samples 
originate from the same sedimentary unit, the experimental results show a correlation 
between electric resistance and porosity. Archie's law (see Eq. 23: FR = ε-m = 1/σrel) 
describes this correlation using a so-called cementation factor (m) as exponent. Wyllie 
and Rose [357] redefined the relationship between electric resistance (formation factor, 
FR, respectively) and porosity by introducing the so-called structural factor (Eq. 24: FR = 
Xele/ε = 1/σrel). Thereby, Xele can be interpreted as being equivalent with Carman's 
tortuosity factor (Xele = Τ = τele2). This leads to the widely used to compute indirect 
tortuosity by Eq. 25 (i.e. τindir_ele2 = ε/σrel). Thereby, indirect tortuosity can be considered 
as some kind of proportionality between porosity and effective properties (resistance or 
conductivity). For the special case where effective properties (FR, σrel) correlate with 
porosity, it follows that there must be also a strict correlation with indirect tortuosity, 
such that Archie's law can be reformulated as follows: 
 
Eq. 40 (Archie's law)    𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2 =  𝜀𝜀1−𝑚𝑚 
 
 



Table 3: Mathematical tortuosity - porosity (τ−ε) relationships from literature. It must 
be emphasized that in most references the tortuosity type is not defined clearly. 
Information on 'τ type' is thus often interpreted from the context of a given paper, where 
possible. 'Material type' describes the microstructure for which the τ−ε relationship was 
derived. Note that depending on the authors, the left hand side of the equation is 
sometimes written as tortuosity (τ) and sometimes as tortuosity factor (τ2) 
 

Nr  τ type 𝝉𝝉𝟐𝟐 (𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝝉𝝉 !) =  𝒇𝒇(𝜺𝜺) 
 
 

material type or 
microstructure 
type 

x = .. Reference(s) 

1 geom. 
model 

𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

=
1
2
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
1

1
2√

1 − 𝜀𝜀

+
�(1 − √1 − 𝜀𝜀)2 + (1 − 𝜀𝜀)/4

1 − √1 − 𝜀𝜀
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

geometric 2D model 
of square particles 

 Yu and Li 
 [362] 

3, 
2 

geom. 
model 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 = 1.23

(1 − 𝜀𝜀)4/3

 𝑥𝑥2 𝜀𝜀
 

packed particles --> 
packed spheres --> 

0.75 
1 

Lanfrey et al. 
[198] 

4 geom. 
model 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 = �

19
18
�
𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜀𝜀)

𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖�8 9� ��
 

Pore fractal model  Li and Yu 
[203] 

5, 
6, 
 
7 

hydr. 𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2 = 1 − 𝑥𝑥 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) spheres + fibres --> 
plates + flakes --> 
high aspect ratio 
particles   --> 

0.5 
1 
 
3 

Pech and 
Renaud, cited 
in Comiti and 
Renaud [58]  

8 hydr. 𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2 = 𝜀𝜀−𝑥𝑥  binary mixture of 
spheres 

0.4 Mota et al. 
[229] 

9 hydr. 𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2 =
𝜀𝜀

1 − (1 − 𝜀𝜀)2/3 isotropic granular 
material 

 Du Plessis et al. 
[264] 

 
10 
11 

hydr. 
𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2 = �

2𝜀𝜀
3[1 − 𝑥𝑥(1 − 𝜀𝜀)2/3] +

1
3

 
monosized spheres: 
cubic packing --> 
tetrahedral 
packing> 

 
1.209 
1.108 

Ahmadi 
[4] 
 

12 hydr. 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 = 1 + 0.8 (1 − 𝜀𝜀) mono-sized solid 
rectangles in 2D  

 Koponen et al. 
[187] 

13 electr. 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 1 + 0.5(1 − 𝜀𝜀) 

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 =
(3 − 𝜀𝜀)

2
 

dilute suspension of 
spheres 

 Maxwell, 1873 
[221] 

 
14, 
15 

electr. 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝜀𝜀1−𝑥𝑥  cementation 
exponent for rocks -
> and for sediments 
-> 

 
1.1 
2 

Archie, 1942 
[8]  

16 electr. 𝝉𝝉𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐 = 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏−𝒙𝒙, identical with 
Bruggemann (see Nr 27) 

packing of poly-
dispersed spheres  

1.5 Archie, 1942 
[8] 

17, 
18, 
19, 
20, 
21, 
22 

electr. 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 1 − 𝑥𝑥 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) spherical particles -
> 
monosized spheres 
> 
cubic paricles --> 
cylinders  --> 
overlapping 
spheres 
monsized spheres --
> 

0.41 
0.49 
0.63 
1.00 
0.5 
0.5 

Pech and 
Renaud, cited 
in Comiti and 
Renaud [58] 



 

23 diff. 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝜀𝜀−𝑥𝑥 mono-sized spheres 0.4 Mota et al. 
[229], Delgado 
[66] 

24 diff. 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 =
𝜀𝜀

1 − (1 − 𝜀𝜀)1/3 catalyst  Beeckman [19] 

25 diff. 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝜀𝜀 + 𝑥𝑥(1 − 𝜀𝜀) sand, silt, sediments 2 Iversen and 
Jørgensen[155] 

26 non 
spec. 

𝜏𝜏2 = 2 − 𝜀𝜀   Petersen [259] 

27 diff 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝜀𝜀−1 2�  = 𝜀𝜀1− 𝑥𝑥 
for spheres identical with 

Archie  
(see Nr 16) 

polydisperse 
granular media: 
spheres  --> 
cylinders --> 

 
 
1.5  
2  

Bruggemann 
1935 [32] 
see also Tjaden 
et al. [330] 

28 electr. 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝑥𝑥1 𝜀𝜀1−𝑥𝑥2  battery electrodes 
and separators  

x1: 0.1-2.6;  
x2:1.27-5.2 

Thorat 2009 
[326], cited in 
Tjaden et al. 
[329] 

29 electr. 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 =  𝜀𝜀−𝑥𝑥 battery electrode 0.5-2 Ebner et al. 
[76] 

30 diff 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 𝜀𝜀−1 3�  monodisperse 
granular media 

 van Brakel and 
Heertjes [30] 

31 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 1 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) overlapping 
cylinders 

 Tomadakis and 
Sotirchos [332] 

32 diff 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = 1 −
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀)

2
 overlapping 

spheres 
 Weissberg  

[345] 
33 diff 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1 − 𝑥𝑥 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) Clays dry 

and hygroscopic 
0.357 
0.503 

Sun et al. 
[315] 

34 hydr 
𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟2 = �

(2 − 𝜀𝜀)
𝜀𝜀

�
2

 
cation exchange 
resin 

 Mackie 
[214] 

35 diff 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = [1 − 𝑥𝑥(1 − 𝜀𝜀)−1] granular media 
with: spheres  --> 
cubes  --> 
large  
parallelepipeds 
small 
parallelepipeds 

 
0.6 
0.73 
1.07 
1.21 

Pisani 
[261] 

36 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣
2  =  𝑥𝑥1
− 𝑥𝑥2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀2) 

monosized spheres x1: 1.1842 
x2: 0.6579 

Jin et al. 
[162] 

37 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣
2  =  𝑥𝑥1
− 𝑥𝑥2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀2) 

monosized spheres x1: 0.9463  
x2: 0.7173 

Duda et al. [73], 
cited in Jin et 
al. [162] 

38 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  𝑥𝑥1(1 − 𝜀𝜀) + 𝑥𝑥2 monosized spheres x1: 0.8002 
x2: 1.0454 

Jin et al. 
[162] 

39 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  𝑥𝑥1(1 − 𝜀𝜀) + 𝑥𝑥2 monosized spheres x1: 0.9119  
x2: 0.9340 

Duda et al. [73], 
cited in Jin et 
al. [162] 

40 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  𝑥𝑥1  −  𝑥𝑥2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) monosized spheres x1: 1.1133 
x2: 0.4845 

Jin et al. 
[162] 

41 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  𝑥𝑥1  −  𝑥𝑥2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) monosized spheres x1: 1.0104  
x2: 0.5541 

Duda et al. [73], 
cited in Jin et 
al. [162] 

42 hydr 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  1 −  𝑥𝑥1 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) 2D monosized 
spheres / cubes  

0.5/0.541 Saomoto and 
Katagiri [281] 

43 ele 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 =  1 −  𝑥𝑥1 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝜀𝜀) 2D monosized 
spheres / cubes  

0.2/0.19 Saomoto and 
Katagiri [281] 



 
 
Fig. 13A: Mathematical tortuosity - porosity (τ−ε) relationships from literature. The 
numbers refer to the equations given in Table 3. Colors indicate which type of tortuosity 
is considered. 
Figs. 13 B to E: Plots of tortuosity (τdir_geodesic,), constrictivity (β),, and relative electric 
conductivity (σrel) versus porosity (ε, on the x-axis). Red, blue and black data points 
represent three distinct types of 3D microstructures, which are generated with different 
stochastic models. More than 2000 different 3D structures are investigated, which cover 
a wide range of microstructure characteristics (Figs. 13B,C,E are taken from Neumann et 
al. [243] and Fig. 13D from Stenzel et al. [313]). 
 
 



It must be emphasized that Archie's cementation factor (m > 1) is a fit parameter, which 
is valid only for a special case of microstructure variation. The cementation factor takes 
a specific value for a series of rocks, which all have undergone the same diagenetic 
process. The common history of these sediments in the same geo-environment led to a 
characteristic variation of the microstructure, so that sizes of pores and bottlenecks, 
pore connectivity and transport path lengths vary in a characteristic way with porosity. 
Hence, in this case the correlation of microstructure with porosity is controlled by the 
diagenetic conditions and by the associated cementation process. Due to this controlled 
correlation, it is possible to find a suitable mathematical expression for the τ − ε 
relationship of rocks in a single sedimentary unit. Thereby the indirect tortuosity 
represents the lumped sum of all microstructure effects. With respect to Archie's law, it 
must be realized that the fitting of the cementation factor (m) has to be repeated if the 
rocks originate from a different sedimentary unit, because then these rocks were 
exposed to different diagenetic conditions, and therefore they are characterized by 
different τ − ε relationships. 
 
Such special cases are also known from materials engineering, when microstructure 
variations are performed in a controlled way. An example is described by Holzer et al. 
[141], where sintering temperatures are changed systematically, but all the other 
parameters (e.g. composition and sinter time) for the fabrication of porous ceramic 
membranes are kept constant. This results in a systematic variation of microstructure 
characteristics (τdir_geodesic,, β) and effective properties (σeff, σrel) with porosity (ε). Hence, 
for such controlled microstructure variation a suitable mathematical expression can be 
found for the observed τ − ε relationship. However, this mathematical expression may 
no longer be valid, when one of the other fabrication parameters (e.g. composition or 
sinter time) is changed. 
 
The Bruggemann equation is a special case of Archie's τ − ε relationship (see Eq. 40), 
where the 'cementation factor' (m) is fitted for a special microstructure type. For 
example, it was found that m = 1.5 for packed spheres (and m=2 for cylindrical 
particles), which leads to 
 
Eq. 41      𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2 =   𝜀𝜀−0.5 . 
 
In battery research, a modified version of the Bruggemann equation, given by  
 
Eq. 42      𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2 =  𝛾𝛾 𝜀𝜀1−𝛼𝛼 
 
is nowadays often used (see Thorat et al. [326]), where y is an additional fit parameter. 
Various authors [10,42,72,77,174,326,364] presented experimental and numerical fits 
of Eq. 42 (e.g. Nrs 27-30 in Table 3) for different battery electrodes, which was critically 
reviewed by Tjaden et al. [329]. Thereby it is well illustrated that the variations of γ (0.1 
-2.6) and α (1.27 - 5.2) are very large and the resulting τ − ε curves differ significantly 
from each other, depending on the type of battery material. In addition, Tjaden et al. 
[329] also report examples from literature, which show that for many battery materials 
the Bruggemann equation and its modifications are simply not applicable. Tjaden et al. 
[329] thus concluded that tortuosity-porosity relationships such as the Bruggemann 
equation are only applicable to microstructures 'which are similar to the microstructure 
used to derive the respective relationship' (i.e. for special cases). 



 
These selected examples related to Archie's and Bruggemann's equations illustrate that 
τ − ε relationships should not be mistaken as universal laws. In general, when varying 
materials microstructures are considered, the different microstructure characteristics 
(ε, β, τ, rh, rmin, rmax) can vary independently from each other, - at least to some degree. 
Therefore, empirical data shows a more or less wide scatter for the characteristic fields 
of different material types (Fig. 4) and different tortuosity types (Fig. 5), which is also 
true for other morphological characteristics (e.g. constrictivity) and effective properties 
(Fig. 13B-E). 
 
Hence, we conclude that mathematical formulas for tortuosity-porosity relationships are 
valid only if they are specified: 
a) for a specific type of tortuosity (see the classification scheme and nomenclature in Fig. 
3). Thereby, the scatter of data points is generally much smaller for direct geometric and 
mixed tortuosity types (Fig. 5B-E), compared to the indirect tortuosities (Fig. 5A). 
b) for a specific material type, which fulfills a systematic microstructure variation (e.g. 
rocks from the same sedimentary unit, which all had similar conditions during 
sedimentation and diagenesis). Furthermore, for simple microstructures such as packed 
spheres it is more probable that microstructure variation (i.e. densification) results in a 
systematic correlation between tortuosity and porosity (Fig. 4E,F), compared to more 
complex microstructures (e.g. SOFC electrodes, fibrous materials, foams), which tend to 
show a larger scatter (Figs. 4G,H) of τ-ε couples. 
 
From the results reviewed so far in this survey, we conclude that the tortuosity concept 
and its perception are highly controversial. First theories and concepts on tortuosity 
were introduced at a time when suitable methods for 3D microstructure analysis were 
not yet available. The basic theories and concepts were thus introduced based on 
simplified geometrical models such as parallel tubes (Kozeny [190], Scheidegger [289]) 
or mono-sized spheres (Carman [47]). On the other hand, in experimental studies, 
tortuosity still nowadays is often derived indirectly from effective properties. These 
indirect tortuosities can be considered as description of bulk resistance from 
microstructure, which does not contain any specific geometric information. In the last 
two decades new methods became available, which enable us to characterize tortuosity 
directly from the 3D microstructure. In particular, a multitude of direct geometric and 
mixed tortuosity types can nowadays be determined. 
Despite the progress in characterization, there still exist many controversies and 
confusions about tortuosity, which mainly come from the fact that it is often not clearly 
distinguished between the different tortuosity types. As a first step to face this problem, 
we propose to use a clear terminology. For this purpose, a new classification scheme and 
a new tortuosity-nomenclature have been introduced in Chapter 2 (see e.g. Fig. 3). As a 
second step, systematic differences between the various tortuosity types need to be 
identified and understood. Obviously, to a large degree, these differences are caused to a 
large degree by the underlying methodological approaches and associated different 
levels of geometric information. In the next chapter, we thus focus on a thorough 
description of the different methodologies and calculation approaches for tortuosity. 
 
 
 
 



4. Methodologies, workflows and calculation approaches 
 
In our description of the methods for characterization of tortuosity we follow step by 
step the general workflow, which is illustrated in Fig. 14. The modern methods for 
tortuosity characterization focus on the collection and quantitative analysis of 3D 
information. Thereby, 3D imaging and image processing represents a prerequisite for 
measuring direct geometric tortuosities (i.e. τdir_geom). Furthermore, 3D microstructure 
models (real or virtual) can be used as input for numerical transport simulations, from 
which effective transport properties and indirect tortuosity can be derived (τindir_phys_sim). 
As a third option, the 3D volume fields representing the local flux from numerical 
transport simulations can be used as basis for the computation of mixed type 
tortuosities (τmixed_phys_streamline,, τmixed_phys_Vav). 
For the indirect tortuosity, there also exists an alternative way of determination without 
using 3D information. This alternative approach is based on experimental measurement 
of effective transport properties (τindir_phys_exp). Nevertheless, modern methods for 3D 
characterization are clearly the key to a better understanding of tortuosity and 
associated path length effects. 
 
 
4.1 3D imaging / tomography  
 
4.1.1 Overview and introduction to 3D imaging methods 
In the following sections, we consider four main categories of tomography techniques 
that are relevant for pore-scale characterization of 3D microstructures:  
 
a) X-ray tomography: µ-CT, nano-CT (CT = computed tomography), transmission and 
scanning X-ray microscopy (TXM, SXM), 
b) serial sectioning methods: focused ion beam (FIB), plasma (P)FIB, broad ion beam 
(BIB), pulsed laser, mechanical sectioning (Ultra-Microtom) and mechanical polishing, 
c) scanning transmission electron tomography (3D STEM), electron tomography (ET) 
and 
d) Atom probe tomography (APT). 
 
 
At the beginning of a microstructure investigation there is always the question which 
tomography method should be chosen. To answer this question, first order criteria are 
the range of resolution and the size of the image window, which can be obtained with 
the different methods. A suitable tomography method must be capable to resolve the 
smallest relevant features of the investigated microstructure. At the same time, the 3D 
image window should also be large enough to capture the largest objects of interest in a 
representative way. The minimum size of a 3D image window with statistical relevance 
is called representative elementary volume (REV). For the determination of REV sizes 
see e.g. [70,169]. The requirements of high resolution (small voxels) and at the same 
time large, sufficiently large (i.e. representative) image window sizes are contradictory 
constraints, which must be addressed when choosing a suitable tomography method for 
materials characterization. Finding a good compromise for conflicting imaging 
parameters (i.e. resolution vs. REV) is a challenge, which requires a sound knowledge of 
the limitations and possibilities of the available tomography methods. 
 



 
 
Fig. 14: Schematic illustration of methodologies and workflows for measuring direct 
geometric, indirect physics-based and mixed tortuosities. Round boxes represent 
methods and processes, which are discussed in Chapter 4. Rectangular boxes represent 
either data that is used as input for - or results that are obtained as output from the 
mentioned processes. Two boxes on top indicate the broader scientific context of 
tortuosity, which aims to establish quantitative micro-macro relationships and/or to 
perform digital materials design (see Chapter 5). 



 

 
 
Fig. 15: Graphical representation of important tomography methods characterized by 
their typical voxel resolutions (x-axis) and size of analyzed volume (y-axis). Each 
diagonal line represents a specific size of data cube (i.e. constant number of voxels), if 
the 3D image window is isometric. The colored rectangles indicate characteristic 
performance fields for traditional tomography methods, which are redrawn from Uchic 
et al. [335]. The green arrows indicate recent evolution from µ-CT to nano-CT and to 
large-field-of-view (LFOV) nano-CT. Ellipsoids represent the performance of serial 
sectioning methods. The elliptical shape of performance fields results from the fact that 
the serial sectioning methods tend to provide anisometric data cubes, because they 
reveal different properties in x,y- vs. z-directions. 
Legend: nCT=nano CT, µCT=micro CT, LFOV=-arge-field-of-view, PFIB=plasma FIB, UMT 
SBFSEM=ultra micro-tomography serial block face SEM, BIB=broad ion beam, mech. 
SBF= mechanical serial block face sectioning.  
 
 
Fig. 15 illustrates the range of resolutions and image window sizes that can be achieved 
with X-ray tomography, FIB-SEM tomography, electron tomography and atom probe 
tomography. Thereby the colored rectangles represent the performance fields that were 
typically achieved 10-15 years ago (taken from Uchic et al. [335]). At that time the 
different tomography methods occupied distinct performance fields (regarding 
resolution an d image window size) with almost no overlap. 
 



In the meanwhile, the resolution power of X-ray tomography has tremendously 
improved. The evolution from µCT to nanoCT is indicated with a green arrow in Fig. 15. 
For FIB-SEM tomography, the evolution went in the opposite direction. Nowadays the 
improvement of ion milling efficiency enables to capture much larger image windows. 
The evolution towards larger image windows also took place due to the introduction of 
new serial sectioning methods with higher milling rates (e.g. with plasma FIB and pulsed 
laser), whose performances are indicated with ellipses in Fig. 15. 
 
In summary, the performance fields of X-ray CT, FIB-SEM tomography and other serial 
sectioning methods nowadays show a considerable overlap. However, it must be 
emphasized that the performance of a tomography method does not only depend on 
resolution and image window size. In particular, contrast and detection modes, 
acquisition time, but also the required sample properties (e.g. stability under imaging 
conditions, required sample size and sample preparation) must be considered when 
choosing a suitable tomography method. 
 
4.1.2 X-ray computed tomography 
 
The resolution of X-ray tomography (XCT) has tremendously improved over the last 10 
years from µm-range down to the 10-nm-range. XCT is now capable to resolve the 
microstructure of almost any material in engineering science (e.g. energy materials used 
in batteries and fuel cells [24,35,44,64,125–127,193,224,228,231,236,318,321–
323,355], concrete and asphalt [31,262], polymer composites [104], 3D-printing [263]) 
as well as materials from geo- [37,38,56,71,152,208,256,371] and life sciences [274]. 
However, it must be emphasized that the progress is not restricted to the resolution 
power alone. Note that 10 to 15 years ago, XCT mainly was a static 3D methodology with 
micrometer resolution (µ-CT), which typically provided attenuation contrast. In the 
meanwhile the high-end version of X-ray tomography provides spatial resolutions down 
to 10 nm (nano-CT). It can be used as a 4D methodology with fast acquisition times in 
the sub-second range and it provides multi-mode detection capabilities (i.e. attenuation, 
phase, diffraction and chemical contrasts). When speaking about X-ray tomography, we 
have thus to consider a very versatile group of 3D and 4D imaging methodologies, which 
continue to make fast progress in various directions, as discussed in a recent paper by 
Yan et al. [361]. For detailed information we also refer to the excellent review and 
overview articles by Cocco et al. [57], Maire and Withers [217], Pietsch and Wood [260], 
Brisard et al. [31], Rawson et al. [274] and Zeiss [366]. 
 
The following aspects of XCT are important: 
 
a) Basic principles of XCT: In order to understand the trends in X-ray tomography one 
has to consider the underlying principles at first. Fig. 16 shows a schematic illustration 
of a modern CT-system. The sample is placed between the X-ray source and the detector. 
The X-rays penetrate the rotating sample so that a multitude of 2D projections are 
detected under different angles. Algorithms for 3D-reconstruction, e.g. so-called filtered 
back projection algorithms, are then used to reveal the internal 3D microstructure from 
the numerous 2D-projections. In absorption/attenuation tomography, the beam - 
sample interaction and associated beam intensity (I) after travelling through the sample 
is described by the Beer-Lambert equation 
 



Eq. 43:  𝐼𝐼 =  𝐼𝐼0 𝑒𝑒−∫𝜇𝜇(𝑠𝑠)𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠  , 
 
where I0 is the initial beam intensity, µ is the local attenuation coefficient and s is the 
beam path vector. Thereby, the attenuation coefficient (µ) is a function of electron 
density and atomic number (Z). Local variations of this attenuation coefficient are 
directly related to the materials microstructure, which can be reconstructed in 3D, e.g. 
by means of filtered back projection.  
 

 
 
Fig. 16: Schematic illustration of a modern, laboratory based X-ray tomography system, 
redrawn from Zeiss [366]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 17: Schematic illustration of imaging parameters, which need to be considered, 
when optimizing image acquisition with X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and/or X-
ray microscopy (XM). 
 
 
As indicated in Fig. 17, spatial resolution is only one of the performance relevant 
characteristics. Other important performance characteristics are for example time 
resolution/acquisition time and contrast/detection modes. The type of the X-ray source 
and the optical system also has a strong impact on the performance. Tremendous 
progress was achieved in all these technological fields. However, there also exists a 
multitude of interdependencies between the characteristics and parameters mentioned 
above. For example, faster acquisition usually leads to higher noise and therefore also to 
weaker contrast and lower effective spatial resolution. In the following, we briefly 
discuss the most important performance parameters and associated interdependencies. 



 
b) Attenuation and phase contrasts: The interaction of X-rays with the material depends 
on the complex refractive index (n) with a real part (1-δ) and an imaginary part (βx-ray), 
i.e., 
 
Eq. 44  𝑙𝑙 =  (1 − 𝛿𝛿)  +  𝑖𝑖𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥−𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 
 
The attenuation coefficient (µ) itself depends on the imaginary part (βx-ray) of the 
complex refractive index and on the wavelength (λ), where 
 
Eq. 45  𝜇𝜇 =  4 𝜋𝜋 𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥−𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 𝜆𝜆⁄   
 
In materials with a high imaginary part (βx-ray), the X-rays amplitude is damped, which 
leads to a lower intensity (i.e. stronger absorption). The attenuation strongly decreases 
with the beam energy E. More precisely, it holds that βx-ray =1/E4. Soft X-rays thus 
provide a better attenuation contrast and also a higher resolution can be achieved. 
However, stronger absorption at lower beam energy limits the size of samples that can 
be transmitted and at the same time increases the problem of beam damage with soft X-
rays. The contrast between different material constituents can also be improved 
significantly by using dual-energy X-ray tomography (see e.g. Gondzio et al. [115]). 
 
Phase contrast (PC) imaging is an interesting alternative for materials with a weak 
attenuation contrast. Local variations of the real part of the refractive index (1-δ, see Eq. 
44) induce changes of the wavelengths, which lead to beam deflections. These refractive 
beam-material interactions can be indirectly detected as a phase shift (φ). The 3D 
reconstruction of local δ−values reveals the materials phase contrast, which, in opposite 
to the attenuation contrast, increases with beam energy (∆δ/∆βx-ray = E2). For materials 
with weak absorption contrast (e.g. graphite vs. lithium in battery electrodes), phase 
contrast imaging with hard X-rays usually gives better results. 
 
There are different methods for phase contrast imaging (propagation PC, grating-based 
PC, Zernike PC). These contrast modes require more complex optics, coherent beam 
source and more sophisticated 3D reconstructions. However, nowadays even lab-based 
tomography systems offer the option of phase contrast imaging. For further 
explanations on attenuation and phase contrast as well as on the principles of 3D 
reconstruction we refer to Pietsch and Wood [260] and the references therein. 
 
c) Spatial resolution and magnification: In principle, X-ray microscopy offers three types 
of magnifications, which are based on X-ray optics, light optics or geometric set-up.  
 
c1) X-ray optics work with reflection, diffraction or refraction (see e.g.: www.x-ray-
optics.de). Recent progress in nanofabrication has boosted the technology for X-ray 
optics (e.g. Fresnel Zone Plates FZP), which now enables voxel resolutions down to 10 
nm. A major drawback of X-ray optics is the fact that it generally reduces the beam flux 
and therefore leads to longer acquisition times. This can be partially compensated by 
using brilliant synchrotron sources with a high beam flux. 
 



c2) Conventional light optics can be introduced in detection systems that consist of a 
scintillator and a CCD or CMOS camera. The scintillator converts the X-rays into visible 
light, which can then be magnified with optical lenses similar to conventional light 
microscopes. In contrast to X-ray optics, the light optics is highly efficient and fast. 
However, the diffraction limit of visible light constrains the resolution to little less than 
1 µm. 
 
c3) In systems with divergent, cone-shaped beams, the image can be geometrically 
magnified by adjusting the relative positions of source, object and detector. The 
resolution in lens-less systems with purely geometric magnification is typically limited 
to the µm-range. 
 
In modern X-ray tomography systems these three magnifying methods are combined, so 
that a high magnification can be achieved together with a relatively high efficiency and a 
relatively fast acquisition time (see e.g. [366]). The evolution of 'best' spatial resolution 
in X-ray tomography over the last 50 years is illustrated in Fig. 18 a (adapted from Maire 
and Withers [217]). This figure shows that it is now possible to reach voxel resolutions 
in the 10 nm-range by soft X-ray tomography at synchrotron beam lines equipped with 
Fresnel Zone Plate optics. The resolution power for hard X-rays is weaker. However, soft 
X-ray tomography suffers from the limited sample thickness, especially for materials 
with strong absorption (e.g. metals, heavy elements, high density). 
 

 
 
Fig. 18: Improvement of the spatial resolution in X-ray tomography. a) Evolution of best 
resolution over the last 50 years for lens-less systems (blue), for hard X-ray tomography 
with Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) (black) and for soft X-ray tomography with FZP (red). b) 
Evolution of X-ray tomography, illustrating the link between spatial and temporal 
resolutions. Red: Synchrotron, white beam / Blue: Synchrotron, monochromatic / 
Green: Laboratory systems. The violet point marks the current high-end performance 
with sub-second and sub-µm resolutions achieved at synchrotron with 50% white + 
50% monochromatic light (pers. communication, F. Büchi, PSI, Swiss Light Source SLS, 
2020). The curves in a) and b) are redrawn from Maire and Withers [217] and updated 
with current trends presented in the literature. For recent progress in nano CT see Yan 
et al. [361]. 
 
 



d) Time resolution vs. spatial resolution: In general, a fast acquisition time comes at the 
expense of increased noise. Synchrotron beams with a high brilliance can reduce the 
noise and are thus particularly well suited for fast X-ray imaging. Nowadays, 4D imaging 
at 20 to 50 Hz has become possible with white beam synchrotron tomography (see e.g. 
Maire et al. [216]). As shown in Fig. 18b, time resolution and spatial resolution are 
constraining each other. Both of them also strongly depend on various other aspects 
such as the facility type (synchrotron vs. laboratory systems), beam energy and beam 
intensity (monochromatic vs. white vs. mixed beams). Also the attenuation contrast of 
the material under investigation and the size of the sample represent constraining 
factors. 
 
The best time resolution can be achieved with the white beam (WB) of synchrotron 
sources due to the relatively high beam flux, however with certain limitations in 
magnification. Monochromatic beams are better suited to exploit the power of 
magnifying systems such as FZP, which opens new capabilities for nano-CT [361]. Even 
lab-based systems with X-ray optics are nowadays capable of providing 50 nm 
resolutions. However, lab-based systems exhibit a relatively long acquisition time, which 
is typically several hours per 3D image. A good compromise between short acquisition 
time, high spatial resolution and reasonable signal to noise ratio can be reached by 
mixing monochromatic and white beams (e.g. 50% WB). In this way, sub-second 
tomography with sub-µm resolution has become possible, as reported by Büchi (pers. 
comm., 2020) for the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (violet data point in Fig. 18 b). For white 
beam synchrotron tomography, 30 nm spatial resolutions at 1 minute acquisition time is 
reported as current state of the art (Yan et al. [361]). 
 
Many parameters must be considered when optimizing temporal vs. spatial resolutions. 
The acquisition time can be estimated based on the required number of projections (N), 
which increases with the image window size and associated number of pixels (q) in 
horizontal direction, i.e., 
 
Eq. 46:  𝑁𝑁 = 𝑞𝑞 𝜋𝜋 / 2 
 
For example, for q=1024 pixels, the required number of 2D projections (N) is equal to 
1570. With a total rotation of 180° this results in 8.7 projections per 1°. For these 
settings, 3D imaging at 1 Hz requires an acquisition time of 0.64 ms for a single 2D 
projection. By pushing the limits of fast tomography towards 100 Hz, new technological 
solutions needed to be developed such as fast signal processing (e.g. read out and 
storage of up to 100 GB per second, see Mokso et al. [226]), highly efficient optics and 
detector systems (Bührer et al. [35]), more brilliant sources, intelligent 3D 
reconstruction strategies (e.g. based on a smaller number of projections or 
segmentation oriented reconstructions using a priori knowledge about the phases, see 
[34,46,129,173]). Last but not least, fast data acquisition also calls for dedicated 
software that enables efficient analysis of the huge 4D image data volumes (e.g. digital 
image and volume correlation DIC/DVC or 4D particle tracking, see [36,158,211]). In all 
these fields, fast progress and innovation is currently ongoing. 
 
e) Experimental 4D tomography: Fast X-ray tomography opens new possibilities for in-
situ and in-operando studies of dynamic processes at pore-scale and even below. For lab 
based X-ray tomography, the possibilities of high speed 3D imaging are reviewed in a 



recent article by Zwanenburg et al. [379]. With synchrotron-tomography, ultrafast 3D 
imaging can now be performed at 20 Hz and even faster (Maire et al. [216]). In-situ 
mechanical testing is one prominent example for the application of fast 4D tomography. 
Nano-mechanical devices for compression, tension and indentation tests, which are 
specially designed for dynamic tomography investigations, are nowadays commercially 
available. Also the preparation of small samples (e.g. pillars with sizes in the range of 
mm down to a few µm) suitable for nano-mechanical testing is now relatively 
straightforward due to the availability of focused ion beam (e.g. Xe+ plasma FIB) and 
laser technologies. In-situ tomography during mechanical testing is thus evolving 
rapidly, for example in the field of alloys [375] and batteries [64]. 
Fast tomography is also used in high temperature studies. Villanova et al. [339] reported 
the 4D-evolution of microstructures and nucleation of nano-droplets upon sintering of 
alloys at 700°C. 
So-called in-operando studies enable capturing dynamic processes under real life 
conditions. In-operando studies of electrochemical cells (batteries, fuel cells) are very 
challenging, because they usually require some in-house development of dedicated 
experimental equipment, including miniaturization of the cells and of the 
electrochemical test setup. A tomography system with an efficient optical microscope 
was designed at the Swiss Light Source (SLS). It was recently used for in-operando 
studies of water clusters and two-phase flow in PEM fuel cells at temporal and spatial 
resolutions of <1-10 Hz and <1-10 µm, respectively [35,81,236,358]. 
In battery research, synchrotron based in-operando studies have been used to reveal the 
4D microstructure evolution upon degradation and/or (de-)lithiation [93,116,294]. 
With laboratory-based systems the acquisition time is generally longer and rather 
suitable for the characterization of relatively slow processes in time-lapse mode. 
Nevertheless, two-phase flow in geological samples was characterized with lab-based 
tomography at temporal and spatial resolutions of less than 1 min and 15 µm, 
respectively (Bultreys et al. [38]). The lack of attenuation contrast in two-phase flow can 
be approached with time-resolved phase contrast imaging as reported by Ohser et al. 
[247]. 4D tomography is thus applicable for dynamic studies in various fields of 
materials and engineering sciences and also in geology [245,258,370] as well as in life 
sciences [274]. The exciting possibilities of modern high-end X-ray tomography open 
new possibilities for the investigation of tortuosity effects. The exploitation of these 
opportunities requires dedicated and efficient solutions in image processing, which will 
be discussed below in Sections 4.2-4.4. 
 
4.1.3 FIB-SEM tomography and serial sectioning 
 
Commercial dual beam machines combining focused ion beam (FIB) with a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) became available around the year 2000. Initially FIB-SEM 
was used mainly for failure analysis in semiconductor industries. However, very soon it 
was recognized that FIB-SEM has a great potential for high-resolution 3D imaging by 
serial sectioning. First FIB-SEM tomography work was based on in-house developments 
of a machine controlled procedure for serial sectioning (Holzer et al., 2004 [135]). 
Already in 2004, voxel resolutions of 6x7x16 nm could be reached based on the fully 
automated serial sectioning procedure with integrated drift correction. With a voxel 
resolution of ca. 10 nm, FIB-SEM tomography opened new possibilities to perform 
microstructure investigations at the sub-µm scale. FIB-SEM tomography thus became 
the method of choice for 3D investigations of fine-grained porous media 



[141,142,178,179,233] at the time when nano CT was not yet available. Nowadays, 3D 
acquisition by 'slice and view' is possible with any commercial FIB-SEM machine. 
Examples for applications cover the fields of geological materials (sandstone, shale, coal) 
[176–179,204,280], zeolite [13], graphite [143,237], polymers [237], thin films used as 
optical layers [249], catalysts [354], paper [11] and biomaterials [225]. FIB-SEM 
tomography is also very important for microstructure investigations of energy materials 
such as fuel cells [136,156,170,223,254,255,305,340,341,352,367] and batteries 
[6,87,207,210,342,377]. 
 
FIB-SEM serial sectioning can be used in combination with different detector systems 
such as EDS (energy dispersive spectroscopy) for mapping element concentrations and 
EBSD (electron backscattered diffraction) for mapping grain orientations and 
crystallographic information (see e.g. Uchic et al. [335]). With these analytical detection 
modes, FIB-SEM tomography became particularly important for the study of metals, 
alloys and corrosion science [157,188,192,306], but also for battery materials 
[99,100,271]. Furthermore, the combination of FIB-SEM tomography with a cryo-
transfer system enables the study of delicate, water-containing samples such as cement 
suspensions, swelling clay and biomaterials [134,137,138,378]. Reviews on FIB-SEM 
tomography and related serial sectioning techniques are given by Holzer and Cantoni 
[133], Cantoni and Holzer [43], Monteiro and Paciornik [227] and Echlin et al. [78]. 
 
As indicated in Fig. 15, FIB-SEM tomography initially occupied a niche among other 3D 
imaging techniques due to its high resolution of ca. 10 nm. It is only in the last few years 
that resolutions of less than 100nm can also be reached with X-ray nano-CT. The main 
limitations of FIB-SEM tomography come from the milling capabilities. With a 
conventional Ga FIB source, high milling precision that allows slicing in the range of 10 
nm is only possible with relatively low beam currents of ca. 1 nA or less. The 
corresponding low milling rates lead to relatively long acquisition times of ca. 10 to 24 
hours for a stack of 500 to 1000 images. Low milling rates also lead to relatively small 
sizes of the 3D image window with edge lengths that are typically equal to only a few µm 
to tens of µm. The milling rates can be increased by using higher ion beam currents, but 
this comes at the expense of larger beam spot sizes and lower milling precision. 
Fortunately, over the last years, the milling capabilities of FIB-sources improved 
significantly [17,39,372] and also new and more efficient serial sectioning techniques 
were introduced such as Plasma FIB and broad ion beam (BIB) [78,79]. Hence, as 
indicated in Fig. 15, the various serial sectioning techniques for 3D image acquisition 
nowadays cover a wide range of voxel resolutions from ca. 5 nm to several µm and a 
wide range of image window sizes with edge lengths from µm to mm. 
 
a) Basic principle of serial sectioning with a Ga+ FIB-SEM dual beam machine 
The FIB-SEM geometry for serial sectioning is illustrated in Fig. 19. In a first step, a cube 
representing the region of interest is exposed with a high beam current for rapid ion 
milling. The x-y imaging plane, also called 'block-face', is then polished with a lower ion 
beam current. Subsequently, an SE- or BSE-image is acquired by scanning the block face 
with the electron beam. A stack of 2D images (i.e. a 3D image volume) is then produced 
in a fully automated serial sectioning procedure, which consists of two alternating steps: 
1) Thin layers of e.g. 10 nm thickness are sequentially removed with the ion beam and 
2) SEM images (with pixel resolution of e.g. 10 nm) are acquired from the freshly 
exposed surfaces. In this procedure, fiducial markers are used for automated correction 



of mechanical, magnetic and electronic drifts. Ideally the milling step size in z-direction 
is similar to the pixel resolution of the SEM images (x-y), which results in isometric 
voxels. 
In most cases a large number of ca. 1000 or more images would be ideal in order to 
acquire a representative 3D image volume. The acquisition time for a single slice and 
view cycle includes the following components: a) FIB milling time, which depends on the 
beam current (milling rate), on the size of the imaging plane (x-y) and on the thickness 
of the milled layer (z). b) SEM imaging time, which depends on the number of pixels (i.e. 
area of block-face and resolution) and on the dwell time. Thereby, fast scanning 
negatively affects the signal-to-noise ratio. c) Time for drift correction(s) with fiducial 
markers. d) Time for beam stabilization after switching from electron to ion beam and 
back. 
The total acquisition time thus depends on various parameters such as the size of the 3D 
image window, the ion beam current, the electron scan rate, the detector efficiency. Also 
contrast (or noise) and sputter rates that are characteristic for the material under 
investigation have an influence on the acquisition time. Depending on the chosen 
parameters for serial sectioning, the total acquisition time can thus vary significantly. 
Typically, in a relatively fast setup with small cubes of a few µm edge lengths, an entire 
slice and view cycle takes ca. 30 sec. For a stack with 1000 images this results in a total 
acquisition time of 8 hours and 20 min. The acquisition time can easily increase by a 
factor of 3 to 4, e.g. for larger cubes (tens of µm), for more precise ion milling and/or 
slower electron scanning (higher signal-to-noise ratio). Often the number of images in 
the stack is then reduced to only a few 100 images in order to shorten the total 
acquisition time. This leads to 3D image volumes with non-isometric dimensions (e.g. 20 
x 20 x 5 µm). 
 

 
 
Fig. 19: Illustration of serial sectioning with a FIB-SEM dual beam system (taken from 
Holzer et al. [135]) 



 
b) Trends in serial sectioning I: Improvement of milling capabilities 
Over the last years the milling capabilities for serial sectioning have considerably 
improved due to the appearance of new ion sources and new milling techniques (for 
details see e.g. Bassim et al. [17] and Echlin et al. [78]):  
 
- Conventional FIB: The liquid metal ion source (LMIS) is the basis for conventional Ga 
FIB. With beam currents with an order of magnitude between pA and 100 nA, the 
sputter rates of Ga FIB machines are relatively low, - especially for organic matter and 
ceramics. In the meanwhile, LMIS works with many different metals (Ga, Al, In, Au, Bi) 
and alloys. Nevertheless, the milling capabilities of LMIS are still rather limiting. Some 
improvements of the sputter rates could be achieved with a new 'rocking milling 
procedure'. 
 
- Plasma (P)FIB: Magnetically enhanced inductively coupled plasma FIB sources are 
capable of significantly higher sputter rates. In addition, at beam currents above 10 to 
50 nA, the Xe PFIB provides a much smaller beam diameter than conventional Ga FIB (at 
similar beam currents). The PFIB thus opens new possibilities for large area serial 
sectioning, whereby the edge length of the image window can reach dimensions in an 
order of magnitude of 100 µm. Compared to Ga-FIB, the milling with Xe PFIB is ca. 60 
times faster, but at the same time PFIB is capable to reveal small slicing thicknesses (and 
voxel resolutions) of ca. 10 nm. In addition, Xe PFIB produces less beam damage (i.e. the 
amorphous surface layer is relatively thin) and it is therefore better suited for 3D EBSD 
compared to conventional FIB. Applications of large area serial sectioning with Xe PFIB 
are discussed by Burnett et al. [39] and Zhang et al. [372,373]. 
 
- Broad Ion Beam: The hollow anode discharge (HAD) Ar source represents the basis for 
broad ion beam (BIB) machines, which can be used for sequential milling and polishing 
of large areas up to the mm2-range. For in-plane milling and polishing with a broad ion 
beam, a metal blend is used with a high milling resistance (e.g. W). HAD Ar ion sources 
reveal high beam currents up to the µA-range at low beam energies (≤ 5 kV). Milling at 
low kV induces relatively low beam damage, which makes BIB particularly suitable for 
3D EBSD. Generally the z-resolution (thickness of removed layer) for BIB serial 
sectioning is in the 100 nm to µm range, but recently more precise BIB-serial sectioning 
with z-distances as thin as 10 nm were reported [111,353]. 
 
- Pulsed laser and combined tri-beam systems: Laser-based systems combined with 
various microscopy platforms (light microscopy, SEM, FIB-SEM) have been available for 
many years. Due to limited resolution of the laser, these systems were rather used in the 
past for targeted feature extraction and micromachining. Thereby, the milling precision 
of traditional pulsed laser-systems was not suitable for serial sectioning applications. 
However, modern femtosecond pulsed lasers nowadays provide much higher milling 
precision and, at the same time, they cause less beam damage. Recently, a femtosecond 
laser was integrated into a dual beam PFIB-SEM, which results in a tri-beam system. 
This device enables precise serial sectioning of large areas in the mm2 range. With the 
tri-beam system, the PFIB can be used for fine polishing after efficient milling with the 
laser. Typically the step size of laser milling in z-direction is 0.5 to 1.5 µm [79,272,273]. 
 



For comparison, the typical performances of the discussed serial sectioning techniques 
are shown in Table 4. This table also includes ultra-micro tomography serial block face 
SEM (UMT SBFSEM) [67], which uses a diamond knife for mechanical sectioning. 
Furthermore also robotic serial sectioning by mechanical polishing [277] is also 
included for comparison. 
Most serial sectioning techniques have a certain tendency towards anisometric voxel 
resolution. The pixel resolution of the SEM images (i.e. in the x-y plane) is typically in the 
range of 10 nm. Even large areas up to the mm2 range that are produced for example 
with BIB, laser-PFIB tri-beam or ultra-micro tomography can be efficiently scanned at 
high resolution by using a stitching approach for the SEM imaging. In contrast, for these 
serial sectioning methods the step size in z-direction is typically limited to ca. 1 µm, 
which is 20 to 100 times larger than the SEM pixel resolution (see the column aspect 
ratio, resolution in Table 4). 
The dimensions of the 3D image windows (i.e. CEL, cube edge lengths of analyzed 
volumes) also tend to be anisometric. For example with PFIB and BIB, the total thickness 
of the image stack (z-direction) that can be acquired at high slicing resolution within 
reasonable acquisition time is often 10 to 50 times smaller than the size of the 2D image 
window in x-y directions (see Table 4, column aspect ratio, CEL). These anisometric 
properties of serial sectioning are also visualized in Fig. 15 by elongated ellipses. The 
long axes of the ellipses indicate different dimensions of voxels and image windows in x-
y- (top left part of ellipses) compared to z-directions (bottom right part of ellipses). 
Large area serial sectioning is thus particularly well suited for an analysis of anisometric 
samples such as the thin layers of SOFC electrodes (see e.g. Mahbub et al. [215]). 
 
 
Table 4: Comparison of serial sectioning techniques and associated characteristic 
properties. For most serial sectioning techniques, the resolutions tend to be different for 
the x-y imaging plane and for the sectioning direction (z). Furthermore, the number of 
acquired images (slices) is usually relatively small due to long acquisition times. This 
results in anisometric data cubes with aspect ratios different from 1. (CEL = cube edge 
lengths of a 3D image window). Note that the properties (e.g. resolution, number of 
pixels) are estimations of characteristic values. In reality these values can vary 
significantly, depending on the chosen acquisition parameters. 
 

 
 
 
c) Trends in serial sectioning II: Imaging capabilities and detection modes: 
 
A significant advantage of destructive serial sectioning compared to X-ray tomography 
comes from the fact that the exposed surfaces (block-faces) can be probed with many 
different imaging and surface characterization techniques. Thereby, SEM based serial 



sectioning benefits considerably from the progress in low-voltage SE- and BSE-imaging, 
which provide high contrast at high resolution. This progress is mainly due to the 
innovative improvement of in-lens detectors [43]. In addition, fast spectral and 
elemental mappings with silicon drift EDS detectors open up new possibilities in 3D 
chemical mapping. Furthermore, new EBSD cameras enable grain orientation mappings 
with significantly shorter acquisition time, higher spatial resolution and larger image 
window size. As discussed by Echlin et al. [78], there is a clear trend in serial sectioning 
tomography towards larger size of the image windows (e.g. with PFIB, Laser-tribeam or 
BIB). Another important trend is the evolution towards simultaneous acquisition of 
multiple signals, which is also called multi-modal tomography (i.e. serial sectioning with 
simultaneous acquisition of EDX or EBSD together with SE, BSE and even with SIMS), see 
e.g. the 3D FIB EBSD image data considered in [99,100]. 
 
4.1.4 Electron tomography 
 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) enables for microstructure analysis at the 
nano-scale and even with atomic resolutions. Due to the invention of aberration 
corrected lenses, probe sizes as small as 0.05 nm can be reached with TEM [86]. In 
electron tomography (ET) numerous TEM projections are acquired in a tilt series at 
different angles, from which the corresponding 3D structure can be reconstructed. 
Current trends in nano-tomography (ET and X-CT) were recently reviewed by Yan et al. 
[361]. 
 
Distinct ET methods have been developed separately for physical and biological sciences 
in order to overcome the specific sample-based limitations [85]. In materials science, ET 
is particularly important for the study of functional materials such as nano-porous 
materials for chemical engineering, nanoparticle agglomerations or nanostructured 
catalysts in fuel cells [147,311]. 
 
A major strength of ET is obviously its high resolution-power. However, a relatively 
short mean free path length of electrons puts strong limitations to the maximum sample 
thickness, which is ca. 100 nm for mid Z-materials at 200 keV. In nano-tomography 
mode, ET is typically performed with a resolution of ca. 0.5 nm. The maximum sample 
and image window sizes are then typically not more than 100-300 nm. In atomic scale 
tomography mode, ET is performed with <0.1 nm resolution. The corresponding image 
window size is then typically not more than 10-20 nm.  
 
Moreover, a particular strength of ET is the ability to detect different signals from the 
same sample. Thereby one has to distinguish between full field transmission (TEM) and 
scanning transmission modes (STEM). Full field imaging allows for faster acquisition 
and low dose imaging of delicate samples. High Z-contrast is achieved in STEM with dark 
field (HAADF) and bright field (BF) modes. STEM also enables spectroscopic 
tomography, whereby chemical maps are collected with EDS (energy dispersive 
spectroscopy) or EELS (electron energy loss spectroscopy). In addition, new detection 
modes are currently evolving, which provide interesting information about the spatial 
distribution of magnetic and electric fields, strain, grain orientation and/or 
crystallographic defects (see e.g. [361]). 
 



Current improvements aim to push the limits of ET in various directions: a) The 
acquisition time is typically in the range of several hours, due to time consuming tilt by 
tilt tracking of objects. In future, automated repositioning can shorten the acquisition 
time considerably. b) The precision of the 3D reconstructions is limited due to a 
relatively small tilt range (missing wedge problem) and due to a relatively low number 
of projections. New algorithms based on machine learning are capable to reveal much 
better 3D reconstructions, despite these limitations. c) New sample holders and stages, 
as well as improved sample fabrication procedures with automated FIB (producing 
cylindrical instead of lamellar samples) will contribute to better data acquisition and 
more reliable 3D reconstructions. d) Important improvements can also be expected with 
respect to the detectors, which are capable to capture different signals (as mentioned 
above) with higher sensitivity, better signal-to-noise ratio and faster acquisition time. 
 
4.1.5 Atom probe tomography 
 
Atom probe tomography (APT) is capable to perform 3D analysis at the atomic scale 
(around 0.1-0.3 nm resolution in depth and 0.3-0.5 nm laterally). Electrochemical 
polishing and focused ion beam (FIB) methods are used for sample preparation in the 
form of a very sharp tip. A very high electrostatic field (in an order of magnitude of 10 
V/nm) is induced at the sharp tip, which is slightly below the point of atom evaporation. 
Laser or HV pulsing is then superimposed, in order to evaporate single atoms from the 
tip surface by a field effect (near 100% ionization). The atoms or ions are collected very 
efficiently with a position sensitive detector (PSD). The detector allows measuring 
simultaneously the mass of the ions (more precisely: the mass-over-charge ratio) by 
time of flight and at the same time to reconstruct the original position of the atom on the 
tip surface. The atoms are progressively removed from the tip so that a 3D image of the 
material can be reconstructed at the atomic scale. 
 
APT has been successfully applied in materials science for many years, in particular for 
metals, alloys and semiconductors (e.g. for the study of interfaces and inter-diffusion 
phenomena). A review on APT investigations of aluminum alloys was recently given by 
Ceguerra and Marceau, 2019 [50]. Technical advancements such as the introduction of 
pulsed laser-assisted field evaporation also enable atom probe analysis of oxides, which 
extends the field of APT applications to geological materials and metal corrosion (see 
e.g. Eder et al. [80]). 
Air- and temperature-sensitive samples require transfer systems between FIB and atom 
probe under both vacuum and cryogenic conditions [75,222]. Such a cryo-transfer 
system was recently used to study corrosion of nuclear glass. The sample consisted of a 
nano-porous gel filled with liquid electrolyte. It was shown for the first time that APT is 
capable to describe the 3D distribution of chemical concentrations at solid-liquid 
interfaces with (near) atomic resolution (Perea et al. [257]). The size of the 3D image 
window was 20x20x20 nm3. APT thus enables one to detect variations in the chemical 
composition of the electrolyte and to combine this chemical information with structural 
information of tortuous pathways in the nano-porous network. 
 
4.1.6 Correlative tomography 
 
For the investigation of complex microstructures, the application of a single microscopy 
method with a fixed resolution and/or with a single detection mode is sometimes not 



suitable for a representative characterization. For example, in materials with a wide 
pore size distribution, nano-tomography may be capable to capture small pores and 
bottlenecks, but the image window is then often too small for capturing the larger pores 
in a representative way. Alternatively, low-resolution tomography that provides a larger 
and representative image window may not be capable to resolve the smaller pores and 
bottlenecks. Fortunately, the contradictory requirements of a high resolution and a large 
representative volume can be satisfied with the help of correlative tomography, which 
makes use of two or more tomography methods with different resolutions and image 
window sizes. Furthermore, in multi-phase materials, correlative tomography can also 
be used to capture multimodal information. The combined detection of Z-contrast, 
chemical- and crystallographic information can then be used as a basis for reliable 
interpretation, segmentation and phase identification. 
The power of correlative microscopy for advanced microstructure characterization has 
been recognized for many years. Thereby, complementary microscopy methods with 
different resolutions and detection modes are applied for the same regions of interest 
(RoI). Image registration is then used to combine the information of the spatially 
overlapping data sets [122,252]. Initially correlative microscopy was mainly based on 
the combination of 2D microscopy methods such as light and fluorescence microscopy, 
AFM, SEM, (S)TEM, (S)XTM (e.g. [88,112]). However, very soon correlative imaging 
approaches were also combining 2D microscopy with tomography (see e.g. Caplan et al. 
[45]).  Nowadays, due to the progress in 3D imaging and 3D image processing, the 
number of studies applying correlative tomography is rapidly increasing. Correlative 
tomography enables characterizing the full complexity of disordered microstructures by 
combining multi-modal, multi-scale and multi-dimensional information acquired with 
multiple 3D techniques from the same region of interest (or from overlapping RoIs). A 
full review of correlative tomography is beyond the scope of this article. Overviews of 
correlative tomography are given by Burnett and Withers [40,41] for materials science 
applications, as well as by Bradley and Withers et al. [29] for biomaterials. 
In correlative tomography various combinations of 3D techniques are possible. Typically 
non-destructive methods at lower resolution such as X-ray CT or confocal laser scanning 
microscopy are used in a first step. Subsequently, destructive 3D methods (e.g. 3D FIB-
SEM, APT, ET) in combination with site-specific sampling techniques (e.g. with laser and 
with FIB lift-out techniques) are used for zoom-in characterization at higher resolutions. 
To illustrate the evolution of correlative tomography we briefly present some literature 
examples from the last 10 years, which are also summarized in table 'Correlative 
Tomography'. 
 
In Caplan et al. [45], the correlation of various 3D and 2D methods are discussed in 
context with a thorough characterization of biomaterials. Tariq et al. [321] used multi-
scale tomography (XCT and FIB-SEM) for the characterization of hierarchical pore 
structures in ceramics. The cumulative pore size distributions (PSD) obtained with 
multi-scale tomography are different from those obtained with mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (MIP). The example illustrates that it is difficult to quantify hierarchical 
pore structures based on information from different methods (experimental vs. 
imaging) and different length scales. New up-scaling approaches are needed for 
integration of multi-scale information in hierarchical pore networks. Shearing et al. 
[301] investigated the microstructure of Lithium Ion Battery electrodes with XCT at 
different length scales. It was possible to obtain consistent results for porosity, 
tortuosity and surface area with different CT scans. Apparently, with the chosen 



resolutions and sizes of data volumes, it was possible with different tomography 
methods to capture the relevant features in a representative way. Burnett et al. [40] 
used correlative microscopy for the study of metal corrosion, combining multi-scale 
tomography with 2D maps from EBSD and EDS. This approach enabled to distinguish 
between pitting and inter-granular corrosion phenomena. Bradley and Withers [29] 
used correlative tomography for characterization of biological materials with 
hierarchical microstructures and anisotropic mechanical properties. Saif et al. [280] 
applied multi-scale tomography in combination with various 2D methods (MAPS, high 
resolution SEM, stitching of multiple SEM images) for characterization of oil shale 
pyrolysis. The multi-scale and multi-modal information enabled a thorough 
characterization of the heterogeneous clay microstructures, including accurate 
identification of porosity, organic matter and mineralogical composition. Kwiatowski da 
Silva et al. [194] used correlative TEM (ET) and atom probe tomography (APT) in 
combination with multi-scale modeling for characterization of Fe-Mn steels. This 
approach provides unique insight on the mechanism of Mn segregation to edge 
dislocations. Fam et al. [89] used different tomography methods (nano-CT, FIB-SEM, ET) 
at high resolutions (1 - 15 nm) for characterization of hierarchical structures in nano-
porous gold catalysts. The results for porosity and pore size vary depending on the 
method, even though the resolutions were not very different. Most probably this 
puzzling picture arises from different contrast modes, which have a strong impact on the 
phase segmentations and associated quantitative analyses. Keller and Holzer [175] and 
Keller et al. [180] used XCT, FIB-SEM and ET for a thorough characterization of pores in 
Opalinus clay. A concept for image-based up-scaling from micro- to meso-scale porosity 
and associated permeability is presented. This approach is also capable of capturing the 
anisotropic transport properties of clays across lengths scales from nm to mm. In a 
recent study on PEM Fuel cells, Meyer et al. [224] combined multi-scale XCT with high 
resolution 2D imaging by He-FIB and TEM. The different methods give complementary 
information, which is important for accurate identification of relevant features in the 
heterogeneous multi-layer assembly, such as Pt nanoparticles in the micro-porous 
catalyst layer (MPL) and meso-pores in the gas diffusion layer (GDL).  
 
Table 5: Examples of correlative tomography studies from the last 10 years, illustrating 
the methodological evolution and trends 

 
 



 
The characteristic resolutions and image window sizes of the 3D datasets in the above 
mentioned correlative tomography studies are plotted in Fig. 20. This Figure illustrates 
that data volumes produced in current correlative tomography studies are usually 
smaller than 1'0003 voxels. The use of relatively small data volumes in correlative 
tomography is in contrast to the general trend of 'non-correlative' tomography (i.e. 
using only one single tomography method), whereby the limits are pushed towards 
larger image windows and larger data volumes (e.g. 10'000^3 voxels). This comparison 
points to a certain potential for future development of correlative tomography towards 
larger image windows, which is particularly helpful for the characterization of materials 
with complex, heterogeneous microstructures. 
 

 
 
Fig. 20: Plot of datasets from correlative tomography studies (see table 'Correlative 
Tomography'). It illustrates that 3D datasets that were used so far for correlative 
tomography are usually smaller than 1'0003 voxels, which is opposite to the trend in 
'normal' tomography (XCT, PFIB-SEM etc.) where the limits are pushed towards larger 
image windows and larger data volumes (e.g. 10'0003) 
 
 
 
 



4.2 Available software packages for 3D image processing and computation of tortuosity 
 
Table 6 represents a list of software (SW) packages for 3D image processing and for 
pore scale modeling. The SW packages offer a wide range of applications and 
opportunities, which are typically structured in different modules. In the following 
section we will discuss the capabilities of the SW packages with their different modules. 
 
4.2.1 Methodological modules 
The different columns in Table 6 from left to right represent specific methodological 
modules, which are used in the workflows for the characterization of different tortuosity 
types (see the workflow in Fig. 14): 
 
a) Image processing I: Modules for qualitative image processing (IP) provide solutions 
for 3D reconstruction, filtering of image defects, segmentation and 3D visualization. 
Some SW packages also provide an IP module for mesh generation, which is often used 
as a basis for numerical simulations. 
 
b) Stochastic modeling: Such SW modules enable the generation of virtual 3D 
microstructures with stochastic modeling or with discrete element modeling (DEM), 
which is an important option for data drive, statistical investigations of micro-macro 
relationships (see Chapter 5). 
 
c) Image processing II: Modules for quantitative image processing are used for the 
determination of morphological microstructure characteristics. In particular, dedicated 
SW modules are used for characterization of direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_geodesic, 
τdir_median_axis, τdir_skeleton, τdir_PTM, τdir_percolation, τdir_FMM, τdir_pore_centroid) and also for mixed 
tortuosities. 
It must be emphasized that the determination of indirect-tortuosities (τindir_phys_sim) and 
mixed tortuosities (τmixed_phys) cannot be performed with geometric image analysis alone, 
because the determination of these tortuosities requires modules for 3D numerical 
simulation of the underlying transport process.  
In addition to tortuosity, several other morphological characteristics are important in 
the context with effective transport properties, which are the following: solid and pore 
volume fractions (φ, ε), continuous size distributions (cPSD) and mean radius of pore 
bulges (rmax = r50_cPSD), simulated mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP-PSD) and mean 
bottleneck radius (rmin = r50_MIP-PSD), constrictivity (β), hydraulic radius (rh), specific 
surface and interface areas (SSA, SIA). Further morphological microstructure descriptors 
for microstructure characterization can be found in [53,248,295]. 
 
d) Numerical simulation of transport / pore scale modeling 
We distinguish two main groups of SW packages with modules for 3D-simulation of 
physical and/or chemical (transport) processes:  
d1) SW packages that are powerful in micro-scale simulations use voxels to capture 
structural input and they typically solve one specific transport equation at a time (e.g. 
Navier-Stokes solver for viscous flow). 
d2) SW-packages that are strong in solving coupled processes (e.g. coupling of transport 
with electrochemistry, thermal behavior and/or mechanics) typically use a mesh-based 
representation of the structural input. The mesh-based representation reduces the data 
volume significantly. But this benefit comes at the cost of lesser morphological details 



and precision. SW packages for multi-physics simulations operating with mesh-based 
input are thus rather suitable for macro-homogeneous modeling, whereas SW packages 
operating with voxel-based input are better suited for microstructure simulations. 
 
The SW tools for pore scale modeling are of particular importance for the computation 
of the two following tortuosity categories: 
- Indirect-tortuosities (τindir_phys with variations τindir_ele, τindir_therm, τindir_diff, τKn_indir, τindir_hydr) 
are computed from effective transport properties (conductivity σele, σtherm, diffusivity 
Deff, DKn or permeability κ), which can be obtained from numerical transport simulations. 
- Mixed tortuosities (τmixed_phys_streamline/Vav) are computed by image analysis from 3D 
vector fields, which represent the local flux within the pore structure. SW packages that 
enable to calculate the mixed tortuosities must be capable of performing both, numerical 
transport simulations (preferably voxel-based) and quantitative image analysis of 3D 
vector fields. 
 
 
Table 6: Compilation of available SW packages with various modules for 3D image 
processing, modeling and simulation. An extended version with the corresponding web-
links and further details can be downloaded from the electronic appendix 
('Appendix_electronic_2-Table_6.xls')). 
Legend: IP = image processing, DEM = discrete element method, FEM/FVM/FDM = finite 
element/volume/difference method, RWM = random walk method, LBM = lattice 
boltzmann model, CFD = computational fluid dynamics, VOF = volume of fluid, DIC/DVC 
= digital image/volume correlation 
  



 



 
4.2.2 Different types of SW packages 
The available SW packages can be grouped according to the modules that they include. 
The following six groups are distinguished in Table 6 (from top to bottom): 
 
a) Multi-modular SW packages for 3D microstructure analysis and microstructure 
modeling: These SW packages provide combined solutions for image processing, 
quantitative microstructure analysis and numerical simulation. An important 
characteristic is the capability to perform transport simulations with voxel-based 
structural input. This option is available, for example, in the SW packages GeoDict 
(Math2Market), PuMa (NASA), Avizo/Amira (ThermoScientific), PerGeos 
(ThermoScientific) and Pore3D (Elettra Scientific). Voxel-based simulations are capable 
to capture the microstructure input from tomography with higher precision and 
accuracy (compared to meshed-based simulations). Another important characteristic is 
the ability to determine and compare different types of tortuosities based on 
quantitative image processing and numerical modeling. In this context, GeoDict is 
currently the only SW package that enables characterizing all three tortuosity categories 
(direct geometric, indirect physics-based and mixed tortuosities) via the included 
Compute Tortuosity App. The third important characteristic refers to the option of 
stochastic modeling, which is used to generate virtual 3D microstructures, so-called 
digital twins. This option is provided e.g. by GeoDict, Digimat (eXtreme engineering), 
PuMA and Micress (RWTH-Aachen). These multi-modular SW packages also provide the 
exciting opportunities to perform digital materials design (DMD). Thereby large 
numbers of 3D microstructures can be created and their performances can be 
characterized by virtual testing (using voxel-based numerical simulations). Based on the 
combination of stochastic microstructure modeling, virtual testing and quantitative 
image analysis, these SW packages also provide outstanding opportunities for statistical 
investigations of microstructure-property relationships (see Chapter 5). 
 
b) SW packages for tortuosity analysis (quantitative image processing and numerical 
simulation) 
Some SW packages are specifically developed for tortuosity analysis (IP II). A prominent 
example is TauFactor from Imperial College London (Cooper et al. [59]), which is a 
Matlab code for voxel-based simulations of diffusive transport using the finite difference 
method. It provides physics-based indirect tortuosity (τindir_diff) and the associated 
tortuosity factor (τ2), respectively. Furthermore, TauFactor is also capable to compute 
various other microstructure characteristics such as porosity, surface area and three 
phase boundary (TPB) length. 
The Bruggemann estimator is a Mathematica code developed at ETH Zurich (Ebner and 
Wood [77]), which uses the Bruggemann relation (τ = ε-α) for estimation of indirect 
tortuosity in granular materials. It is primarily designed for the characterization of 
battery electrodes. Two orthogonal 2D images are used as input for the statistical 
analysis of particle shapes and particle orientations. Differential effective medium 
theory is then applied as a tool to predict the Bruggeman exponent (α) and the 
associated indirect tortuosity. 
Fiji plugins for skeletonization (imagej.net/Fiji: skeletonize3D, AnalyzeSkeleton) can be 
used for the determination of geometric tortuosity (τdir_skeleton). Moreover, various other 
microstructure characteristics such as cPSD, MIP-PSD and constrictivity can be 
determined with the XLib plugin in Fiji (imagej.net/Fiji: XLib [232,233]).  



The SW package MIST [15] for image processing also provides tools for the computation 
of the geometric tortuosity defined in [16]. 
Dedicated SW for the computation of mixed tortuosities is rare. Matyka and Koza [220] 
describe how to implement an in-house code for analysis of volume-averaged tortuosity 
(τmixed_phys_Vav). 
 
c) SW packages for qualitative 3D image processing and visualization 
Numerous SW packages are available for qualitative image processing (IP I) and 
visualization. They provide various options for raw data import from tomography, 3D 
reconstruction and visualization, filtering of noise and correction of image defects (e.g. 
background correction), segmentation and mesh generation. Some of these image-
processing modules are embedded within a larger commercial SW package (e.g. image-
processing toolkit in Matlab and in Mathematica). ImageJ/Fiji [291] is an important 
freeware for image processing. Moreover, numerous SW packages for image processing 
are developed for medical and life science applications (e.g. ITK, VTK, TTK etc.). 
However, in many cases, the life science oriented SW packages do not consider 
morphological characteristics that are frequently used in physical and engineering 
sciences (tortuosity, constrictivity, pore size distributions). 
 
d) SW packages for specific tomography data 
Some SW packages provide dedicated image-processing solutions such as 3D 
reconstruction, which are specially designed for a certain type of tomography. For 
example, the ASTRA toolbox [1] is designed for processing of raw data from synchrotron 
Xray CT. TomViz is dedicated to data processing from electron tomography (TEM, 
STEM) and Dream3D for EBSD data from FIB-SEM tomography. 
 
e) SW packages for numerical (multi-physics) modeling 
Numerous SW packages are available for so-called multi-physics simulations. They are 
usually based either on finite element (FEM), finite difference (FDM), finite volume 
(FVM) or lattice Boltzmann methods (LBM). The SW packages for numerical modeling 
are particularly strong in simulating coupled processes (i.e. combinations of CFD, 
transport, electrochemistry, structural mechanics etc.) at different lengths-scales. Well-
known commercial SW packages of this type are for example Comsol, Simcenter Star 
CCM+ (Siemens), Ansys/Fluent and Abacus (Dassault). There are also powerful freeware 
packages and libraries available like OpenFOAM, FreeFEM, FEniCS or SESES. 
In most cases the multi-physics modeling approach makes use of a mesh-based 
structural input. However, as mentioned above, precise descriptions of complex 3D 
microstructure information from tomography are difficult to achieve with mesh-based 
representations. Therefore, most SW-packages for multi-physics simulation are better 
suited for simulations at macro-homogeneous scales and/or scenarios with relatively 
simple morphologies. Mesh-based simulations are thus not recommended for tortuosity 
analysis of complex microstructures. Note that GeoDict offers packages for voxel-based 
multi-physics simulation on the microstructure scale for specific applications (i.e. 
electrochemistry, structural mechanics, digital rock physics and filtration). 
 
f) SW packages for 3D microstructure modeling 
Besides the examples mentioned in part a), only a few further SW packages are 
available, which can be used for the generation of virtual 3D microstructures. Freeware 



packages like ESyS, GenGeo, Yade and Mote3D are based on purely geometric packing of 
particles using the discrete element method (DEM). 
The particle flow code (PFC, Itasca Consulting Group) enables virtual particle packing 
based on physical interactions (i.e., simulating mechanical densification and/or particle 
growth and crystallization). As mentioned above, also some multi-modular SW packages 
(e.g. GeoDict and PuMa) offer the option to generate virtual 3D microstructures. In 
particular, GeoDict offers specific modules for virtual design of granular and fibrous 3D 
microstructures. A short review of methods and models from stochastic geometry for 
the creation of virtual 3D microstructures is given in Section 4.6. 
 
In the following sections (4.3-4.6), the workflow from 3D image acquisition to 
quantitative analysis of tortuosity is discussed in more detail. 
 
4.3 From raw tomography data to segmented 3D microstructures: step by step example 
of qualitative image processing 
 
After image acquisition with a suitable tomography method, it is necessary to transform 
the raw data into a segmented 3D microstructure (see Fig. 14). This transformation 
typically includes the following steps of qualitative image processing (IP I): corrections 
of image defects (noise filtering, background removal and contrast leveling), 3D 
reconstruction (e.g. alignment of FIB-stack or filtered back projection of CT scans) and 
finally segmentation (i.e. phase identification, object recognition, labeling). Image 
processing procedures for all these steps are well established and suitable algorithms 
are implemented either in freeware or in commercial software packages (see Table 6, 
column 'Image Processing I'). Details on qualitative image processing can also be found 
in textbooks and review articles (e.g. Russ [278], Schlüter et al. [292]). Note that the use 
of machine learning leads to significant advances in the field of image processing. For 
machine learning algorithms, which are powerful for image segmentation, we refer, e.g., 
to [9,23]. Examples of hybrid approaches combining classical image analysis with 
machine learning are presented in [99,101], while a deep neural network is trained in 
[91] which allows for a reliable segmentation of FIB-SEM image data even if shine-
through artifacts are present. 
 
Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that it is very difficult to establish standardized 
procedures for 3D reconstruction and segmentation that allow user independent 
automation, because each raw data set is somehow unique due to the specific underlying 
settings associated with the tomography method, the used imaging parameters and the 
specific sample and materials properties. For each dataset, a careful adaptation of the 
image processing procedure for 3D reconstruction and segmentation is thus very 
important in order to achieve reliable quantitative results. 
 
It is beyond the scope of this article to describe the various 3D reconstruction and 
segmentation procedures for different tomography methods and different materials. 
Instead, for illustration, we discuss the basic principles of 'qualitative image processing' 
(IP I) for a selected example. Thereby we consider a dataset from Pecho et al. [254,255], 
which was acquired with FIB-SEM tomography from a fine grained Ni-YSZ anode for 
solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Fig. 21a shows three orthogonal cross-sections of the 
original 3D raw data cube, before and after alignment. The raw data cube consists of 678 
gray scale images with 2048 x 1768 pixels (i.e. 2.45*109 voxels in total). The initial voxel 



resolution was 19.5 x 19.5 x 20 nm. The size of the initial 3D image window (i.e. raw 
data volume) is thus 40 x 34.5 x 13.6 µm (1.87*104 µm3 in total). 
The raw data contains the following imperfections that need to be corrected before 
segmentation: a) noise caused by relatively fast acquisition rates, b) gray scale gradients 
typical for FIB-SEM images that are acquired under an angle of 52°, c) vertical stripes in 
y-direction (so called curtaining) caused by materials inhomogeneity and associated 
variation of the local ion milling rates, d) distortions in the image stack due to drift that 
could not be fully compensated during serial sectioning, e) brightness-flickering from 
image to image due to detector instabilities and/or charging. 
 

 
Fig. 21: Illustration of the workflow for qualitative image processing (IP I) for a FIB-SEM 
image stack. The processing includes filtering, 3D reconstruction and segmentation. The 
images represent the microstructure of a porous Ni-YSZ anode for SOFC [254,255]. a) 3D 
reconstruction of FIB-SEM raw data stack, before and after correction of drift in x, y- and 
z-directions, b) correction of curtaining, c) cropping region of interest (RoI) and 
segmentation into 3 phases, d) removal of artificial rims at pore-nickel interface after 
threshold segmentation, e) visualization of the final 3D microstructure model: 
pores=black (white in c, d), nickel=white (green in c, d), YSZ=gray (red in c, d). 



 
For filtering, 3D-reconstruction and segmentation standard procedures were used, 
which are implemented in the commercial software GeoDict. Similar options are also 
available in other SW packages (see Table 6: e.g. Avizo, ImageJ, Fiji). In a first step, 
curtaining and flickering filters are applied for each 2D image of the stack (Fig. 21b). 
Then the 2D images are realigned so that the distortions caused by drift in x, y and z 
directions are corrected (as shown in Fig. 21a). After that, the reconstructed 3D volume 
is then resampled in order to obtain cubic voxels with edge lengths of 20 nm. Additional 
3D image filters are applied in a careful and conservative manner using a so-called non-
local means (NLM) algorithm [33]. A suitable region of interest is then cropped (see the 
colored regions in Fig. 21c with 3D image window size of 17.28 x 20.48 x 12.96 µm = 
total 0.46*104 µm3, consisting of 864 x 1024 x 648 voxels = total 0.73*109 voxels). 
Finally, the gray scale volume is then segmented into the three major phases (nickel, YSZ 
and pores) by means of suitable threshold values obtained from histogram-analysis. 
Note that there exists a gray-scale gradient at the solid-pore interface due to the limited 
spatial resolution, which results from the non-finite beam-sample interaction volume 
(so-called excitation volume). Upon threshold segmentation, the intermediate gray 
levels at the interface between pores (black) and nickel (white) lead to artificial rims 
(gray) that are erroneously attributed to the gray YSZ phase (red in c, d). Such erroneous 
rims represent a typical segmentation-artifact in three-phase materials, also described 
in [292]. They can be removed with a morphological opening operation, which is a 
combination of erosion and dilation steps (Fig. 21 d). The final, segmented 3D 
microstructure is visualized in Fig. 21e). It represents a suitable input for quantitative 
image analysis and numerical modeling. 
 
 
4.4 Calculation approaches for tortuosity 
 
This section describes methods for the computation of different tortuosity types. More 
specific reviews on tortuosity calculation approaches were recently given by Tjaden et 
al. [329] and Fu et al. [98]. 
 
4.4.1 Calculation approaches and SW for direct geometric tortuosities (τdir_geom) 
 
In principle, almost all geometric tortuosities are based on the analysis of shortest 
pathways across the 3D microstructure in a predefined direction from inlet- to outlet-
planes (i.e. τdir_geom = Leff/L0). Since, typically, there exist numerous shortest pathways 
connecting numerous couples of inlet- and outlet-points, the analysis of geometric 
tortuosity generally results in a histogram of paths lengths, from which a mean 
(effective) length with the corresponding mean tortuosity value can be determined. The 
crux is that the length of shortest pathways can be defined and measured in many 
different ways. Consequently, there exist various geometric tortuosities. The underlying 
principles and definitions for direct geometric tortuosities have already been discussed 
in section 2.4. Here we only present a short summary of the corresponding calculation 
approaches 
 
a) The calculation approach for geodesic tortuosity (τdir_geodesic) is very simple and fast. 
The shortest pathways are defined in terms of the geodesic distance within the voxel 
space that represents the transporting phase [312]. Sometimes, this approach is also 



called the direct shortest path searching method (DSPSM) [98]. In the past, most authors 
dealing with geodesic tortuosity worked with in-house SW. Recently, an option for the 
computation of geodesic tortuosity was implemented in the commercial GeoDict 
software. The particular type of geodesic tortuosity introduced in [16] is implemented in 
the software package MIST [15]. Geodesic tortuosity currently takes a special role 
among the different geometric tortuosity types, because it is used as a basis for 
empirical relationships between microstructure characteristics (porosity, tortuosity, 
constrictivity, hydraulic radius) and effective transport properties (see e.g. Stenzel et al. 
[312], Neumann et al. [243], and the discussion in Chapter 5). It was found in [312] that 
the geodesic tortuosity has a higher prediction power for estimating effective transport 
properties compared to medial axis tortuosity (τdir_medial_axis). 
 
b) The computation of the medial axis tortuosity (τdir_medial_axis) is more complicated. It 
first requires the extraction of a medial axis skeleton [206]. Tortuosity is then computed 
from the shortest pathways along the medial axis skeleton [178,179]. Note that there 
exist many different skeletonization algorithms, which are for example implemented in 
dedicated modules of the software packages from Avizo/Amira (XPore Network) and/or 
Fiji (Skeletonize3D). Thereby, the resulting skeletons do not necessarily represent the 
medial axes. In this case, skeleton tortuosity (τdir_skeleton) is used as a more general term. 
Hence, to some degree, the resulting values depend on the algorithm used for 
skeletonization, which leads to an additional complexity and uncertainty. For example, 
empirical data shows that τdir_medial_axis and τdir_skeleton are usually not too different from 
each other, but they are consistently higher than τdir_geodesic and τdir_FMM. The different 
geometries of pathways for medial axis/skeleton tortuosity and geodesic tortuosity are 
illustrated and compared in Fig. 2. 
 
c) The fast marching method tortuosity (τdir_FMM) is based on the simulation of a 
propagating front, which reveals the shortest geodesic pathways within the transporting 
phase [121,166,338]. This relatively simple calculation approach is thus very similar to 
the one used for the computation of geodesic tortuosity. Usually, in-house SW is used in 
order to determine τdir_FMM. 
 
d) The path tracking method tortuosity (τdir_PTM) can be considered as a fast and simple 
skeletonization approach, which however is only applicable for structures consisting of 
packed spheres. The algorithm identifies tetragons consisting of neighboring spheres. 
The pathways through the interstitial pores are found by connecting the gravity centers 
of adjacent tetragons in a predefined transport direction [307–309]. 
 
e) The percolation path tortuosity (τdir_percolation) is determined with an algorithm that 
allows the largest possible sphere(s) to travel along the shortest possible path from 
inlet- to outlet-plane. It should be noted that for a hypothetical case with very small 
'spheres' (i.e. 1 pixel) the results for τdir_percolation are identical to those for τdir_geodesic. 
However, when the largest possible sphere is considered, the narrow bottlenecks in the 
pore network hinder the direct passage of the sphere, which leads to longer pathways 
and higher tortuosity values compared to geodesic tortuosity. These different pathway-
geometries are illustrated and compared in Fig. 2. The percolation path method is 
implemented for example in GeoDict, which allows the user to vary the range of sphere 
radii as well as the number of shortest pathways to be analyzed (as optional input 
parameters). 



 
f) The pore-centroid tortuosity (τdir_pore_centroid) is a quantitiy, which can be computed by a 
quick and simple method that is based on determining he center of mass of the 
transporting phase in single 2D slices. The tortuous pathway is then tracked by 
connecting the centers of adjacent 2D slices in transport direction. This method is for 
example implemented in Avizo. It turns out that the obtained values decrease towards 1 
when the volume fraction of the transporting phase increases but also when the image 
window size increases (i.e. the center of gravity tends to be identical with the image 
center). Therefore the relevance of the pore-centroid tortuosity is questionable. 
 
4.4.2 Calculation approaches and SW for indirect physics-based tortuosities (τindir_phys) 
 
Indirect, physics-based tortuosities (sometimes also called 'flux-based') are determined 
from effective transport properties, which are measured through specific transport 
experiments. These transport experiments can be performed either as a real physical 
experiment in the laboratory or as a virtual experiment by numerical simulation. A 
detailed discussion of literature dealing with laboratory experiments for 
electrochemical cells and for diffusion cells can be found in Tjaden et al. [329]. In the 
present section, however we focus on the simulation-based approaches, which use 3D 
microstructure models from tomography as geometric input. 
 
Table 7: Summary of material properties and physical laws relevant for different 
transport experiments and associated simulation approaches  

 
 
 
It is often mentioned that the mathematical treatment for different transport processes 
in numerical simulations is very similar and that the corresponding physics-based 
tortuosities can therefore be used interchangeably (i.e. it is assumed that τindir_ele = 
τindir_diff = τindir_therm). This hypothesis needs to be reevaluated critically. The aim is to 
understand which indirect tortuosities can or cannot be used interchangeably. 
 
a) Comparison of indirect electrical, diffusive and thermal tortuosities 
Materials characteristics and physical laws that are relevant for the simulation of 
different transport experiments are summarized in Table 7. We first consider the case of 
an electrical conduction experiment and its simulation, respectively. The liquid 
electrolyte in the pores acts as the transporting phase. The relevant intrinsic property is 



the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte (σ0). In the simulation experiment a voltage 
difference between inlet and outlet planes is applied as driving force (∆U/L). The 
Laplace equation is solved under the assumption of charge conservation. At steady state 
conditions, the simulation reveals a constant electrical flux (Jele). The effective 
conductivity (σeff) can then be calculated by substituting the simulated flux (Jele) and 
associated voltage drop divided by the length of the simulation domain (∆U/L) in Ohm's 
law (Eq. 21). The resulting effective conductivity (σeff) is always smaller than the 
intrinsic conductivity (σ0) due to the retarding effects from the underlying 
microstructure. These retarding effects are generally attributed to the reduced pore 
volume fraction (ε < 1) and to the indirect electrical tortuosity (τindir_ele). Then, Eq. 24b 
(σeff = σ0 ε/τele2) is usually taken as a quantitative description of the involved micro-
macro relationship. Hence, knowing the porosity (ε) from image analysis and the 
effective conductivity (σeff) from simulation, the electrical tortuosity can be computed 
indirectly according to Eq. 25 (τindir_ele = √(σ0 ε/σeff)). 
 
As shown in Table 7, the material laws and the physical laws for thermal conduction and 
for bulk diffusion are very similar to those for the electrical conduction. Therefore the 
simulation of these transport processes can be performed in a very similar way. From a 
mathematical point of view, Ohm's law, Fick's law and Fourier's law reveal exactly the 
same relationship between the steady state fluxes (electric, diffusive or thermal fluxes), 
the effective properties (electric conductivity, diffusivity, thermal conductivity) and the 
applied driving forces (gradients of electric potential, concentration, temperature). 
Several authors [98,156,201,323,329,334] performed comparative modeling studies using 
identical 3D microstructures as input for simulations of different transport processes 
(i.e. bulk diffusion as well as electrical and thermal conduction). These studies document 
that the three simulation approaches reveal exactly the same results for the relative 
properties (i.e. Xrel = σeff_ele/σ0_ele or Deff/D0 or Κeff_thermal/Κ0_thermal) and consequently also 
for the corresponding indirect tortuosities (τindir_ele = τindir_diff = τindir_thermal). In these 
studies, the consistency of results could be demonstrated even for cases where different 
numerical methods were used (i.e. FVM, FDM, FVM, LBM and random walk). These 
findings indicate that, in principle, different numerical simulation approaches for 
diffusion and conduction are highly reproducible and thus, the corresponding indirect 
tortuosities for electric and thermal conduction as well as Fick's diffusion can be used 
interchangeably. 
As an exception, it must be emphasized that diffusion in nano-porous media requires a 
different treatment of the microstructure effects. The so-called Knudsen diffusion, which 
was discussed earlier (see Eq. 34), is then often simulated with a random walk 
approach. 
 
In the context of indirect tortuosity, a critical point and a source of uncertainty is the 
underlying assumption of a known quantitative micro-macro relationship. It is often 
postulated that the micro-macro relationship in porous media can be described with 
simple expressions such as Eq. 24b for electrical conduction (σeff = σ0 ε/τindir_ele2) and 
with analogous relationships for diffusivity and thermal conduction (Eq. 31: Deff = D0 
ε/τindir_ele2). This is, however, a very simplified assumption, whereby all resistive effects 
induced by the morphology of the microstructure are lumped together in the indirect 
tortuosity, with the exception of the volume effect that is represented by ε (see Eq. 25: 
τindir_phys = √(ε/σrel)). For the same 3D microstructures, this calculation approach 



typically results in indirect tortuosities that are much higher than the direct geometric 
tortuosities (see Chapter 3, comparison of empirical data). However, in the past, various 
authors came up with alternative descriptions for the underlying micro-macro 
relationships. Some authors postulate a more exclusive approach, whereby the 
bottleneck effect is removed from indirect tortuosity [20,21,30,141,142]. This exclusion 
is achieved by adding a distinct constrictivity parameter (β) into the micro-macro 
relationships (i.e. τindir_phys = √(ε β/σrel), see also Eqs. 26, 27 and 33). As discussed in 
[142], the exclusive approach with separate treatment of constrictivity results in 
significantly lower values for the indirect tortuosity compared to the standard definition 
via Eqs 24b and 25. The values obtained in this way for indirect tortuosity are then more 
similar to the values obtained for direct geometric tortuosity. 
In contrast to this, in an even more inclusive approach, some authors added the pore 
volume effect to the indirect tortuosity by removing ε from the equation (i.e. τindir_phys = 
√(1/σrel)). Then, the corresponding property is sometimes called diffusibility instead of 
indirect tortuosity [144]. This inclusive approach leads to even higher values for the 
indirect tortuosity compared to the standard definition. 
In summary, this discussion illustrates that the indirect tortuosity heavily depends on 
the specification of the underlying micro-macro relationships. Regardless which 
definition one choses, in any case the indirect tortuosity does not capture the true 
geometric paths lengths. The indirect tortuosity describes some kind of a microstructure 
resistance, which always requires a clear definition of the underlying micro-macro 
relationship. 
 
b) Indirect hydraulic tortuosity 
A 3D numerical framework can be established for pore-scale simulation of viscous flow 
in a similar way as discussed above for electrical conductivity. In this framework, a 
pressure gradient (∆P/L) is externally applied as driving force (instead of a potential 
gradient). The transporting phase is the viscous medium in the pores. The hydraulic flux 
(Jhydr) can be computed at steady-state conditions by solving the (Navier-) Stokes 
equation using different numerical approaches (e.g. FVM, FEM, LBM). Permeability (κ) 
can then be calculated by substituting the simulated hydraulic flux and the 
corresponding pressure gradient into Darcy's equation (see Table 7). 
Despite the obvious analogies with conduction and diffusion (Ohm's law, Fourier's law, 
Fick's law), there also exist some fundamental differences in the physical and 
mathematical description of viscous flow (Navier Stokes equations). An important 
difference concerns the nature of the effective properties (i.e. permeability versus 
conductivity and diffusivity). Actually, permeability itself is a pure microstructure 
property. In contrast to conduction and diffusion, there is no analogy for 'intrinsic 
permeability'. The intrinsic flow property can be ascribed to viscosity. In principle, 
permeability (κ) is comparable with the relative properties of conduction and diffusion 
(i.e. κ ≈  (σeff_ele/σ0_ele) ≈ (Deff/D0)). These relative properties are entirely dependent on 
the microstructure. Thereby, small values for the relative properties represent high 
transport resistances. Nevertheless, whereas relative conductivity and relative 
diffusivity are dimensionless properties, permeability has units of m2. This indicates that 
the microstructure imposes different limitations to viscous flow compared to 
conduction and diffusion (which is also obvious from the different differential equations 
that are used to describe these transport processes). For conduction and diffusion, the 
microstructure limitations associated with volume fraction, paths lengths and 
bottlenecks are described by the dimensionless characteristics of porosity (ε), tortuosity 



(τ) and constrictivity (β) (see e.g. Eqs 24b, 26, 27, 31 and 33). For flow and permeability, 
there exists an additional microstructure effect, which is caused by viscous drag at the 
pore walls. As discussed in Chapter 2, this flow specific effect at the pore walls can be 
expressed with the squared hydraulic radius (rh2). Permeability is thus described by a 
combination of dimensionless characteristics (ε, τ) and a length-dependent 
characteristic (rh) according to Eq. 9 (κ =  rh2 ε/τhydr2). In principle, the hydraulic 
tortuosity can now be computed indirectly from Eq. 9 (τindir_hydr = √(rh2 ε/κ)). However, to 
do so it is necessary to also assess the hydraulic radius (rh), in addition to permeability 
and porosity. Unfortunately, until recently, suitable 3D image analysis methods for the 
measurement of hydraulic radius were lacking for complex microstructures. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, the Carman-Kozeny equations provide solutions that are valid 
only for simplified microstructures (packed spheres, parallel tubes). Novel methods of 
3D image analysis to determine the hydraulic radius, which can be reliably computed for 
complex, disordered microstructures, will be discussed in Chapter 5. The lack of suitable 
methods for characterization of the hydraulic radius may be the main reason why 
indirect hydraulic tortuosity (τindir_hydr) has not been considered in previous studies of 
pore-scale flow. As an alternative approach, it is possible to measure hydraulic 
tortuosity from simulated 3D velocity fields (and associated streamlines). These types of 
hydraulic tortuosity (i.e. τmixed_hydr_streamline, τmixed_hydr_Vav) however belong to the class of 
mixed tortuosities and they contain completely different information than the indirect 
tortuosities (see Section 4.4.3). 
 
For indirect tortuosities, it can be summarized that the microstructure resistance is 
different for viscous flow compared to conduction and diffusion. The computation of 
indirect hydraulic tortuosity related to flow is more complex and therefore it is hardly 
used. The physics-based indirect tortuosities for electrical and thermal conduction and 
for bulk diffusion can be used interchangeably (but not for Knudsen diffusion). In 
several comparative studies [59,156,201,323,329,334] it was shown that different 
simulation approaches (FVM, FDM, random walk) and different voxel-based SW 
packages (TauFactor, Avizo, GeoDict, PyTrax) provide almost identical results for the 
indirect tortuosities of conduction and diffusion (τindir_ele, τindir_diff, τindir_thermal). Tjaden et 
al. [329] concluded that uncertainties and errors from segmentation and meshing are 
much more important than those from different simulation approaches. 
  
Commercial and open source SW packages for 3D numerical simulation of different 
kinds of transport (conduction, diffusion, flow) and for computation of associated 
indirect tortuosities are summarized in Table 6. For the characterization of complex 
microstructures it is recommended to use SW packages that enable transport 
simulations with a precise geometric representation of the microstructure (e.g. voxel-
based), because this approach is usually more precise than mesh-based approaches with 
a reduced number of elements. The voxel-based option is available for example in the 
SW packages GeoDict, PuMA, Avizo, Amira, PerGeos, Pore3D, TauFactor, Pytrax, OpenLB 
and Palabos. 
 
4.4.3 Calculation approaches for mixed tortuosities 
 
Hydraulic tortuosity can not easily be determined indirectly from effective properties as 
this is the case for electric or diffusive tortuosities (e.g. τindir_ele). An alternative approach 
to characterize hydraulic tortuosity focuses on streamlines representing the flow paths. 



This approach was discussed already in 1937 by Carman [47]. According to Eq. 17, the 
effective length of the hydraulic flow path is defined as weighted average of streamline 
lengths (Leff_weighted), from which the hydraulic tortuosity can then be deduced as follows 
 
Eq. 47 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟_𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 = 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦
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As discussed by various authors [185–187,189,219,238], the definition and computation 
of suitable weighting factors (wi) is a major challenge, which puts strong limitations to 
the practical use of streamline tortuosities. 
 
As an alternative approach, it was shown by Matyka and Koza [220] and Duda et al. [73] 
that hydraulic tortuosity can be computed in a much simpler way, based on the 
integration of local vector components from a simulated 3D velocity field. This so-called 
volume-averaged tortuosity was described in Chapter 2, Eq. 13 (τmixed_hydr_Vav = 
<vc>/<vx>) and Eq. 18. 
 
Hence, both, volume-averaged as well as streamline tortuosities, require a 3D vector 
field from numerical flow simulation as a basis for the computation of mixed hydraulic 
tortuosity. The underlying flow simulations can be performed with different numerical 
methods (FVM, FDM, FEM, LBM). Furthermore, these mixed tortuosities can be 
determined not only for viscous flow but also for other types of transport (i.e. 
conduction and diffusion), for which a 3D vector field can be computed. Hence, the 
streamline and volume-averaged tortuosities also are physics- or flux-based tortuosities. 
However, in contrast to the indirect physics-based tortuosities, streamline and volume-
averaged tortuosities are calculated by a geometric analysis of 3D vector fields (and not 
from the effective property itself). The mixed tortuosities thus bear a higher level of 
information since they combine physical and geometric information. The mixed 
tortuosities are thus of major importance if one wants to understand the true path 
length effects. As discussed in Chapter 3 (compilation of empirical data), the values 
obtained from mixed tortuosities are in the same range as those from geometric 
tortuosities, but consistently lower than indirect tortuosities. This finding supports the 
interpretation that indirect tortuosities overestimate the limiting effects from tortuous 
pathways. 
 
In the literature, different modeling approaches are reported in order to obtain the 
required 3D vector fields for the calculation of mixed tortuosities. The numerical 
approach itself (FVM, LBM etc.) has a lower impact on the resulting tortuosity than e.g. 
meshing or segmentation. In most studies, in-house solutions are used for the analysis of 
the 3D vector fields. For a detailed description of volume-averaged tortuosity and its 
implementation see Matyka and Koza [220]. Recently, the option for characterizing 
volume-averaged tortuosities (τmixed_hydr_Vav, τmixed_diff_Vav, τmixed_ele_Vav, τmixed_therm_Vav) by 
combining numerical transport simulations with 3D image analysis of the flow fields 
was implemented in the SW package GeoDict. 
 
4.5 Pore scale modeling for tortuosity characterization: examples from literature 
 
The analysis of mixed and indirect tortuosities is based on pore scale modeling. 
However, the pore scale modeling and associated analysis of tortuosity can be very 



complex. Depending on the system under consideration, complexity can be introduced 
for example by coupling of a standard transport process (e.g. diffusion or flow) with 
additional processes such as electrochemical reactions, physical interactions at pore 
walls (Knudsen effect, adsorption etc.) and/or reactive transport (chemical interaction 
with solids). Also the simulation of transport phenomena at different length scales is 
often an important issue. It is beyond the scope of this review to discuss the impact of 
such complexities on tortuosity. Instead, we present some examples from literature with 
different modeling approaches: 
 
a) Pore scale modeling in geoscience 
Saxena et al. [288] define a benchmark with numerous 3D-microstructure models, 
which are used for comparison of different flow simulation codes (LBM; mesh-based 
FEM and openFoam; voxel-based FFT and stokes-LIR).  
Su et al. [314] describe various methods for pore-scale simulation (2 phase flow), 
including the pore network model, LBM, Navier–Stokes equation-based interface 
tracking methods, and smoothed particle hydrodynamics. 
Liu et al. [208] present a critical review on computational challenges in petro-physics 
using micro-CT and up-scaling. 
He et al. [124] perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of gas diffusion in nano-
porous shale in order to evaluate diffusive tortuosity. 
Wang et al. [343] present a review of analytical and semi-analytical fluid flow models for 
ultra-tight hydrocarbon reservoir rocks (including fracking). 
Müter et al. [234] simulate diffusion in nano-scale pore networks based on dissipative 
particle dynamics (DPD). 
Tallarek et al. [319] present a multi-scale simulation approach for diffusion in porous 
media. It covers interfacial dynamics at molecular scale as well as hierarchical porosity 
at meso- and macro-scales. 
Ghanbarian [108] discussed the problem of scale dependency in rocks and soils, which 
results in scattered plots of tortuosity and diffusion coefficient versus scales. By 
applying finite-size scaling analysis the data show a quasi-universal trend. 
 
b) Pore scale modeling for energy and electrochemistry applications 
Ryan and Muckerjee [279] give a critical overview on pore-scale modeling approaches 
for electrochemical devices (i.e. fuel cells and batteries). Particular focus is given to 
direct numerical simulation (DNS) techniques, which includes particle-based methods 
(smoothed particle hydrodynamics, dissipative particle dynamics, LBM) and fine-scale 
CFD methods (voxel-based vs. mesh-based). 
Usseglio-Viretta et al. [336] demonstrated how to resolve the discrepancy in tortuosity 
factor estimation for Li-ion battery electrodes based on a combination of micro- and 
macro-modeling with experimental characterization. 
Lu et al. [212] discuss the concept of digital microstructure design for lithium-ion 
battery electrodes based on a combination of nano-CT and multi-physics modeling. 
Le Houx and Kramer [146] present a review on physics based modeling of porous 
lithium ion battery electrodes. 
Zhang et al. [369] describe an experimentally validated pore-scale Lattice Boltzmann 
model to simulate the performance of redox flow batteries. 
Recent publications dealing with the modeling of porous electrodes, the complex 
transport phenomena at pore scale (Chen et al. [52]), as well as multi-scale phenomena 
of ion transport (Tao et al. [320]) are addressed specifically. 



Fundamental aspects of SOFC modeling such as coupled electrochemistry and transport 
at micro- to meso-scales as well as impedance analysis are reviewed by Grew and Chiu 
[118], Hanna et al. [123], Dierickx et al. [68] and Timurkutluk et al. [328]. 
Models for PEM fuel cells are discussed by Weber et al. [344] (review of transport 
models), Zenyuk et al. [368] (coupling of pore- and continuum-scales/up-scaling) and 
Liu et al. [209] (Liquid water transport in GDL). 
 
4.6 Stochastic microstructure modeling 
 
Statistical analysis of microstructure effects (for example for establishing quantitative 
relationships between tortuosity, porosity and effective transport properties) is 
generally limited by the availability of suitable 3D image data. In a conventional 
approach using experimental materials fabrication followed by tomography and image 
analysis, the number of 3D analyses that can be performed with reasonable effort (in 
time and money) is usually quite limited. In this context, stochastic microstructure 
modeling is a powerful method that offers the possibility to increase the amount of 3D 
image data efficiently. Microstructure modeling is thus particularly important for data 
driven, statistical investigations of microstructure effects. 
 
Stochastic geometry (also called mathematical morphology by some authors) represents 
the mathematical basis for stochastic microstructure modeling. Overviews related to the 
use of stochastic geometry for microstructure modeling are given by Chiu et al. [53], 
Matheron [218], Jeulin [160], Lantéjoul [199] and Schmidt [293]. In principle, stochastic 
geometry provides a mathematical toolbox for the generation of virtual, but realistic 
microstructures, which consists of many different approaches: random point processes, 
random closed sets, surface processes, random tesselations as well as random 
geometrical graphs representing spatial networks. The challenge of microstructure 
modeling is to use appropriate tools of stochastic geometry and mathematical 
morphology to develop stochastic 3D microstructure models, which allow for the 
generation of digital twins of a specific microstructure. In principle, two main quality 
criteria must be fulfilled: 
 
a) Prediction power: A suitably chosen stochastic model provides virtual 3D 
microstructures, based on which the structural properties (e.g. tortuosity) and 
performances (e.g. transport resistance) of real materials can be predicted with a high 
precision and reliability. 
b) Efficiency: The generation of virtual 3D microstructures with a stochastic model must 
be efficient in order to enable extensive parameter sweeps for data driven, statistical 
investigations. 
 
An extensive literature review of microstructure modeling from a materials science 
perspective is given by Bargmann et al. [14]. In this review, different approaches for 
stochastic microstructure modelling are discussed in context with the type of 
microstructure for which these models are suitable (Table 8).  
 
 
 
 



Table 8: Classification scheme for different types of microstructures, modified after 
Bargmann et al. [14]. 
 
1. Porous materials Application examples: 
1.1. Agglomerates (consolidated particles) 
1.1.1   Cellular structures Lightweight materials 
1.1.1.1  Open cells Metallic and ceramic foams 
1.1.1.2  Closed cells Closed cell polyurethane (CCPU) 
1.1.2   Granular materials with interstitial pore networks 
1.1.2.1  Two-phase materials Sandstones, battery electrodes 
1.1.2.2  Three-phase materials Cermet anodes for SOFC 
1.1.3   Dilute voids (porosity≤percolation threshold) Low porosity rocks (clays), slag 
1.2  Fabrics 
1.2.1   Woven fabrics Textiles 
1.2.2   Non-woven fabrics Filter materials, PEM GDL 
1.3 Aggregates (non-consolidated particles) Sands, soils, powders 
2. Non-porous materials 
2.1 Polycrystalline materials Alloys, dense ceramics 
2.1.1  Granular structures e.g. Al-Sn alloy 
2.1.2  Lamellar structures Ti-aluminide with α+ γ-phases 
2.2 Bi-continuous composites (BC) 
2.2.1  Random BC Cermets: ceramic-metal compos. 
2.2.2  Regular BC Block co-polymers 
2.3 Matrix-inclusion composites (MIC) Carbide particles in metal matrix 
2.3.1  Particle reinforced MIC Carbon black in rubber 
2.3.2  Fiber reinforced MIC Polymer matrix-fiber composites 
 
 
In [14], two main approaches for microstructure modeling are distinguished: 
 
a) Physics-based methods aiming at the simulation of physical processes liable for 
microstructure formation: For example, with the phase-field method, physical processes 
of grain growth or crystallization and associated microstructure formation are 
described with so-called transformation rules. 
 
b) Geometrical methods aiming at mimicking the material's morphology disregarding 
the underlying physics of microstructure development: A prominent example for this 
approach is the random packing of particles (spheres, ellipsoids, polyhedron, cylinders, 
fibers etc.) by means of discrete element modeling (DEM), see e.g. Sheikh and Pak [303]. 
 
For almost any type of microstructure, descriptions of suitable models can be found in 
literature with both, geometrical as well as physics-based approaches. However, only a 
few SW packages are available for microstructure modeling by stochastic geometry, as 
shown in Table 6. ESyS, GenGeo, YADE and Mote3D represent a small group of dedicated 
SW packages for microstructure generation, which are based e.g. on discrete element 
modeling (DEM). Further SW packages with specific modules for microstructure 
generation are GeoDict (e.g. GrainGeo, FiberGeo), Digimat, and PuMa. The 
BruggemannEstimator provides a module for the generation of battery structures and 



Dream3D for simulation of crystalline grain orientation patterns in the context with 3D 
EBSD. 
 
In the following sections we present short reviews from two important application fields 
of stochastic microstructure modeling, which are digital materials design for 
electrochemical devices and digital rock physics (DRP). For stochastic microstructure 
modeling of cellular and foam materials, see e.g., [95,107,275,348]. 
 
 
4.6.1 Stochastic modeling for Digital Materials Design (DMD) of electrochemical devices 
 

 
 
Fig. 22: Schematic illustration of the workflow for digital materials design (DMD) of 
SOFC anodes based on stochastic microstructure modeling. The stochastic model for the 
creation of numerous virtual anode microstructures is fitted to experimental 
tomography data (i.e. real anode microstructures), which is why the virtual 
microstructures have realistic properties (3D-data taken from Pecho et al. [254,255]). 



An overview of microstructure modeling approaches for electrochemical devices can be 
found in Ryan and Mukherjee [279]. Thereby, different stochastic 3D reconstruction 
methods are presented, which include Monte Carlo modeling, dynamic particle packing, 
stochastic grids, simulated annealing and controlled random generation. These 
stochastic models enable the creation of various 3D microstructures that are important 
for batteries, PEM fuel cells and SOFCs. 
Various stochastic models for electrochemical devices and energy materials have been 
presented in the literature, for example for the fibrous GDL in PEM fuel cells [324,325], 
for granular microstructures of battery electrodes 
[90,100,128,132,266,268,346,347,359], and for different types of SOFC electrodes 
[2,230,239,242,316]. Thereby, a particular challenge for the simulation of cermet anodes 
is the realistic description of connectivity in all three co-existing phases. This challenge 
can be solved with specific random geometric graphs, - so-called beta-skeletons [242]. 
 
In order to discuss stochastic modeling as a basis for digital materials design (DMD), we 
consider an example of cermet anodes for SOFC, which is illustrated in Fig. 22. The aim 
of this approach is to optimize the anode microstructure, which consists of three phases, 
namely nickel, YSZ (zirconium oxide) and pore phases. Tomography data of this example 
is taken from [254,255]. In an experimental approach, there are typically 3 to 5 main 
fabrication parameters, which can be used to vary the microstructure of cermet anodes. 
These parameters are related to composition (Ni/YSZ-ratio, pore former content), grain 
size of raw materials (powder fineness of Ni-oxide and YSZ) and sintering conditions 
(temperature, duration and pO2 of gas environment). In order to find an optimized 
microstructure, it is necessary to perform systematic parametric sweeps, which results 
in a rather large test matrix. With a conventional experimental approach, this test matrix 
cannot be covered with a reasonable amount of resources. Thus, in most studies, only a 
few samples can be investigated for example by means of FIB-SEM tomography and 
image analysis. 
 
On the other hand, using a modern approach of digital materials design, the statistical 
basis is enlarged with the help of stochastic microstructure modeling. Thereby, the 
limited number of available 3D datasets from FIB-SEM tomography is used for model 
calibration. As shown in Fig. 22, the real 3D microstructures from tomography represent 
the corner stones of an extended virtual parameter space. For each tomography dataset 
a digital twin is created, whereby the parameters of an appropriately chosen stochastic 
3D microstructure model are fitted to the microstructure resolved by 3D imaging. After 
a successful fitting procedure, the digital twins are statistically similar to the real 
microstructures observed by 3D imaging. This means that microstructure 
characteristics and effective properties coincide nicely. Given that the model type is 
fixed, the fitted parameters of the stochastic microstructure model can be understood as 
‘rules’ by means of which 3D microstructures with predefined properties can be 
produced in a stochastic process, e.g. by randomly placing particles of a certain size, 
shape, orientation in a 3D image volume. Moreover, the complex information contained 
in the 3D image data of microstructures is reduced to a relatively small number of model 
parameters. The fitting of model parameters calibrates the stochastic model to real 
tomography data. Doing so, a link is established between experimental fabrication 
parameters, parameters of the stochastic microstructure model and microstructure 
properties. The stochastic model can then be used to perform extensive parameter 
sweeps, which mimic the generation of 3D microstructures in a real fabrication process. 



 
Once relationships between fabrication parameters and parameters of the stochastic 
microstructure model are established, one could, e.g., perform a parametric sweep with 
three fabrication parameters (Ni-YSZ ratio, sintering temperature and particle size of 
YSZ) and for each of these fabrication parameters one can define 10 different values (e.g. 
1100, 1120, 1140, .... 1280 °C for the sintering temperature). This sweep results in 103 
different parameter combinations, for each of which the corresponding virtual 3D 
microstructure will then be created. This leads to a database of 1000 virtual 
microstructures mimicking the microstructure of differently manufactured electrodes. 
Such extensive parameter sweeps open new possibilities for data driven optimization of 
microstructures. Thereby, each virtual 3D microstructure must be analyzed by means of 
quantitative image analysis (i.e., determination of tortuosity, constrictivity, three phase 
boundary etc.) and numerical modeling (i.e., determination of effective properties). The 
invention of highly efficient computational solutions is thus becoming increasingly 
important. Massive simultaneous cloud computing (MSCC) and the use of artificial 
intelligence are promising techniques to solve the future challenges of big data analysis 
for digital materials design. Thus, novel concepts combining modern techniques for 
modeling and computing represent the methodological basis at the forefront of 
innovative materials research. Thereby, stochastic microstructure modeling is identified 
as a key technology for digital materials science. 
 
 
4.6.2 Stochastic modeling for digital rock physics and virtual materials testing of porous 
media 
 
The progress of 3D imaging, analysis and modeling also opens new possibilities to 
establish quantitative relationships between morphological microstructure 
characteristics (e.g. tortuosity, constrictivity, porosity etc.) and effective properties 
(permeability, diffusivity, strength, elasticity etc.) by means of virtual materials testing 
(VMT). Thereby, stochastic microstructure modeling provides the statistical basis for 
such data-driven investigations of microstructure effects. In geoscience this approach is 
often called digital rocks physics (DRP [290]). 
 
For example, Berg [20,21] applied DRP to investigate the impact of tortuosity and other 
microstructure effects on conductivity and permeability of porous rocks, where the 
investigations are based on 5 micro-CT scans from Bentheimer (1 scan) and 
Fontainebleau (4 scans) sandstones. A numerical rock model, called e-Core, was used to 
create additional virtual sandstone microstructures (12 for Bentheimer and 7 for 
Fontainebleau sandstone) with different porosities, but with realistic properties. In this 
way, the micro-macro relationships in those sandstones could be described based on a 
set of 24 microstructures from micro-CT scans and 3D-models with varying porosities. 
 
In the meanwhile, a large number of 3D image data including CT scans from real samples 
as well as virtual microstructures from stochastic modeling is available for free 
download from the 'Digital Rocks Portal' [269]. The latter is a public repository focusing 
on 3D microstructure data of porous media in geoscience. Such data can be used to 
perform data-driven investigations of micro-macro relationships with a broader data-
basis. 
 



Saxena et al. [288] generated a reference dataset consisting of a large variety of 3D 
microstructures ranging from idealized pipes to realistic digital rocks. The 3D models 
are used as a benchmark for DRP and for the comparison of different numerical solvers 
that are used in pore scale simulations (LBM, CFD, voxel based FDM, mesh based FEM). 
 
Nowadays, also commercial software for digital rocks physics has become available, 
such as e.g. PerGeos or GeoDict (see Table 6). These SW packages provide integrated 
solutions for the entire DRP-workflow, including 3D reconstruction, image analysis and 
numerical simulation. All these modern tools (including 3D data from repositories, 
stochastic models, SW packages for image analysis and numerical pore scale modeling) 
are increasingly used in different combinations for statistical analysis of microstructure 
effects (see e.g. Fu et al. [98]). The availability of the above mentioned SW packages and 
their application to 3D image data representing a vast range of different microstructures 
will significantly contribute to a better understanding of the different types of tortuosity 
and of their relationship with effective transport properties in porous media. 
 
In this context, we also refer to the recent work of Prifling et al. [267], where 
relationships between descriptors of two-phase microstructures, consisting of solid and 
pores, and their mass transport properties, have been investigated. To that end, a vast 
database has been generated comprising 90,000 porous microstructures drawn from 
nine different stochastic models, and their effective diffusivity and permeability as well 
as various microstructural descriptors have been computed. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the largest and most diverse dataset created so far for studying the 
influence of 3D microstructure on mass transport in porous materials. The 
microstructures, descriptors, and the code used to study microstructure-property 
relationships are available open access via the following Zenodo repository: 
https://zenodo.org/record/4047774. 
 
 
5. Towards a quantitative understanding of microstructure-property relationships 
 
In this chapter, empirical relationships between morphological characteristics (porosity, 
tortuosity, constrictivity, hydraulic radius) and macroscopic transport properties 
(effective conductivity, effective diffusivity and permeability) are described. Based on 
the rapid progress of analytical techniques (i.e. 3D imaging, image processing, stochastic 
simulation, numerical modeling, cloud computing) the prediction power of such 
equations has improved considerably over the last decade(s). The newest formulations 
are now capable to predict micro-macro relationships for many different types of 
materials and microstructures (e.g., granular, fibrous, cellular and platy 
microstructures) in a reliable way. Consequently, these empirical relationships do have 
some general meaning although they are not derived from a rigorous theoretical basis. 
 
It must be emphasized that microstructure effects limiting the transport in porous 
media can be investigated in different ways and with different methodologies. In this 
context, transport simulations based on 3D microstructure models are particularly well 
suited to predict effective transport properties of porous media. However, the transport 
simulations themselves cannot replace the valuable information from micro-macro 
relationships. These empirical relationships provide a unique basis for controlled 
microstructure optimization and associated materials design, which cannot be replaced 



by transport simulations. In contrast, for settings with complex transport mechanisms, 
the concept of tortuosity typically comes to its limits and sophisticated transport 
simulations are better suited to study the properties of porous media. This is for 
example the case when diffusion and flow are coupled with physico-chemical reactions 
at the pore walls (e.g., with adsorption and/or chemical reactions). Hence, empirical 
micro-macro relationships and transport simulations represent different and 
complementary approaches for studying the properties of porous media, which do not 
replace each other. 
 
As an introduction to this chapter, recall that the review of tortuosity, performed in this 
survey paper, basically reveals two main schools of thinking, where tortuosity is either 
determined indirectly or, alternatively, it is directly based on morphological descriptors 
of the underlying 3D microstructure. 
 
a) In a traditional approach, tortuosity is interpreted as the predominant microstructure 
effect. Following this approach, tortuosity can be determined indirectly, assuming a 
relatively simple relationship with effective properties (see e.g. Eq. 31: Deff/D0 = Drel = 
ε / τindir_diff2). However, the values obtained for indirect tortuosity are consistently higher 
than what would be expected from geometric considerations of e.g. streamlines. Hence, 
indirect tortuosity clearly overestimates the lengths of (shortest) transport pathways, 
which indicates that it includes other microstructure effects such as the limiting 
influence from narrow bottlenecks. Hence, the indirect tortuosity can be interpreted as 
bulk microstructure resistance, - normalized by the pore volume. Thus, this information 
is often used as valuable input for macro-homogeneous models, which intend to 
describe the bulk microstructure resistance. 
 
b) An alternative 'geometric' school of thinking is focusing on geometric and mixed 
tortuosities, which provide reliable estimations of the lengths of transport paths. In 
order to establish quantitative relationships between microstructure and effective 
transport properties, it is necessary to capture all relevant microstructure 
characteristics - not only the geometric or mixed tortuosities. This approach thus 
requires an additional effort, e.g., for determining constrictivity and eventually also 
hydraulic radius. The quantitative micro-macro relationships obtained by this approach 
provide a deeper understanding of the relevant morphological effects, which represents 
the basis for a purposeful microstructure optimization and materials design. 
 
It must be emphasized that the geometric school of thinking profits a lot from the recent 
progress in 3D analysis and virtual materials testing. These new options for 3D analysis 
are applied with the aim to establish quantitative micro-macro relationships for porous 
media. In the following sections selected results of such investigations are summarized 
first for conductivity and diffusivity, and subsequently also for flow and permeability.  
  



 
 
Fig. 23: Illustration of progress in microstructure characterization and virtual materials 
testing. It shows how the evolving 3D methods help to improve quantitative micro-
macro relationships, which nowadays enable reliable predictions of effective diffusivity 
and conductivity even for materials with complex microstructures. 
  



5.1 Quantitative micro-macro relationships for the prediction of conductivity and 
diffusivity 
 
In this section, micro-macro relationships describing the limiting effects of 
microstructure on conductivity and diffusivity are reviewed. Thereby, we typically 
consider transport in porous media like gas diffusion or liquid conduction. However, it 
must be emphasized that transport in solid phases of a composite material (e.g. ionic or 
electric conduction in a cermet electrode) is suspended, in principle, to the same 
microstructure limitations as the transport in porous media and can therefore be 
described with the same morphological characteristics and mathematical equations. 
 
The progress made in the investigation of micro-macro relationships for conductivity 
and diffusivity is schematically illustrated in Fig. 23. Already a long time ago it was 
recognized that transport in porous media is limited not only by the lengths of tortuous 
pathways but also by narrow bottlenecks, see e.g. [250]. In 1974, van Brakel and Hertjes 
[30] thus postulated a micro-macro relationship for conductivity and diffusivity, which 
includes constrictivity (β) as well as tortuosity (Eq. 33: Drel = εβ/τ2). Unfortunately, at 
that time, constrictivity as well as geometric or mixed tortuosity could not be 
determined for complex microstructures. Nevertheless, for the simple case of straight 
tubes (τdir_geometric = 1) with varying cross-sections, it was shown by Petersen in 1958 
[259] that the retarding impact of bottlenecks can be described by the ratio of the 
constricted cross-sectional area (Amin) over the 'bulged' cross-sectional area (Amax). This 
simple pipe-flow model, which is illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 23, led to the definition 
of constrictivity according to Eq. 18 (β = rmin2/rmax2). However, in the last century the 
practical relevance of all theories dealing with resistive effects from bottlenecks 
(constrictivity) and/or path lengths (geometric tortuosity) was strongly limited, since 
there were no suitable 3D methods available for a quantitative morphological 
characterization. 
 
With the introduction of FIB-tomography in 2004 [135], 3D imaging of porous media at 
sub-µm scales became possible. As a next step, suitable tools for quantitative 3D image 
analysis were required. Two methods to quantify the size distributions of pore bulges 
and bottlenecks in complex disordered microstructures were introduced by Münch and 
Holzer [233]. Thereby the continuous pore size distribution (cPSD) was used in order to 
characterize the size distribution of pore bulges. Note that the cPSD uses the concept of 
granulometry functions, which were introduced in [218]. Going beyond granulometry 
functions, a method for a geometry-based 3D simulation of mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (MIP) was introduced in [233]. The MIP-PSD (sometimes also called 
'porosimetry') reveals the size distribution of bottlenecks. Typical examples of cPSD and 
MIP-PSD curves are shown in Fig. 23. 
It was then recognized by Holzer et al. [142] that the 50% quantiles (i.e. r50) of these two 
pore size distribution curves can be considered as mean effective sizes for bulges 
(r50_cPSD = rmax) and for bottlenecks (r50_MIP_PSD = rmin), which can be substituted in Eq. 18 
(β = rmin2/rmax2). In this way, a quantitative method was found for the characterization of 
constrictivity, which also works for materials with complex microstructures. A formal 
definition of constrictivity in the framework of stochastic geometry is provided in [240]. 
 
Using experimental data for determining effective properties, as well as constrictivity 
and geometric tortuosity from 3D analysis, it was soon found that van Brakels equation 



(Eq. 33: Drel = εβ/τ2) is not very precise in predicting the effective diffusvity. This finding 
led to the question, which type of equation has to be used in order to describe the 
relationship between microstructure characteristics and effective diffusivity (Deff) or 
effective conductivity (σeff), respectively. In a series of studies [102,243,312,313], the 
following equations were considered as possible candidates: 
 
Eq. 48 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏/𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 
Eq. 49 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏/𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 
Eq. 50 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎 
Eq. 51 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎/𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 
Eq. 52 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏 
Eq. 53 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏/𝜏𝜏2 
Eq. 54 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏/𝜏𝜏2  
Eq. 55 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎1−𝑎𝑎2𝛽𝛽/𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 
 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎 (Eq. 23, Archie's law) 
 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀/𝜏𝜏2 (Eq. 31) 
 σ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒;  𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝑀𝑀 = 𝜀𝜀𝛽𝛽/𝜏𝜏2 (Eq. 33) 
 
According to the 'geometric' school of thinking, in all these equations τ is thought as a 
direct geometric tortuosity (τdir_geom). The prediction power of these equations was 
investigated thoroughly through a statistical approach of error minimization in 
[102,243,312,313]. For this purpose, models from stochastic geometry were used to 
generate a large number of 3D microstructures with varying characteristics and 
effective properties. 3D image analysis was used to compute the microstructure 
characteristics (ε, β, τdir_geom, rmin, rmax). Numerical transport simulation was exploited to 
determine effective diffusivity and/or conductivity (Drel, σrel) for each virtual 3D 
microstructure generated by stochastic models. The unknown exponents (a, b, c, d) in 
the above mentioned equations were then determined by means of error minimization. 
As a quality criterion for the predictive capabilities of the above mentioned equations, 
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was used in [102], where 
 
Eq. 56 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡) = 1
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Thereby, M (microstructure-factor) stands for the relative properties (with respect to 
Drel or σrel), which were determined in two ways: a) either by numerical simulation (e.g. 
Msim = Deff_sim/D0), or b) by substituting the values obtained from 3D image analysis for 
the microstructure characteristics (ε, β, τdir_geom) into the equation under consideration 
(i.e. Mpred). For example, Mpred =  dεaβb/τc in Eq. 48. The exponents a, b, c, d were then 
fitted for each equation in order to minimize the corresponding MAPE (i.e. the absolute 
value of the difference Msim - Mpred). For the most relevant equations, the fitted pre-factor 
and exponents and the prediction errors (MAPE) are summarized in Table 9.  
 
In a first publication of this series of investigations (Gaiselmann et al. [102]), it was 
shown that for the traditional equations (Eqs 31, 32, 33) the prediction power becomes 
significantly better when constrictivity is considered as a relevant microstructure effect, 
in addition to geometric tortuosity and porosity (cf. Eq. 31, where MAPE=625% vs. Eq. 
33, where MAPE=37%). Note that the prediction power can be further improved when 
using equations with fitted pre-factor and exponents (Eqs 48-54). From all the equations 



under consideration, Eq. 48 (and Eq. 49) revealed the best results with a MAPE of 25% 
(and 28%, respectively). Then Eq. 48 reads as 
 
Eq. 48a 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 =  2.35 𝜀𝜀1.57𝛽𝛽0.71/𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖

2.3 . 
 
Again, equations including constrictivity in addition to geometric tortuosity reveal the 
best predictions. These findings underline the importance of the bottleneck effect. It 
must be emphasized that the skeleton tortuosity (τdir_skeleton) was used throughout [102]. 
However, other types of geometric tortuosity should be tested as well. 
 
 
Table 9: Summary of the most important micro-macro relationships (for conductivity 
and diffusivity) obtained by virtual materials testing, including fitted pre-factor (d) and 
exponents (a, b, c) for porosity (ε), constrictivity (β) and tortuosity (τdir_geometric) and the 
corresponding mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) as quality criterion. The 
equations marked in blue represent the favorites with the highest prediction power. 
Note that quantitative image analysis is always performed only for the contiguous 
(connected) portion of the pore phase (i.e. εeff). For example, trapped pores are excluded 
from the analysis of ε, β and τ. 
 

 
 
 
The study presented by Stenzel et al. [312] is based on the same methodologies as in 
[102]. However, the results of [312] extend the investigations of [102] in the sense that 
the prediction power of these equations was compared for different types of geometric 
tortuosity. It turned out that the prediction power with geodesic tortuosity (τdir_gedodesic) 
is better than with skeleton tortuosity. For example, the prediction error (MAPE) for Eq. 
49 improved from 28% with τdir_skeleton to 19% with τdir_geodesic. The prediction formula 
takes the form 
 
Eq. 49b 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 = 𝜀𝜀1.15𝛽𝛽0.37/𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

4.39 . 
 
Moreover, modified definitions of constrictivity were investigated in [312]. They are 
based on considerations that the relevant sizes of bulges (rmax) and bottlenecks (rmin) do 
not necessarily correspond to the 50% quantiles (r50) of the cPSD and MIP-PSD curves, 
respectively. Other quantiles (r0, r10, r25, r50, r75, r90) from cPSD and MIP-PSD curves were 
thus taken into account as possible candidates for characteristic sizes of bottlenecks 
(rmin) and bulges (rmax). By varying the combination of these candidates, Stenzel et al. 



[312] obtained 35 different rmin/rmax-ratios as possible definitions for constrictivity (e.g. 
β = r25_MIP-PSD2/r75_cPSD2). The impact of these different definitions on the prediction 
power was then tested for five equations (Eqs. 31, 33, 48, 49, 54) using the MAPE as a 
quality criterion. In short, it turned out that the initial definition of constrictivity (i.e. β = 
r50_MIP-PSD2/r50_cPSD2) from Holzer et al. [142] gives the most reliable and most precise 
predictions for all equations. It is thus proposed to maintain the initial definition of 
constrictivity. 
 
Up to this stage, the statistical analyses included only a moderate number of 105 [102] 
and 43 [312] different 3D microstructure models, respectively. In an extensive 
simulation study be Stenzel et al. [313] the number of virtual 3D models was increased 
to 8119. With this big data approach it was confirmed that effective diffusivity and 
conductivity are well predicted by Eq. 49b. The corresponding MAPE decreased further 
to 13.6% due to the better statistical data basis. However, it also became clear that Mpred 
and associated effective properties are underestimated by Eq. 49b for highly porous 
materials (i.e. for microstructures with M > 0.7). Better predictions, in particular for M > 
0.7, could be achieved with methods from machine learning, namely random forests and 
neural networks, which reveal MAPEs of 8.5 % and 8.9 %, respectively. However, these 
tools from machine learning often do not provide a clear physical interpretation of the 
microstructure influence on effective transport properties. Therefore, random forests 
and neural networks could not be used as a basis for microstructure optimization. 
 
In a recent paper by Neumann et al. [243], it was recognized that the problem of Eq. 49b 
for microstructures with M > 0.7 originates from an overestimation of the bottleneck-
effect at high porosities (particularly in the limit when ε tends to 1). A modified equation 
(Eq. 55) was thus proposed, where constrictivity appears in the exponent of porosity. In 
this way, constrictivity acts as a correction factor for the effective pore volume, but the 
effect of β becomes negligible when porosity is close to 1. The 8119 virtual 3D 
microstructures from [313] were then used as a basis for testing the prediction power of 
Eq. 55b in [243]. Overall, this resulted in a MAPE of 18.3 %, which is - when taking all 
structures into account - not better than the MAPE of Eq. 49b obtained in [313]. The 
prediction formula derived in [243] reads as follows: 
 
Eq. 55b 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 = 𝜀𝜀1.67−0.48𝛽𝛽/𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

5.18 . 
 
However, Eq. 55b has the advantage that - in contrast to Eq. 49b - it is consistent with 
theoretical results in the dilute limit, i.e., in the case when the obstacles of the transport 
process vanish. For materials exhibiting high porosities with M > 0.7, the predictions 
obtained by means of Eq. 55b are much better than those obtained by Eq. 49b. 
Nevertheless, for low porosity materials with M < 0.05, the predictions by Eq. 55b are 
even worse. Therefore, when considering only structures with M > 0.05, the MAPE for 
Eq. 55b improves significantly to 10.3%. Hence, the higher the M-value, the better the 
prediction power of Eq. 55b. 
 
From the numerous equations that were evaluated statistically, the following three 
favorite equations remain (marked with blue color in Table 9): 
- Eq. 48a from [102] gives the best predictions when skeleton tortuosity is used. 
- Eq. 49b from [312] gives the best results with geodesic tortuosity, but only for 
microstructures with M < 0.7.  



- Eq. 55b from [243] also gives good results with geodesic tortuosity. In particular this 
equation should be used for highly porous materials with M > 0.7 (but not for low 
porosity materials with M < 0.05). 
 
The prediction power of these equations was also validated experimentally for different 
porous materials by means of tomography (FIB-SEM and µCT). The validation was done 
by comparing the predicted properties (Mpred) from 3D image analysis either with 
results from experimental characterization (Mexp) or from simulations (Msim) or both. In 
this way, it has been shown in [102,243,312] that the equations considered in these 
papers give good results for SOFC cermet electrodes, including gas diffusivity in the 
pores as well as electrical conductivities of the solid phases. 
 
Furthermore, Eq. 49b was experimentally validated for very different types of 
microstructures, such as sintered ceramic membranes [141], fibrous GDL in PEM fuel 
cells [140] and even for open cellular materials (unpublished data). These results 
confirm that the established micro-macro relationships are rather general in the sense 
that they are capable to predict effective properties for a wide spectrum of 
microstructures, the morphologies of which differ significantly from those used for 
deriving the microstructure-property relationships. This generality may be surprising, 
considering the fact that the predictions are based on three volume-averaged 
parameters (ε, β, τdir_geometric) only. However, these findings also indicate that these three 
parameters indeed capture most microstructure effects, which are relevant for 
conduction and diffusion, to a large extent. Exceptions are discussed in [28]. 
 
Due to the progress in microstructure characterization as well as in mathematical and 
numerical 3D modeling, many researchers are now considering the distinct 
morphological limitations that can be described with geometric tortuosity, constrictivity 
and phase volume fractions. Hence, the geometric school of thinking is permanently 
expanding. For example, quantitative relationships between ε−β−τdir_geometric and 
effective transport properties are the basis for recent investigations of Li-ion batteries 
[121], polymer films [16], tight gas reservoirs [376], sandstones [20,21], packed beds in 
oil combustion [360], biomaterials/bone tissue [26] and general packings of slightly 
overlapping spheres [28], see also [267] where large-scale statistical learning has been 
performed for the prediction of effective diffusivity in  porous materials using 90,000 
artificially generated microstructures. 
 
5.2 Quantitative micro-macro relationships for the prediction of permeability 
 
The evolution of quantitative micro-macro relationships for the prediction of 
permeability is schematically illustrated in Fig. 24. Basically, this evolution can be 
subdivided into an early period, when methods for 3D-analysis were not yet available, 
and a recent period after the year. 2000, when micro- and nano-tomography, 3D-image 
processing as well as stochastic 3D modeling became available. 
 
The basic principles describing the limiting effects, which arise from the underlying 
microstructure, were introduced by Kozeny in1927 [190] and Carman in 1937 [47] (see 
also the discussion of hydraulic tortuosity in Chapter 2 of the present paper). The 
theories of Carman and Kozeny [47,190] are based on simplified geometrical models, 
which serve as analogues for realistic pore structures. The bundle-of-tubes model 



[190,289] and the sphere-packing model [47] are of particular importance. However, 
the morphological descriptors determined for such simplified models can not easily be 
transferred to more complex microstructures. A large amount of literature that has been 
published since the work of Kozeny and Carman thus intends to improve the prediction 
power of Carman-Kozeny-type equations and to make them applicable for more realistic 
materials models with complex microstructures. Early examples are given by Panda and 
Lake (1994) [251] for poly-disperse granular media, and by Costa (2006) [62] for fractal 
pore geometries. 
Over the last two decades, the progress in 3D imaging and image processing opened new 
possibilities to quantify the relevant microstructure characteristics (geometric and 
mixed tortuosity, bottleneck radius, constrictivity). The availability of new 
morphological descriptors also led to new expressions for the micro-macro 
relationships that were presented in literature. Basically, all equations (the classical and 
new ones) can be reduced to a representation of permeability κ by the simple product of 
characteristic length and M-factor, i.e., 
 
Eq. 57 𝜅𝜅 =  𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟   𝑀𝑀 . 
 
Thereby, the term of characteristic length (Lchar) accounts for wall friction effects, which 
are captured by the squared hydraulic radius (rhc2). Note that the characteristic length 
term has a major impact on permeability. For example, when the hydraulic radius (rhc) 
of a porous material changes from 10 µm to 0.1 µm due to pore clogging, the 
corresponding permeabilities (κ) decrease by 4 orders of magnitudes, e.g. from 5 10-11 
to 5 10-15 m2 (assuming a constant M-factor of 0.5). Hence, the precise determination of 
the characteristic length and hydraulic radius (Lchar, rhc) is of major importance for a 
reliable prediction of permeability.  
 
The second term in Eq. 57 is the microstructure M-factor for flow. It accounts for all the 
other transport limitations, except for wall friction. Thereby, the effects of varying pore-
volume fractions, transport path lengths and bottlenecks can be described by 
dimensionless characteristics (ε, τ, β). The resulting M-factor then takes values between 
0 to 1. 
 
In the following sections, important expressions that were proposed for prediction of 
permeability are briefly reviewed in chronological order. The evolution of these 
expressions is also visualized in Fig. 24. For better comparison, all expressions are 
reformulated such that the two terms for characteristic length and M-factor are clearly 
distinguished. 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 24: Evolution of quantitative micro-macro relationships for prediction of 
permeability in porous media. 
 
 
 



5.2.1 Bundle of tubes model 
 
Kozeny's description of flow [190] from 1927 is based on the consideration of a bundle 
of tubes. Flow in a single, straight tube can be described by the Hagen-Poiseuille law (Eq. 
3). From comparison with Darcy's law (Eq. 2) for porous media, it follows that 
'permeability' of a single pipe depends only on the radius, i.e., 
 
Eq. 58 𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤 =  𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟  = 𝑟𝑟2/ 8 . 
 
Kozeny [190] then introduced a general definition for the hydraulic radius by 
 
Eq. 59 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐 = 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒 𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒
= 𝜋𝜋 𝑟𝑟2𝐿𝐿
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2
 , 

 
which is the ratio of the tube volume open to flow over the surface area that is wetted by 
the fluid. The combination of Eqs. 58 and 59 leads to the following 'pipe-flow 
permeability' given by 
 
Eq. 60 𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒_𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤 =  𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐2/ 2 . 
 
For porous media consisting of bundles of tubes, the hydraulic radius and associated 
volume-to-surface ratio from Eq. 59 can also be written in terms of porosity over 
specific surface area per volume (SV, with units m2/m3), i.e.  
 
Eq. 61 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐 = 𝜀𝜀

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉
  

 
The characteristic length term for a bundle of tubes thus becomes 
 

Eq. 62 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 =  1
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Thereby, the Kozeny factor (cK) for circular tubes is equal to 2, in accordance with Eq. 
60. For non-circular tubes the cK-values vary in the range from 1.6 (for triangular tubes) 
to 3 (for rectangular tubes with a high aspect ratio). 
 
Furthermore, Kozeny pointed out in [190] that the superficial velocity (vs) in Darcy's 
macroscopic description of porous media flow (and thus also for a bundle of tubes) is 
different from the capillary velocity (vc) in Poiseuille's microscopic description of flow in 
a single pipe. According to Dupuit's relation the two velocities are linked by porosity, i.e., 
 
Eq. 63 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 =  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  𝜀𝜀 . 
 
Kozeny [190] thus introduced porosity as part of the M-factor for flow. In addition, from 
the comparison of the models for sinusoidal and straight tubes model, it follows that the 
lengths of the pathways increase from L0 to Leff. Consequently, the pressure gradient (in 
Hagen-Poiseuille's and Darcy's law) needs to be corrected accordingly from ∆P/L0 to 
∆P/Leff. In this context, Kozeny [190] introduced the tortuosity concept with the 
definition of tortuosity (τ = Leff/L0) in order to describe the path length effect on the 
pressure gradient. This reads as 



 
Eq. 64  Δ𝛥𝛥

𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 =  1

τℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
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 . 

 
Note that Kozeny's formulation of the M-factor thus includes corrections for porosity 
and path lengths (tortuosity), which leads to 
 
Eq. 65  𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦  =  𝜀𝜀

τℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
 . 

 
Combining the M-factor (Eq. 65) and the characteristic length term (Eq. 62) gives the full 
Kozeny equation, which describes permeability for a bundle of tubes-model by 
 

Eq. 66: 𝜅𝜅𝐾𝐾𝑔𝑔𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦 = 1
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 , 

 
with Kozeny's shape factor cK = 2 for circular tubes. 
 
5.2.2 Sphere packing model 
 
In Carman's work [47] from 1937, the Kozeny equation (Eq. 66) was modified such that 
it describes flow in a packed bed of spheres. For a simplified model with mono-sized 
spheres, it is straightforward to determine the specific surface area of the spheres (SP) 
per solid volume (VP) of the spheres (aV = SP / VP). In order to obtain the specific surface 
area per total volume of the porous material (SV = SP / Vtot), a correction for the solid 
volume fraction (1 - ε) is required, i.e., 
 
Eq. 67  𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉  =  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉 (1 − 𝜀𝜀) . 
 
In geometrical models for non-spherical particles, an additional shape correction factor 
(cC, the so-called Carman factor) was introduced by Carman [47]. At the same time, 
Kozeny's correction factor (Eq. 62) for tube shape becomes redundant, and thus cK is 
replaced with the constant 2. This leads to the characteristic length term 
 

Eq. 68 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = 1
2
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for granular media consisting of mono-sized objects. According to Carman [47], the 
shape factor (cC) takes values in the range from 1 (for spheres) down to 0.28 (for platy 
minerals, mica). The surface-to-volume ratio (av) for packing of mono-sized objects 
(spheres, particles) is often written in terms of the particle diameter (av = 6/Dp), which 
then leads to 
 
Eq. 69 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 =  𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶

2 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝2 𝜀𝜀2

72(1−𝜀𝜀)2 
 . 

 
Kozeny [190] correctly recognized that the pressure gradient in granular media must be 
corrected for the effect of path length and, therefore, tortuosity was introduced for this 
correction (see Eq. 64). However, it was Carman [47] who realized that the increase of 
path lengths also has an effect on the computed (superficial) flow velocity and he 



therefore extended Dupuits relationship (cf. Eq. 63) for the influence of tortuosity, which 
leads to 
 
Eq. 62b 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 =  𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  𝜀𝜀 1

𝜏𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
 . 

 
In this way, tortuosity was introduced a second time in the M-factor by Carman [47], 
which leads to 
 
Eq. 70  𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦  =  𝜀𝜀

τℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐2
 . 

 
Thereby, τ2 is also called tortuosity factor (Τ). 
 
Combining the M-factor (Eq. 70) with the characteristic length term (Eq. 68) gives the 
full Carman-Kozeny equation 
 

Eq. 71: 𝜅𝜅𝐶𝐶−𝐾𝐾 = 1
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 , 

 
which describes permeability for a packed bed of mono-sized particles. In the appendix 
of [47], a geometrical model for packed spheres is presented, which enables one to 
estimate the length of flow streamlines. Based on these geometric considerations, 
Carman argued in [47] that the streamline tortuosity in most granular media must be 
close to √2. Following this argumentation, the value for tortuosity is thus often fixed at τ 
= √2. The M-factor for flow then simplifies to ε/2. In the simplest form for mono-sized 
spheres (cC = 1) the Carman-Kozeny equation reduces to 
 

Eq. 72 𝜅𝜅𝐶𝐶−𝐾𝐾 = 1
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Note that the Carman-Kozeny equation was developed at a time when methods for 3D 
imaging and image analysis were not yet available and therefore morphological 
descriptors were used, which are relatively easy to access (ε, SV, Dp, τ = √2). Still 
nowadays, this equation is widely used by the research community. However, it must be 
emphasized that the applicability of the Kozeny (Eq. 66) and the Carman-Kozeny (Eq. 
72) equations are limited to simple microstructures such as the bundle-of-tubes model 
and the (mono-sized) packed-spheres model. Already for relatively small deviations 
from these idealized geometries (e.g. non-circular tubes or non-spherical grains) specific 
correction factors (cK, cC) must be fitted, which introduce considerable uncertainties. 
 
Despite these drawbacks, the Carman-Kozeny equation (Eq. 72) is often applied also for 
the study of more complex microstructures such as dispersed granular materials and 
even foams and fibrous materials. However, it was shown by many authors that the 
predictions obtained by the Carman-Kozeny equation are highly uncertain for such 
complex microstructures [150,153,244,246]. Big efforts were undertaken to modify the 
Carman-Kozeny equation in order to improve the prediction power also for more 
realistic (complex) microstructures, e.g. in [62,251]. In principle, most of these 
modifications still use the same relatively simple morphological descriptors (ε, SV, Dp, τ = 
√2). In this context, it is worth to critically consider, which microstructure effects are 



reliably captured with the Carman-Kozeny equation and which are not. From the above 
description, it can easily be recognized that the M-factor in the Carman-Kozeny equation 
is rather simple. Important microstructure effects resulting from the variation of path-
lengths (constant tortuosity, τ = √2) and bottlenecks (no constrictivity included) are not 
captured accurately. However, the strength of the Carman-Kozeny equation is clearly the 
description of characteristic length and hydraulic radius, respectively, which enables to 
capture the wall friction effects in (mono-sized) granular media quite well. 
 
5.2.3 Determination of characteristic length and M-factor by laboratory experiments 
 
Katz and Thompson (1986) [172] presented an experimental solution for measuring 
characteristic length and M-factor (Mexp), which enables to predict permeability of 
complex porous media. In order to measure the characteristic length, it was proposed to 
use mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The pore size distribution curve (MIP-PSD) 
typically shows a steep rise, the corresponding radius of which can be interpreted as 
'break-through radius' (rMIP). When the pressure is raised to the break-through range, a 
large portion of the pore space is filled almost instantaneously with liquid mercury. The 
domain, which is filled with mercury, thus represents a contiguous pore network. Katz 
and Thompson [172] defined the inflection point of the MIP-PSD curve (convex-concave 
transition) as break-through radius (rMIP). They argued that rMIP is a characteristic 
quantity of the pore network, which has a significant influence on flow and permeability, 
and which can thus be interpreted as an equivalent of the hydraulic radius (rhc). Based 
on experimental evidence, a constant of 1/226 was determined in [172] as part of the 
characteristic length, i.e., 
 
Eq. 73 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 =  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐
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 . 

 
Moreover, it was argued in [172] that there are additional effects from pore morphology 
and connectivity, which may have the same limiting influence on flow as they have on 
electrical conductivity (i.e. non-viscous/non-frictional effects). Consequently, it has been 
proposed in [172] that the M-factor for flow could be determined based on experimental 
measurements of effective electrical conductivity (i.e. using porous media saturated 
with an electrolyte, whereby σ0 denotes the intrinsic conductivity of the electrolyte). 
Doing so, an experimental M-factor was obtained with is defined by 
 
Eq. 74 𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 =  𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝜎𝜎0 
 =  𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . 

 
Katz and Thompson [172] thus proposed to predict permeability from Lchar and Mexp, 
using the relationship 
 
Eq. 75 κ𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾−𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 = 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟

𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
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 =  (r𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃)2
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𝜎𝜎0 

 . 
 
Note that both characteristics, Lchar and Mexp, are easily accessible with standard 
experimental methods. 
 
 
5.2.4 Determination of characteristic length and M-factor by 3D image analysis 



 
With the advent of 3D imaging at sub-µm resolution (e.g. by FIB-SEM tomography in 
2004 [135]), it became possible to quantify specific morphological characteristics in 
complex microstructures. Hence, direct geometric and mixed tortuosities are nowadays 
accessible from 3D image analysis and can be used to describe the effects resulting from 
variations of path lengths. Similarly, constrictivity (β) is accessible and can be used to 
describe the bottleneck effect. Based on these characteristics (ε, β, τ), new expressions 
for the relationship between microstructure characteristics and conductivity/diffusivity 
could be established. As described in Chapter 5.1, Mpred_conductivity was determined by 
Stenzel et al. [312,313] by using modern methods of stochastic geometry, virtual 
materials testing and statistical error minimization (compare Eq. 49b: Mpred =εa 
βb/τgeodesicc, with a=1.15, b=0.37, c=4.39). 
 
In analogy to the paper of Katz and Thompson [172] reviewed in Section 5.2.3, Holzer, et 
al. (2016) [141] argued that the M-factor of conductivity from Stenzel et al. [312] (Eq. 
49b) can be used as a first approximation for the M-factor of flow. In addition, for the 
effective lengths term, two different definitions for hydraulic radius (rhc_I , rhc_II) were 
proposed in [141]. Note that the two different definitions for hydraulic radius lead to 
two different equations for the prediction of permeability (κpred_I , κpred_II). 
 
The first approach presented in [141] uses the classical definition of the hydraulic radius 
(i.e. the ratio of porosity over specific surface area per volume). However, in contrast to 
the initial Carman-Kozeny approach, specific surface area (SV) is not determined from 
the characteristic sphere diameter (Dp), but it is determined directly from the complex 
microstructures using 3D image analysis, i.e., 
 
Eq. 76 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐_𝐼𝐼 = 𝑥𝑥𝐼𝐼

𝜀𝜀
𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉

 , 
 
where XI is a  fitting parameter. Based on detailed investigations of sintered porous 
ceramics in [141], the effective properties (κ, σeff) were determined by experiments 
(κexp), pore scale simulation (κsim) as well as 3D imaging/image analysis (κpred_I, SV, β, ε, 
τdir_geodesic). By error minimization (κpred_I - κsim and κpred_I - κexp) a value of XI = √2 was 
estimated. This leads to  
 

Eq. 77 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟_𝐼𝐼 =  𝒐𝒐ℎ𝑐𝑐
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as a description of the characteristic length. Permeability (κpred_I) can thus be obtained 
from the combination of Lchar_I (Eq.77) with the M-factor for conductivity from Stenzel et 
al. [312] (Eq. 49b) by 
 

Eq. 78 𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_𝐼𝐼 =  1
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𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐4.39 . 

 
For the second approach considered in [141], it was argued that the hydraulic radius can 
also be defined as convex combination of the mean size of bottlenecks (rmin) and the 
mean size of pore bulges (rmax), i.e., 
 



Eq. 79 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑥𝑥𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  +  (1 − 𝑥𝑥𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 
 
(We refer to [233] for the determination of rmin and rmax, respectively). Using results 
from 3D image analysis (κpred_II, rmin, rmax, β, τdir_geod), numerical simulation (κsim) and 
experimental characterization (κexp) as well as applying error minimization, a value of 
0.5 was obtained xII, which leads to 
 
Eq. 80 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐
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Permeability (κpred_II) is thus predicted by a combination of Lchar_II (Eq.80) with the M-
factor for conductivity (see Eq. 49b). More precisely, 
 
Eq. 81 𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  (0.5𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛+0.5𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥)2
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𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐4.39 . 

 
Both approaches (κpred_I, κpred_II) were tested with fibrous materials of a gas diffusion 
layer (GDL) in PEM fuel cells [140]. In-situ time-lapse tomography (µ-CT) was used to 
capture the changing 3D water-distribution upon ongoing imbibition. A good agreement 
was obtained between the predicted permeabilities (κpred_I, κpred_II) based on 3D 
characterization with simulated permeabilities (κsim) based on a numerical 3D flow 
model. Thereby, the predictions obtained by κpred_II (Eq. 81) resulted in smaller 
differences to κsim, compared to the predictions by κpred_I (Eq. 78). 
 
Note that the prediction formula for permeability κpred_II (Eq. 81) presented [141] is 
similar to the prediction proposed by Katz and Thompson [172], in the sense that both 
approaches use MIP-PSDs (rmin and rMIP, respectively) for determining the hydraulic 
radius (cf. Eqs. 73 and 79). Furthermore, in both approaches, the M-factor is determined 
from effective/relative conductivity (cf Eqs. 49b and 74). The difference is that physical 
experiments are used in [172], while the approach in [141] is based on 3D image 
analysis. 
 
5.2.5 Determination of characteristic length and M-factor by virtual materials testing  
 (Neumann et al., 2020 [243]) 
 
Using the same expressions as in Holzer et al [141] for rhc_I  (= xI ε/SV), rhc_II (= xII rmin +(1 - 
xII) rmax) and Mpred (=εa βb/τc), the corresponding constants and exponents (xI, xII, a, b, c) 
were determined recently by means of stochastic geometry and virtual materials testing 
(see Neumann et al., 2020 [243]). Thereby, the 8119 different 3D microstructures from 
Stenzel et al. [313] served as a basis for big data analysis. It must be emphasized that in 
this approach the results obtained with respect of the fitting of constants used in rhc (xI 
or xII) and of the exponents used in Mpred (a, b, c) are not independent of each other, 
since the fitting is performed with one simultaneous error minimization procedure. The 
resulting M-factor is thus specifically fitted for flow and permeability, respectively (i.e. 
Mpred_K). This approach is thus more specific than the permeability predictions of Holzer 
et al. [141] and Katz and Thompson [172] (see previous sections), where the M-factors 
are derived from electrical conductivity (i.e. Mpred_conductivity). 
 



Using virtual materials testing and error minimization, Neumann et al. [243] obtained a 
constant of xI = 2.08 for the classical definition of the hydraulic radius (rhc_I = xI ε/SV). The 
resulting description of the characteristic length (Lchar) is thus very similar to the one 
from Kozeny [190] for circular pipes with cK = 2, i.e., 
 

Eq. 82 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟_𝐼𝐼 =  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐
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Furthermore, for the prediction of permeability considered in [243], the exponents of 
Mpred_KI are significantly different from those in Mpred_cond for conductivity (see Eq. 49b, 
proposed in Stenzel et al. [313]). The fitting revealed a higher exponent for porosity and 
lower exponent for tortuosity, which leads to 
 
Eq. 83 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_𝜅𝜅𝐼𝐼 = 𝜀𝜀3.56 𝛽𝛽0.78

𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐1.67 

 
The full equation for the prediction of permeability (κpred_I) is then given by 
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For the second case, where the hydraulic radius is determined based on pore size 
analysis (i.e. rhc_II  = xII rmin + (1 - xII) rmax), the virtual materials testing revealed a 
relatively high value of 0.94 for XII (compared to 0.5 that was estimated in [141]). The 
corresponding characteristic length is then given by 
 
Eq. 85 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟_𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑐𝑐
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This result indicates that the hydraulic radius is almost identical with the mean radius of 
bottlenecks (rmin from MIP-PSD), which is similar to the definition of the hydraulic 
radius proposed by Katz and Thomson [172], where rhc ≈ rMIP. 
 
The M-factor (Mpred_KII) for permeability that is obtained from the fitting procedure for 
κpred_II is quite different to the M-factors for κpred_I (see Eq. 83) and for conductivity (see 
Eq. 49b), i.e., 
 
Eq. 86 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦_𝜅𝜅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝜀𝜀2.14 𝛽𝛽−0.05
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𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐2.44  

 
For κpred_KII the exponent for constrictivity (βb) is slightly below 0, which is 
counterintuitive from a physical point of view. In [243], it was shown that the statistical 
error (MAPE) for κpred_KII is almost identical when comparing Eq. 86 with β-0.05 and Eq. 86 
without constrictivity (i.e. the case β0). Hence, constrictivity drops out from Eq. 86. This 
can be explained by the fact that in κpred_KII, the bottleneck effect is already contained (as 
rmin) in the characteristic length term (Lchar_II). The equation for κpred_KII thus becomes 
 
Eq. 87 𝜅𝜅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  (0.94𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛+0.06𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥)2
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The statistical analysis performed by Neumann et al. [243] shows that the prediction 
powers of κpred_KI and κpred_KII are almost identical. The MAPE is 34.5 % for both 
permeability approaches. 
 
In summary, the approach considered in [243] is based on a statistical analysis of more 
than 8'000 different 3D scenarios, which cover a wide range of microstructures and 
effective properties. Due to this large data basis, the proposed equations have a rather 
general character, since they are capable to predict permeability for various kinds of 
realistic materials even with very complex microstructures. For example, µCT-data from 
cellular, foam like-structures was used in [243] to demonstrate the prediction power of 
Eqs. 84 and 87 for image data from materials, which have not been used to fit the 
parameters in these prediction formulas. For comparison, the Kozeny and Carman-
Kozeny equations were derived from parallel-tube and packed-spheres models with 
idealized geometries. Consequently, the prediction powers of these traditional equations 
are strongly limited and not really applicable to more complex microstructures. An 
important difference of recently proposed expressions compared to the traditional 
Carman-Kozeny approach is the introduction of constrictivity in the M-factor. More 
precisely, it is one of the main shortcomings of the Carman-Kozeny approach, that the 
effect resulting from narrow bottlenecks is not properly addressed. The equations for 
the prediction of permeability (and conductivity) have also improved due to a better 
description of path length effects. Carman [47] proposed to use a constant value of √2 
for τhydraulic. In the approach proposed by Neumann et al. [243], geodesic tortuosity is 
used. For the 8'000 3D microstructures, geodesic tortuosity varies between 1.05 and 2.4 
(see Figs 13b and 13c). The variation of τdir_geodesic is particularly large (1.2 to 2.4) for 
structures with low porosity (ε < 0.25). Hence, neither can tortuosity be considered as a 
constant (√2), as proposed by Carman [47], nor is tortuosity a simple function of 
porosity, as proposed in widely used tortuosity-porosity relationships (e.g. the 
Bruggemann relationship). For complex microstructures the permeability can only be 
predicted in a reliable way with suitable descriptions of geometric or mixed tortuosity 
and other relevant characteristics (effective porosity, constrictivity, hydraulic radius) 
gained from 3D analysis, see also [267], where large-scale statistical learning has been 
performed for the prediction of permeability in porous materials using 90,000 
artificially generated microstructures. 
 
6. Summary and conclusions 
 
Classical theories of transport in porous media (e.g. the Carman-Kozeny equations for 
flow; Archie's law for conduction) and associated tortuosity concepts are reviewed in 
Chapter 2. These theories were derived a long time ago, when suitable methods for 
tomography and 3D image analysis were not yet available. The inherent micro-macro 
relationships are thus based on the consideration of simplified geometry models such as 
packed beds of mono-sized spheres or parallel tubes. In this way, many aspects of the 
microstructure could be captured by means of simple morphological descriptors. For 
example, the wall friction effect and the associated hydraulic radius are described with 
diameters of spheres or tubes, which are building blocks of simplified microstructure 
models. Unfortunately, these classical micro-macro relationships with their simplified 
descriptors cannot easily be transferred to realistic materials with more complex 
microstructures. 



The effect of varying path lengths has also been recognized a long time ago as a major 
microstructure limitation for transport in porous media. Therefore, tortuosity was 
included as a relevant parameter in the classical theories. However, for practical 
applications, path lengths and tortuosity are rather complex descriptors, which could 
not be measured directly from the microstructure until recently. This is one of the 
reasons why many different definitions, methods and names were introduced in the 
literature dealing with tortuosity. This multitude of approaches created much confusion, 
which still nowadays leads to controversial discussions of the topic. 
As a countermeasure to this unsatisfactory situation, we propose a new tortuosity 
classification scheme. The classification is based on the selected method, which is used 
to determine tortuosity (direct vs. indirect determination of tortuosities) and on the 
type of definition (geometric vs. physics-based definition of tortuosities). This 
classification scheme leads to three main tortuosity categories: 
a) direct geometric tortuosities 
b) mixed tortuosities 
c) indirect physics-based tortuosities 
Based on this classification scheme, we also propose a systematic tortuosity 
nomenclature, which includes relevant information about the underlying method of 
determination and details on the geometric or physical definition. The proposed 
classification scheme and the associated nomenclature are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
Chapter 3 contains an extensive collection of empirical data (tortuosity-porosity 
couples) from 69 different studies that investigate tortuosity for different materials 
(appearing in batteries, fuel cells, rocks, packed spheres, fibrous textures, etc.). This 
collection includes many cases, where different tortuosity types were measured for the 
same materials. Furthermore, these datasets allow a direct comparison of different 
tortuosity types, which reveals a surprisingly clear picture in the sense that certain 
tortuosity types give consistently higher values than others, irrespective of the material 
under investigation. With respect to the three main categories of tortuosity, it can be 
concluded that the measured values for indirect tortuosities are consistently larger 
(often >> 2) than those for the mixed and direct tortuosities (often around √2 and 
below). The observed, systematic order among the various tortuosity types is illustrated 
in Fig. 12. 
The empirical data furthermore indicates that the measured values for tortuosity are 
more strongly dependent on the type of tortuosity than on the material itself. These 
findings underline the importance of carefully selecting a suitable method and to 
precisely declare the corresponding type of tortuosity with the help of the proposed 
classification scheme and nomenclature. 
 
The empirical data also shows that tortuosity-porosity couples do not follow a certain 
trend in general, but they are scattering within certain limits. In the dilute limit where 
porosity approaches the value of 1, tortuosity values asymptotically go to 1 as well, 
which lowers the upper bound of the scattering field. With decreasing porosity, 
however, the scattering of tortuosity becomes more pronounced as the upper bound 
increases. For indirect tortuosities, the upper bound is much higher (up to 20 and more) 
compared to direct and mixed tortuosities. Therefore, the scattering of indirect 
tortuosity is stronger. Based on this observation, it must be concluded that 
mathematical expressions for tortuosity-porosity relationships (e.g. the Bruggemann 
relation) cannot have any universal meaning. Mathematical tortuosity-porosity formulas 



can thus only be meaningful when they are derived for a specific tortuosity type and for 
special microstructure variations, which are discussed in the present paper. Hence, from 
a generalized point of view, there is much evidence that microstructure characteristics, 
such as tortuosity, porosity, constrictivity and pore size, can vary independently of each 
other. In order to describe microstructure effects properly it is therefore necessary to 
find suitable characterization techniques for all relevant microstructure characteristics. 
 
In Chapter 4, an extensive overview of methodologies is given for microstructure 
characterization in general and for tortuosity analysis in particular. The workflow for a 
thorough 3D characterization (see Fig. 14) includes several methodologies that are still 
rapidly evolving. Each of these methodologies is reviewed specifically: Tomography, 
qualitative image processing (3D reconstruction, filtering and segmentation), 
quantitative image analysis (specific algorithms for each tortuosity type), numerical 
simulation of transport (conduction, diffusion, flow), stochastic microstructure 
modeling, machine learning and virtual materials testing. 
In particular, the different calculation approaches for the three main tortuosity 
categories are discussed separately: The computation of direct geometric tortuosities is 
based on quantitative 3D image analysis. The indirect physics-based tortuosities are 
computed from effective properties, which are determined by numerical transport 
simulations (or by real laboratory experiments). For mixed tortuosities, volume fields 
obtained by numerical transport simulation are used. The mixed tortuosities are then 
computed by geometric analysis of these volume fields (i.e. 3D image analysis of 
streamlines or velocity vectors). Hence, the mixed tortuosities contain information that 
covers physics-based as well as geometric aspects. In this sense, the mixed tortuosities 
can be considered as the most advanced and most relevant descriptors for the path 
length effect. For practical help, an extensive list with available SW packages and codes 
for microstructure analysis and modeling is presented (see Table 6), with a special 
emphasize on tortuosity characterization. 
 
Based on the methodological progress in tomography, 3D image analysis, stochastic 
microstructure modeling, artificial intelligence and virtual materials testing, new 
possibilities become available, which allow a thorough characterization of 
microstructures at different length scales and with different complexities. Investigations 
using combinations of these modern methodologies provide a better understanding of 
the underlying micro-macro relationships. A prerequisite for these improvements are 
better descriptors for the path length effect by means of direct geometric and mixed 
tortuosities. But also for the bottleneck effect and for the wall friction effect, improved 
descriptors could be found, such as constrictivity and hydraulic radius based on MIP-
PSD and cPSD. In Chapter 5, it is summarized how these new descriptors were used to 
establish new quantitative micro-macro relationships. Typically, recent approaches are 
data-driven and, for this purpose, they involve methods of stochastic geometry, machine 
learning, virtual materials testing and error minimization. In particular, we refer to a 
series of studies [102,141,243,267,312,313], where the microstructure influence on 
effective transport properties is quantified by means of virtual materials testing. 
 
For conduction and diffusion, the evolution of micro-macro formulas is summarized in 
Fig. 22. From the numerous equations that were evaluated, Eq. 49b, i.e.,  
 
Eq. 49b 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 = 𝜀𝜀1.15𝛽𝛽0.37/𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

4.39 ,  MAPE: 19.06% 



 
has the highest overall prediction power with a MAPE of 19.06%. Thereby, Mpred is 
equivalent to the relative conductivity (σele_rel) and/or relative diffusivity (Drel). It must 
be emphasized that for microstructures with a high porosity, more precise predictions 
are obtained by Eq. 55b, i.e., 
 
    𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 = 𝜀𝜀1.67−0.48𝛽𝛽/𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

5.18, 
 
with a MAPEtotal of 18.3 % (and a MAPE of 10.3 % for microstructures with M > 0.05). 
 
For viscous flow in porous media, the evolution of micro-macro formulas is summarized 
in Fig. 23. Two different expressions for permeability (κI, κII) are derived, namely Eq. 84, 
i.e., 
 

  𝜅𝜅𝐼𝐼 =  0.54 � 𝜀𝜀
S𝑉𝑉
�
2 𝜀𝜀3.56 𝛽𝛽0.78

𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦_𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐1.67  ,  

 
with a MAPE of 34.5 %, and Eq. 87, i.e., 
 
  κ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  (0.94r𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛+0.06r𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥)2
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with a MAPE of 34.54 %. Thus, both formulas have almost the same prediction powers. 
Moreover, compared to classical theories such as the Carman-Kozeny equation for flow 
and Archie's low for conduction, these new micro-macro relationships have a much 
higher prediction power. In particular, they can also be used for complex disordered 
microstructures, where the classical theories mentioned above are not applicable. These 
improvements are mainly due to the progress of recent 3D methodologies, which 
provide better morphological descriptors. 
 
Nowadays many different possibilities are available for the characterization of 
tortuosity. In this context the findings from the review of empirical data (Chapter 4) 
must be kept in mind. Thereby a consistent pattern is observed, which indicates that the 
measured values of tortuosity are more strongly dependent on the tortuosity type (and 
on the associated method) than on the material itself. It is thus important to understand 
the differences between specific tortuosity types. Which type of tortuosity and which 
calculation approach one should choose, depends on the information that is required for 
a specific purpose. The basic arguments for different tortuosity classes can be 
summarized as follows:  
 
a) Indirect physics-based tortuosities describe bulk resistances of the microstructure 
against specific transport processes. They do not contain strict geometric information 
and therefore they do not really contribute to a fundamental understanding of the path 
length effect. Indirect tortuosities are lumped parameters, which include not only the 
limiting effect of paths lengths variations but also other microstructure limitations such 
as the bottleneck effects. Indirect tortuosities are often used as input for macro-
homogeneous models. For this purpose they are well suited, since they describe the bulk 
resistive influence of the microstructure. 
 



b) Direct geometric tortuosities are based on measurements of path lengths through the 
3D microstructure. For materials engineers, the geometric tortuosity reveals 
morphological information that is relevant for purposeful microstructure optimization. 
However, microstructure limitations on transport can not be fully described by the 
geometric tortuosity alone. In order to understand the relationship between 
microstructure and effective transport properties, it is necessary to consider additional 
microstructure characteristics, such as constrictivity, porosity and hydraulic radius. In 
context with new micro-macro formulas (e.g. Eq. 49b), the geodesic tortuosity turns out 
to be a suitable geometric descriptor for path-length effects. However, since the 
geometric tortuosities are not physics-based, this leaves some room for further 
improvement of micro-macro formulas and their prediction power. 
 
c) Mixed tortuosities include the advantages of both calculation approaches, in the sense 
that they contain true information of the path lengths (i.e. geometric) and at the same 
time, they are specific for the underlying transport process (i.e. physics-based). Mixed 
tortuosities thus bear key information that is necessary to understand path length 
effects of specific transport mechanisms on a fundamental level. It is thus probable that 
the prediction power of modern micro-macro relationships (such as Eq. 49b and Eq. 84) 
can be further improved by using mixed tortuosities as descriptors for the paths length 
effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Electronic Appendix 
 
Extended versions of Tables 2 and 6 are provided as excel files. 
 
- Appendix_electronic_1-Table_2.xlsx 
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